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ABSTRACT
A technique was developed to evaluate the applicability of data from small scale facilities for
validation of codes for analysis of AP600 small break loss-of-coolant accidents (SBLOCA). The
technique first divides the SBLOCA into phases based on the components that come into play as
the postulated accident evolves. Conservation equations, resolved to the component level and
their interconnections, are derived for the active components in each phase. The equations are
then nondimensionalized and reference parameters are selected such that the dependent variables
and their time derivatives, other than the system response of interest, are of order 1. Order of
magnitude analysis is then performed for each equation and then between equations, based on the
numerical values of the nondimensional coefficients for each term, with only the large order terms
being retained. The resulting equations then contain terms whose impact on key system
responses (e.g., reactor vessel level) are ordered in terms of the magnitude of the nondimensional
groups multiplying the O[l] dependent variables.
The reduced set of equations and
nondimensional groups are validated with experimental data where possible. The validation
process is meant to demonstrate that the important terms have been retained and enhance
confidence in the system of equations used to capture the main processes occurring in each
phase.
Based on the nondimensional equations, the dominant nondimensional groups, and hence the
dominant physical mechanisms and their dependence on geometric and operational parameters,
were identified for an AP600 1 inch cold leg break scenario starting from the initiating event
through long term cooling. The important parameters entering the groups included elevation
differences between the reactor vessel and other components, PRHR heat transfer rates, fluid
thermophysical properties, liquid levels in tanks, and flow resistances in the CMT lines and
IRWST lines. It was also shown that, after the beginning of CMT draining and accumulator
injection, the dominant processes do not depend on break size provided they are smalL The
dominant processes were dependent on plant geometry and the operation of engineered safety
features, such as the automatic depressurization system. The same transient events were
evaluated for three experimental facilities and the same nondimensional groups, and hence
mechanisms, were shown to be important. It was found that these nondimensional groups
covered the range expected in the AP600, indicating that while there may be some distortions in
scaling for a particular facility, between them, the important phenomena were captured.
Based on this analysis of for 1 inch cold leg breaks, it is concluded that the data appear to be
applicable for assessment and validation of computer codes used for modeling small break LOCA
scenarios in the AP600 system.
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SUMMARY
In this study a method was developed and demonstrated for assessing the applicability of data,
obtained in reduced-scale experimental facilities, to the validation of computer codes used in
AP600 small break loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA) analysis.
In this procedure the SBLOCA transient was divided into several phases based on the process
identification and ranking table (PIRT), in each of which different phenomena or components
come in to play. Each phase was described in terms of a set of conservation equations resolved
down to the relevant component and component interaction levels. These conservation equations
were then nondimensionalized such that all dependent variables and their derivatives other than
the key system response that was to be detennined, were of Otl]. The magnitude of the
nondimensional groups multiplying each term involving dependent variables (of O[1]), then gave
a measure of the impact of each term on the system response of interest. To ascertain whether
the hierarchy of nondinensionalized equations captured the dominant phenomena in each phase,
each equation was checked against experimental data to the extent feasible.
The result of this process was a set of nondimensional groups for each phase whose magnitudes
were a measure of their effect on a kcy system response such as reactor vessel mass inventory.
These groups involved quantities like elevation differences, flow resistances of lines, component
volumes, and thermophysical properties - all of which could be obtained from design information
for each facility and the AP600. By comparing the dominant groups between facilities and with
the AP600, conclusions were drawn as to whether the AP600 and the various facilities were in
the same region of nondimensional parameter space from the viewpoint of their response in a
SBLOCA. Variations in the ordering of the magnitudes of these groups and their relative
magnitudes were noted. The effects of these differences in magnitude on key system responses
were assessed to determine if distortions in response would be expected in any of the
experimental facilities. Thus the method resulted in an assessment of how well a facility was
scaled vis-a-vis the AP600 for each phase of a SBLOCA, and hence, how applicable the data
from a given facility in a specific phase were to code validation.
The method was applied primarily to assessment of data for one-inch (equivalent) cold leg
breaks, though for some phases, scaling with regard to other break sizes and locations, was also
touched on.
In broad terms, the phases consisted of:
- subcooled depressurization until the pressurizer emptied
- an intermediate phase between the first phase and activation of ADS-4 (automatic
depressurization system fourth stage), which included CMT (core makeup tank) and
PRHR (passive residual heat removal system) recirculation, accumulator injection and
partial draining of the CMTs as well as activation of ADS-1,-2, and -3
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- ADS-4 discharge until the pressure dropped sufficiently to allow refilling by the
IRWST (in-containment refueling water storage tank) system
- refilling by IRWST flow into the reactor vessel until the sump and IRWST tank levels
equalized
- long term cooling.

In some cases, e.g. the intermediate phase, division into subphases was necessary to account for
activation of different components like the ADS-1, -2, -3 systems. The results of analyzing
these phases of the one inch cold leg break scenario in the AP600 system and the experimental
facilities are presented below for each phase.
Subcooled Depressurization

For the I inch cold leg break, the system mass response during the initial portion of the
subcooled blowdown phase were found to be dominated by the break flow rate. The break
volumetric flow is the controlling term for the depressurization response as the net heat flows in
and out of the system were nearly balanced. Order of magnitude analysis showed that effects
due to convecting energy out the break and pressurizer heating were each an order of magnitude
smaller than the break volurnetric flow. Data from various facilities scaled with a time
nondimensionalized by the break discharge rate and the initial coolant mass in the pressurizer.
Intennediate Phase

Following pressurizer draining and reactor scram, the balance of core, steam generator, and PRHR
heat flows and break flow play an important role in the pressure response. The mass loss
continues to depend on the break flow. Based on the values of the nondimensional groups, the
same processes control the mass balance in the AP600 and the experimental facilities for al three
subphases of the Intermediate Phase.
During the initial passive cooling phase, mass inventory changes depend on the break flow until
the accumulator draining and CMT draining begin. In this interval the depressurization rate is
related to the balance of core and PRHR heat flows and break volumetric flow. Following the
initiation of accumulator injection and CMT draining, these flows govern the mass balance until
ADS flow begins. The low temperatures of these flows determine the depressurization process
primarily by decreasing the average specific volume of the system. From this point on, the
depressurization transient is controlled by the actions of the engineered safety systems. All this
can be phrased in terms of nondimensionalized equations, with nondimensional coefficients for
the O[1] nondimensional variables that for the experimental facilities, lie in the same range as in
the AP600 with some differences. For example, during this phase the heat in and out flows are
distorted in SPES, though the overall effect on the subphase response does not appear to be
significant as far as the ultimate outcome, coolant inventory before ADS-4 opens, is concerned.
Also, the PRHR heat transfer appears to be oversized in the ROSA facility relative to the AP600
whereas it is somewhat undersized in the SPES and OSU facilities. These distortions appeared
to have little effect on the overall transient response, however.
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After the ADS-1,-2,-3 flows begin they, in addition to the accumulator and CMT flows,
influence the system coolant inventory and depressurization rate. The ADS influence on the
depressurization rate is accentuated by the discharge being of high quality. In the experimental
facilities, essentially these same processes are dominant. In the full pressure facilities, the effect
of the cooler accumulator and CMT fluid on depressurization occurred primarily by mixing with
subcooled liquid. In the OSU APEX facility, the effect occurred more by mixing with saturated
fluid. This difference does not appear to have a significant effect on the overall phase outcome.
A preliminary assessment of the presence of accumulator nitrogen in the primary system on the
processes occurring during the intermediate phase was made. The two situations evaluated to
provide a comparison included assuming the primary system vapor volume contained only steam
and assurnijg the vapor space contained nitrogen. Results of this much simplified estimate
indicate that the numeric values of the nondimensional groups for the two cases are different but
the relative rankings for the groups for a given facility are the same. In both cases for all the
facilities, the ADS-1,-2,-3 volumetric flow was the major factor affecting depressurization.
From the analysis of the Intermediate Phase, the conclusion is drawn that the nondimensional
pressure and inventory are relatively independent of break size provided the break is small (cc
ADS-I ,-2,-3 area). These nondimensional parameters do depend on accumulator and CMT mass
and to a lesser extent on the details of the net heating from core decay heat and steam generator
and PRHIR heat transfer. The experimental data tend to support this conclusion.
ADS-4 Slowdown

During the ADS-4 blowdown the vessel mass inventory is determined by the balance between
CMT and ADS-4 flow rates. The CMT head relative to the vessel liquid level, CMT line
resistance, and ADS4 quality are important parameters during this phase. Temperature of the
CMT liquid and mixing in the lower plenum affect the ADS4 quality. In the fill pressure
facilities, the ratio of ADS4 flow to CMT flow was greater than in AP600. Ihis difference
would cause these facilities to lose more mass during ADS-4 blowdown than the AP600. In
OSU, the ratio of ADS-4 flow to CMT flow was less than in the AP600 which would cause
OSU to lose less vessel inventory during ADS4 blowdown than in the AP600.
IRWSTlInjection

During the initial vessel refill the vessel mass inventory is determined by the balance between
IRWST, pressurizer surge line, and ADS-4 flow rates. The IRWST and pressurizer heads
relative to the vessel level, IRWST line resistance, and ADS4 quality are important parameters
during this phase. Temperature of the IRWST liquid and mixing in the lower plenum affect the
ADSA quality. The effects of oscillatory pressurizer draining were observed but did not
significantly affect the vessel refill process. In the experimental facilities the same processes
were dominant and the relative ordering of the flow magnitudes was the same. In OSU the
ADS-4 flow appeared to be somewhat low relative to the other facilities. Conditions in the
V

experimental facilities cover the range, in nondimensional parameter space, expected in the
AP600.
IRWSTDrain(Long Term Cooling)

The OSU facility is the only experimental facility equipped to run transients through the IRWST
draining phase. For this phase, the drain time for the IRWST is the relevant time scale and is
much larger than the vessel residence time scale. The drain is essentially a series of steady-state
points in which the flow rate through the DVI, core, and out the ADS-4 valves depends primarily
on the IRWST water level and, to a lesser extent, the ratio of the hydraulic resistances in the DVI
and ADS4 trains. These ratios are well preserved in the OSU facility suggesting that similar
performance should be observed in the plant
IRWYST/Sump Injeclion (Long Term Cooling)

Sump injection commences after the Sump level has increased to a point that causes check valves
and eventually motor operated valves to open and allow communication between the IRWST and
Sump. The head imposed on the primary system by the Sump level remains constant at that
point and the system operation is basically steady-state wherein coolant from the IRWST/Surnp
enters the system via the DVI lines, flows through the vessel, and out the ADS-4 valves. The
vessel collapsed level settles at an elevation near the DVI nozzle during this phase implying a
relatively constant vessel mass since other experiment parameters are not changing. Based on
test data, the vessel nondimensional mass (in OSU) is approximately 0.85. Experimental data
suggests that significant phase separation occurs in the upper core region and upper plenum. In
effect, a significant fraction of the liquid in the mixture flowing out the top of the heated region
separates and/or de-entrains in the upper plenum. Scaling analysis results predicted a
nondimensional vessel mass considerably lower than the experiment value. This result is a
consequence of simplifying assumptions that were made in the analysis since the void profile
above the core is not known The essence of the problem is that a more detailed, local effects
description of the phase distribution is needed for the particular geometry in the upper plenum
and various tee connections leading to the ADS4 valves.
The magnitudes of the nondimensional coefficients in the reduced conservation equations were
similar for the experimental facilities and the AP600 system. From this, the same important
processes occurred in the experimental facilities as might be expected in the AP600. This
similarity indicates that the experimental results are useful for understanding the response of the
AP600 system. It firther indicates that the data from the experimental facilities are in the same
parameter range as the AP600, and hence are applicable to assessment of computer codes.
The important phenomena identified from the scaling analysis for the one inch cold leg break
were in general agreement with those identified in the PIRT. Several phenomena were determined
to play a primary role in the accident sequence that were not listed as high priority in the original
PIRT (the rankings of these phenomena have been elevated in the current PIRT). These
phenomena included:
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* The CMT level and line resistance during the ADS4 Blowdown and IRWST Phases
* The IRWST/DVI flow resistance during the IRWST Phase
* The initial pressurizer inventory at the start of the IRWST Phase
However the scaling of these in terms of the important nondimensional groups was such that
significant distortions were not identified. The table below summarizes the important
nondimensional groups for the transient phases.
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Summary of Important Nondimensional Groups by Transient Phase (continued).
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Summary of Important Nondimensional Groups bv Transient Phase (continued).
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Summary of Important Nondimensional Groups by Transient Phase (continued).
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TOP-DOWN SCALING ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY

FOR AP600 INTEGRAL TESTS
1. INTRODUCTION
The Nuclear Regulatoiy Commission (NRC) Division of Systems Research is conducting a
research program that has the ultimate goal of producing an assessed/validated computer code
that can be used to analyze transient and off-normal operating conditions in advanced light water
reactor designs. Such computer codes will eventually be used to independently evaluate the
AP6001 design and analyses associated with license submittals. The current research program
centers around demonstrating the adequacy 2 of the RELAP5SMOD3 3 computer code for
applications related to these advanced reactor designs.
The AP600 reactor design is unique relative to current light water reactor designs. It features
passive safety systems that rely on gravity dominated heads and large volumes of water stored
above the reactor vessel and automatic depressurization systems (relief valves) to provide core
cooling during accident conditions. The passive safety system design results in numerous
interconnected flow paths (loops) between fluid storage components and the reactor vessel. The
unique features of this design suggests the potential for different types of response during offnormal conditions relative to current light water reactor designs. Any unique system behaviors
are of interest and must be understood, to determine the significance for the plant design, and to
provide assurance that current computer codes have the- capability to properly predict the
progression and end state of off-normal transients. One must therefore ensure that the
experimental data base is applicable, ensure that analysis techniques have the inherent ability to
calculate the observed response as appropriate, and identify any shortcomings in the
experimental data or the analysis methods.
Several test facilities have been used to generate data for use in advanced reactor licensing
activities. For the AP600, these include the SPES facility4 in Italy, the Advanced Plant
Experiment (APEX) facilitys at Oregon State University, and the Rig of Safety Assessment
(ROSA) facility6 at the Japanese Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI). Relative to the
AP600, SPES and ROSA are full-height, full-pressure, volume and power scaled facilities. Scale
respectively, meaning that system fluid
factors for SPES and ROSA arej1
volumes, flow areas, and mass flow rates should be approximately in these ratios relative to
AP600. As SPES and ROSA are full-height and full-pressure facilities, fluid velocities and transit
timex skould be approximately the same as the AP600. The APEX facility is a reduced pressure,
[ jhheight system relative to the AP600. APEX scale factors are as folowls fluid velocity and
transit tipes scale ati, I relative elevation aM lenm are scaled ar Bow areas are scaled at
I a;d fluid volumes are scaled atr
( ;ore power and mass flows are scaled

I

at

1

The research program organizen Dy ine r'tu mcruoes evaiuaiton or me test facilities being used
to generate data for code verification of advanced reactor designs, evaluation of the data being
produced by these facilities, RELAP5 thermal-hydraulics code applications for the plant and the
test facilities similar to those discussed in References 7 and 8, and scaling analyses of the facility
and code results. An objective of the NRC effort is to ensure that the data base generated with
these facilities is applicable for evaluation of computer codes used to calculate advanced reactor
response to off-normal conditions.
The NRC has assembled several working groups composed of NRC staff, contractors, and
consultants to effect the elements of this program relative to the AP600. Each of these working
groups is concentrating on a specific area of interest and has a different charter. The working
groups are dealing with the general areas of AP600 test facility data analysis, facility bottom-up
(or local) scaling9 , and facility top-down (or global) scaling. Each of these elements is a part of
the overall effort required to ensure the applicability and adequacy of the experiment data base
for application to AP600 licensing issues.
This report describes results from the top-down scaling group effort. The major objective of this
work is to develop a methodology that can help provide information regarding the applicability
of data taken in small-scale facilities for the full-scale system thereby supporting the overall code
adequacy statement The methodology is based on and complements the hierarchical two-tiered
scaling methodology described in Reference 10. The approach involves decomposition of the
system under consideration to identify characteristic geometries and processes, development of a
system of dynamic lumped parameter equations from the conservation laws for these geometries
and processes, nondimensionalization of these equations, identification of process scales, and the
development of scaling groups from the equations that det ermine system and component
response. Note that this approach is not intended to examine all of the components needed to
perform facility design or scaled testing. The methodology is applied to test cases centered on
facility results from one-inch cold leg break loss-of-coolant experiments including OSU APEX
Test SBSI 1, OSU Test NRC221 2 , ROSA Test AP-CL-03 1 3, and SPES Test SBO0401 14, 15.
Section 2 provides background information on scaling and the role of the top-down scaling effort
and objectives. Section 3 outlines the development of the scaling analysis approach and
discussion of the methodology for using the results. For the benefit of the reader, a brief
overview of the AP600 design is given in Section 4. Transient scenario and phase descriptions
are addressed in Section 5. Preliminary application of the methodology to a one-inch cold leg
break scenario is discussed in Section 6. Conclusions and recommendations are presented in
Section 7. Appendices provide additional information on development of the equations used in
the analysis, facility parameter values, and other supporting material.

2
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2.

ROLE OF THE TOP-DOWN SCALING EFFORT

Detailed overviews of the NRC code adequacy demonstration procedure are given in References 2
and 8. Figure 2-1 of Reference 2 provides a graphical illustration of the various tasks and
components of the overall demonstration process. In general, the procedure involves cycles of
successively testing the code capabilities against experimental data applicable to the AP600
design, effecting model improvements (if necessary) to address identified deficiencies, and then
conducting additional assessment to achieve specified performance criteria. Specifically, these
tasks/components include: a) the definition of the relative importance of AP600 systems,
components, processes, and phenomena, defining priorities in assessing code capability;
b) detailed examination of the code structural components to assess separate effects models,
correlations, and closure relationship capabilities; c) developmental assessment to determine code
capabilities with respect to prediction of separate effects and integral experiment results; d)
scaling studies to determine the applicability of the experimental data base; and e) an adequacy
decision based on the results of the above tasks and the answers to questions such as "what are
the accident scenarios required to ensure that the code is assessed over a sufficiently wide rAnge
of conditions?", "are the data applicable?", and "what phenomena are important?" for the code
analysis/adequacy decision. Item a) above has been addressed by the AP600 PIRT (Phenomena
Identification and Ranking Table)16 , 17 wherein the thermal-hydraulic phenomena, processes, and
conditions that affect AP600 SBLOCA response have been identified and ranked according to
their expected influence on a figure of merit considered to be the reactor vessel inventory.
Items b) and c) are discussed in Reference 2. The top-down scaling effort discussed in this report
along with other scaling and analysis efforts such as discussed in References 9 and I 8 addresses
Item d). In this regard, the goal of the top-down scaling effort is to develop a methodology that I
can help provide information regarding the applicability of data taken in small-scale facilities to
the full-scale system. The primary emphasis is on scaling the system parameters influencing core
cooling (such as reactor vessel liquid inventory) during the small break loss-of-coolant transient.
The top-down scaling effort is a component in the NRC Hierarchical Two Tiered Scalingl0
approach which also includes the bottom-up scaling effort described by Bessette et al. in
Reference 9. The overall scaling effort is based on a similitude approach in which the governing
equations are developed for the system being studied, the equations are nondimensionalized, and
the coefficients are numerically evaluated to determine which processes are the most important.
The present effort follows an approach well established for fluid mechanics problems, applied to
pressurized water reactor LOCA assessments by Wulffl9 and Reyes 2 0 . In this study, the topdown scaling group applies the methodology to the conservation equations averaged down to the
reactor system component level (e.g., tanks and interconnections).
The following objectives were defined to focus the effort:
1) Develop nondimensional groups in the averaged conservation equations that are

resolved to preserve the main system level responses. Define reference scales to
3

calculate the values of these groups such that the dependent variables in each equation
are 0[1]. Note that these reference scales must be determined based on facility and
AP600 design, therefore it is important to check by comparison with data that the
choices are reasonable and give dependent variables -0[1]. It is recognized that finescale information filtered out of these equations must be re-supplied via constitutive
equations with their accompanying nondimensional groups via bottom-up scaling.
2) Conduct an order of magnitude analysis of the nondimensionalized equations to
clarify the impact of the terms in each equation on the most important system
responses in each phase of the transient. The analysis must be done for the AP600
reference system and for each experimental facility. This step will lead to a reduced
set of dominant nondimensional groups.
3) Numerically evaluate and compare the reduced set of dimensionless groups from 2)
above for the AP600 and for each of the experiment facilities. Based on these values
clarify distortions in the experimental facilities vis-a-vis the AP600 and their impact
on the main system responses(s) of interest. Hence, determine whether the data from
the facilities are applicable to assessment of AP600 analysis methods, and whether
the facility designs, taken together, give rise to ranges of important nondimensional
groups that encompass those for the AP600.

4

3.

METHODOLOGY

The AP600 PIRT 16 ,17 indicates that the AP600 response for a given transient can be
characterized by distinct chronological phases. Phase definitior, are based on considerations
such as the thermal-hydraulic processes that are expected to have an influence on the system
response, geometric and operational characteristics, and system hardware components that are
expected to be active and influential for the particular phase being considered. The PIRT results
suggest that the active system components and the thermal-hydraulic processes of importance
will change over the duration of a transient. Therefore details of the analysis will be different for
each phase defined. The approach taken in this analysis involves a multi-step process that builds
on the PIRT description of the accident scenario. The steps include:
1. Define the phenomenologically distinct phases of the transient identifying initiating
and ending events, for example, when the CMT level drops to a specified value
(i.e., 20%), ADS-4 is activated and the "ADS4 Phase" is initiated.
2. Identify subsystems, components, and interactions of importance in each phase.
3. Develop a diagram of the system indicating subsystems, components, and
interconnections identified in Step 2.
4. Define the governing equations for each component, in each phase and their
interconnections as identified in Step 3 using a lumped parameter approach to develop
integral forms of the conservation of mass, energy, and momentum equations.
5. Nondimensionalize the equations developed in Step 4.
6. Select reference scales such that the nondimensionalization process leads to the
dependent variables and their time derivatives, except those characterizing the key
system response in each equation, being -0(1).
7. Order the terms in the nondimensional equations in terms of the magnitude of the
nondimensional coefficients and retain only the dominant terms in each equation
clarifying the impact of each remaining term on the system response of interest.
8. Evaluate the reduced nondimensional equations using data from experimental facilities
to determine their validity in predicting the system responses of interest.
9. Compare the nondimensional groups that dominate the system response of interest,
for the AP600 and experimental facilities, and thereby evaluate the applicability of
the experimental data to assessments of AP600 analysis methods.
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Section 5 presents the resuits or btep i, bweps

'-i

are aetaiica m inc Appendices.

Section 6

summarizes Steps 1-7 and details Step 8. In general, more detail is given to higher priority
phases - for example, those in which vessel inventory and therefore core cooling could be
influenced.
The results of Steps 4-6 in the methodology provide a set of nondimensionalized equations that
are used to predict a key system response such as vessel mass inventory. This closed set may
contain certain requirements for closure relationships that eventually may be supplied by more
detailed analysis. For example, the top- down1 nondimensionalized, equations for the IRWST
refill phase contain a nondimensional group involving the pressurizer surge line density. This
may not be specified accurately at this stage, but may be refined in future estimates.
Characteristics of this top-down equation set which allows the calculation of a key system
response, such as the reactor vessel mass inventory, are:
- All nondimensional variables and derivatives of variables except the key system
response, are approximately 0[1], with nondimensional coefficient groups which then
determine the magnitude of each term
- Then groups can be evaluated so that their magnitudes can be compared to identif y
the dominant terms in each equation and their impact on the key system response.
Based on this comparison, only the dominant groups in each equation are retained
- The dominant groups for each transient phase for each facility and the reference plant
are then compared to help clarify distortions
Validation increases confidence that the dominant nondimensional groups, and correct reference
scales, for each phase have been identified, that important phenomena have not been excluded,
and helps identify the important closure relationships. After going through this process, if for a
given facility, one or more of the dominant groups for a particular phase are significantly different
from the reference plant, then the data for that phase must be carefully examined for
applicability.

The sketch in Figure 3.1 illustrates the process of validation for each hierarchical level in the
system of nondimensionalized equations resulting from the order of magnitude analysis. In
essence for each equation, the integral of the left hand side of the equation can be plotted against
the integral of the right hand side of the equation. If the result is near the y = x line as indicated
on the sketch, then there is reasonable assurance that the necessary terms have been accounted
for in the equation and the retained nondimensional groups capture the main phenomena. This
type of check ultimately should be done for each phase and for each equation in the hierarchy for
that phase. For example, the equations starting with the vessel mass balance, then for the mass in
flows and out flows, then for the head terms governing the flows, and so forth. This process also
allows determination of the order of magnitude of the nondimensionalized dependent variable in
each equation and ensures that the reference scales are selected such that they are -0[1].
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Sketch illustrating verification process to evaluate whether the dominant terms
retained in each equation are sufficient to capture the experimental data.
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4. AP600 DESIGN OVERVIEW
The AP600 reactor design is an advanced PWR concept that relies on a number of passive safety
features. The design includes low core volumetric heat generation rates, low peak-to-average fuel
heat flux ratio, reliance on gas pressurization and gravity heads for safety system operation, and
dependence on natural circulation and condensation for safety system performance. All passive
safety systems are an integral part of the reactor containment which incorporates heat exchange
facilities for removing core decay heat from the reactor system and eventually from the
containment to the environment.
Details of the AP600 design are contained in Reference 1. A brief overview of the plant
operation will be given here. Figure 4.1 shows a sketch of the containment and reactor system.
The AP600 design is a two-loop system consisting of two hot legs and four cold legs. The
AP600 contains many components found in current generation pressurized water reactor designs
(e.g., steam generators, pressurizer). A significant difference relative to current commercial
systems is that passive emergency core cooling systems are included in the design. These
systems arc automatically activated in the event of loss of coolant from the primary system to
replenish and maintain the reactor system inventory. An "S signal", which can be generated by
off-normal plant operating conditions such as low pressurizer pressure, low cold leg temperature,
low steam line pressure, or high containment pressure, generates a core scram signal, reactor
coolant pump trip signal, main feedwater pump and turbine trip, and also activates many of the
passive safety systems.
The passive systems consist of accumulators pressurized with nitrogen gas, core makeup tanks
(CMTs) which contain cold water and are pressure balanced with the primary reactor system,
and a large in-containment refueling water storage tank (IRWST) that is pressure balanced with
the containment. The CMTs are activated (and thus can start recirculating by natural circulation)
by pressurizer or steam generator low level setpoints or by receipt of the S signal which also
activates the IRWST system valves. The bottoms of the CMTs and the IRWST are located at
elevations above the reactor cold legs to provide the head necessary for coolant injection.
Although the S signal activates the IRWST system, flow from the IRWST into the primary can
not commence until the primary pressure decreases below the IRWST hydrostatic head. Once
the IRWST tank inventory has been discharged, the containment liquid level will exceed the
elevation of the coolant loops allowing liquid to be injected back into the primary system via
sump valves. Steam in the containment (generated by flashing of primary coolant) is condensed
on the interior walls of the containment, collected, and then returned to the IRWST. Gravitydriven evaporative cooling external to the containment provides passive containment cooling.
To help ensure the proper functioning of the gravity driven passive safety systems, an automatic
depressurization system (ADS) is incorporated into the AP600 design to limit the primary
system-to-containment differential pressure (i.e., depressurize the primary system). The ADS
consists of four different stages of valves (ADS-1, ADS-2, ADS-3, and ADS4) to provide
8

Figure 4.1.

Sketch of AP600 design.
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primary system pressure relief. ADS-1, ADS-2, and ADS-3 are connected to the top of the
pressurizer and discharge through a sparger into the IRWST. The CMT actuation signal activates
the ADS- 1,-2,-3 valves. ADS-1 fires when the CMT level reaches 67% and the second and third
ADS stages open based on elapsed time from the previous stage opening. ADS-4 valves are
connected to the reactor hot legs and discharge directly to containment. ADS-4 valves are
triggered by a CMT level setpoint of 20% in conjunction with an elapsed time from ADS-3
actuation. Core decay heat is rejected to the IRWST via a passive decay heat removal system
(PRHR) which is capable of removing full decay heat and can operate at full system pressure.
Unlike existing operating reactors whose safety systems rely primarily on pump heads for
operation, the AP600 design relies on gravity dominated forces for safety system operation. The
current research program is focused on the evaluation of these systems and the processes that
influence their operation.
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5. SMALL BREAK LOSS-OF-COOLANT SCENARIOS AND PHASE

DESCRIPTIONS
A cold leg small break loss-of-coolant transient scenario in the AP600 design is broken down into
distinct chronological phases with the phase boundaries based on phenomenological
considerations. Phases are characterized by an initiating time or event, an ending time or event,
and the subsystems that play a significant role. Note that phase decomposition into well defined
phases in this manner is important and requires knowledge of the systems in order to establish
conditions needed for analysis of the phase. If care isnot exercised, poorly defined phases and/or
conditions may resulL Phase definitions for the one-inch cold leg break scenario are defined in
detail in the AP600 PIRT.
The one inch cold leg break scenario is summarized in the next section. An annotated pressure
history for the calculated AP600 response to a one inch cold leg break is presented in Figure 5.1.
The starting and ending points of the phases arc shown in the figure and have been defined below
with a summary of the important processes occurring in the system. Note that each of the
phases has been given a priority rating of either high, medium, or low. This priority rating is
based on the expectations regarding how the dominant processes and interactions occurring during
the phase might influence the vessel inventory. Thus, the level of detail in the treatment in the
following sections is related to the priority.
The analysis covers the accident in five phases: 1) Initial high pressure subcooled blowdown, 2)
Intermediate passive cooling, CMT draining/accumulator injection, and ADS-1,-2,-3 blowdown,
3) ADS4 blowdown to IRWST initiation, 4) IRWST injection through initial refill of the reactor
vessel, and 5) IRWST draining/sump injection. With the exception of the OSU APEX facility,
experiments generally were only conducted through the steady IRWST injection stage. The
APEX facility does not simulate the initial high pressure subcooled blowdown.

5.1
5.1.1

AP600 SBLOCA Phase Description Summary
High Pressure Phase: Subcooled Depressurization
* Priority Low
* Beginning - Initiating event is the break opening
* Processes/events - pressurizer vapor bubble behavior, pressurizer heaters on initially
and then are turned off, note that the core energy addition rate is
balanced by the steam generator energy removal rate
* End - Pressurizer empties, knee in pressure-time curve - note that these events occur,
within the order of magnitude analysis, at nearly the same times as the S-signal
and "scram"', hence core energy addition and steam generator energy removal
balance through most of the phase.
11

AP600 I-inch CLB Calculation
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5.1.2

Intermediate rnase: rassive
ADS-1,-2,-3 Blowdown)

LOUmIr, rtiase

kLtivui/PRHR Recirculation and

* Priority medium
* Beginning - pressurizer is empty or is nearly empty (10-12% level), "S" signal generated
by low pressurizer pressure or high containment pressure condition at a time
close to the pressurizer emptying, core scram (due to "S" signal, pressurizer
overpressure or underpressure, steam generator level, etc. See Table H-2 of
Reference 16 for complete list of setpoints).
* Processes/events
a; - PRHR cooling
* heat transfer

to IRWST
* recirculation in PRHR piping
-

-

CMT - recirculation and heat removal

System asymmetry caused by the differences in P-loop (loop containing
pressurizer and PRHER connections) and C-loop (loop containing CMTs)
* Sub-phase I - Both steam generators are sinks
* Sub-phase 2 - P side steam generator voids (develops a steam bubble)
and ceases to circulate. The P-loop steam generator along with the
break flow determines the system dP/dt. The C-loop is still
circulating.
* Sub-phase 3 - C-loop steam generator voids and circulation in the C-loop

_

.

ceases.

* Sub-phase 4 - CMTs begin to drain
* Sub-phase 5 - Accumulators begin to inject
- CMT level at 67% and ADS-1 opens
- Pressurizer refills, mass loss through ADS

Flashing inpressurizer
- Subcooling in vessel followed by return to boiling in core
- CMT draining and flashing
* Sub-phase 6 - ADS-I open, mostly vapor flow out ADS-i, level in
pressurizer is increasing
* Sub-phase 7 - ADS-2 opens based on elapsed time signal from ADS-i
actuation point, ADS-1 and ADS-2 are open, two-phase flow out
ADS-l and ADS-2, pressurizer fill continues
* Sub-phase 8 - ADS-3 opens based on elapsed time signal from ADS-2
actuation point, ADS-1. ADS-2, and ADS-3 are open, pressurizer is
full and low quality fluid is flowing out the ADS valves
-

* End - CMT level at 20% and ADS-4 opens
5.13

ADS-4 Blowdown
* Priority high
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* Beginning - AVS-4 opens
* Processes/events - Pressurizer starts to drain (again), ADS-i,-2,-3 flows transitions
from choked to friction dominated, choked and unchoked flow
through ADS-4, core boiling is taking place, hot leg fluid is near
saturation
- Sub-phase 1 - Choked flow at ADS4
- Sub-phase 2 - Possibly unchoked flow at ADS-4

* End - Primary pressure decreases to a value below the IRWST pressure (hydrostatic
head) and flow from the IRWST system commences.
5.1.4

IRWVST Injection
* Priority high
* Beginning - Primary pressure decreases to a value below the IRWST pressure
(hydrostatic head)
* Processes/events - DV1 fluid is subcooled, pressurizer level oscillates as it drains, vessel
level oscillations, ADS4 oscillations are caused by pressurizer
draining and plugging of ADS4 inlet, core fluid is eventually
subcooled by the IRWST flow
- Sub-phase 1 - subcooled DVI injection (DVI with flow-level oscillations and
vessel level oscillations in some facilities). IRWST head
essentially constant
- Sub-phase 2 - oscillations cease, pressurizer is empty
* End - Vessel level near hot leg elevation

5.1.5

IRWST Draining/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Phase
* Priority medium
*Beginning - Vessel level near hot leg elevation IRWST and sump level are equal
* Processes/events - IRWST level decreases due to injection into primary. Sump fillmig,
two-phase flow out ADS-4, core boiling, entrainment cooling. Heat
removal from system due to external cooling of containment
structure.
- Sub-phase 1 - IRWST level decreasing, Sump filling, DVI fluid temperature
slowly increasing
- Sub-phase 2 - IRWST and Sump level are equal and constant at curb elevation,
DVI fluid near saturation temperature, system in steady-state.
Heat removal from containment balances heat generated in
reactor.
*End -
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6.

DEMONSTRATIONS OF METHODOLOGY

The methodology was applied to all phases of the transient described in Section 5. The ADS-4
blowdown phase and the IRWST injection phase, are expected to be more complex and a
significant test of the methodology as well as being the phases with the highest priorities from
the viewpoint of the system response.

6.1

High Pressure Subcooled Depressurization

The high pressure subcooled depressurization phase was described in Section 5. The first three
steps of the methodology are addressed there.
6.1.1

Steps 1-3 - Subcooled Depressurization Definition and Topology

During normal operating conditions the reactor system is running at rated power and at a
pressure of approximately 15.5 MPa. Under these normal operating conditions, system pressure
is controlled by the pressurizer which contains heaters that are operated to maintain the
pressurizer fluid at saturation conditions corresponding to the desired system pressure. With the
exception of the pressurizer, the primary coolant system contains subcooled fluid. If a small
break is postulated to occur in the cold leg of the plant, system pressure will immediately start to
decrease in response to the mass and energy loss out the break. The decrease in system pressure
causes the highest temperature fluid in the system, that in the pressurizer, to flash to maintain
equilibrium conditions. During this depressurization process, the flow out the break is subcooled
and the majority of the reactor system remains subcooled until the pressure decreases far enough
that other high temperature points in the system (such as the reactor upper head) reach
saturation conditions. Other events may be occurring during this phase such as reactor scram and
termination of pressurizer heater power. The major process occurring in the system is, however
the break out flow.
The configuration of the system for this phase consists basically of a tank of saturated liquid and
vapor (the pressurizer) that is connected to a large volume of subcooled liquid (the primary
system) as shown in Figure 6.1. In effect, the pressurizer is connected to the break through the
subcooled and largely incompressible primary system. . As such, the pressurizer outflow is
approximately equal to the break flow and the pressurizer level will respond accordingly. As
shown in Figure 6.1, it is recognized that the core is adding energy to the system during this
phase and that the steam generators are effective heat sinks that balance the core energy addition.
At this point there are no inflows to the system.
6.1.2

Steps 4 and 5 - Governing Equations and Nondimensionalization

A pressure rate equation and level equation to describe the performance of a sub-component
containing saturated fluid connected to a larger system containing subcooled liquid such as
15

vui .tippenalx A. -Itiese denvations are based on conservation of
depicted in Figure 6.1 aiw u:ltvU
energy and mass for the control volume represented by the pressurizer (the top dashed line
shown in Figure 6.1). For the present case, assumptions made include the following:
- thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed
- kinetic and potential energy are neglected

-

the pressurizer contains saturated fluid and the rest of the primary system is subcooled
the pressurizer outflow is essentially the break flow rate
the core energy addition rate is balanced by steam generator heat removal rate
pressurizer heaters add energy to the pressurizer fluid

In dimensionless form, these equations are
dp = Zp rn,,inhi - (-f +

+02
4

_<:>3
_a

a DP

mihi(v, + xvg)' V
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Figure 6.1.

Pressurizer connected to the primary system - schematic for subcooled
depressurization phase.
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for the pressure rate equation and
dt

(p; -p) dp dt

(p -p;)

6

(6.2)

(_

(D6

=
_

for the level equation
where
ha,

- inlet liquid enthalpy

hf

- saturated liquid enthalpy

hfg

- latent heat of vaporization

L

- level

m,

- inlet mass flow rate

m0ut - outlet mass flow rate
p

- pressure

qnet

-

t
v

- time
- specific volume
- saturated liquid specific volume
- specific volume on phase change

vf

vf,

net energy addition

- static quality
- specific internal energy
- saturated liquid specific internal energy

x
p

pf
pf

- specific internal on phase change
- saturated liquid density

pg

- saturated vapor density

Pfs

and quantities with an asterisk represent normalized variables resulting from dividing a variable
by a reference value.
Equations (6.1) and (6.2) represent a closed set of equations with unknowns p and L . The
nondimensional groups appearing as multipliers in Equations (6.1) and (6.2) are defined as (see
Appendix A)
= t

orho -t)

-

= t2p

(6.3)

DP

Mov° I¾

P0 M0

(6.4)

Vf9O~
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(6.6)

= oqL m
p0Mo

(6.7)

-5

J ° °(6.8) s6=

MO

where
(ha - g)o
(h - .)o
InO
MD
Po
qO
to

fgO
Vo
VC90

- reference value of inlet fluid enthalpy minus pressurizer specific internal energy
- reference value of fluid enthalpy minus specific internal energy
- reference flow rate
- reference mass
- reference pressure
- Teference net energy addition
- reference time
- reference value of igg - gf
- reference specific volume
- reference value of vg - vf

The dimensionless 4' groups listed in (6.3) to (6.8) are parameters that help characterize the
system response. 4', is the ratio of pressure change, due to the net energy added by inflow, to
the reference pressure; 42 represents the ratio of pressure change, due to volumetric inflow, to
the reference pressure; 4)3 is the ratio of pressure cbange, due to the net energy removed by
outflow, to the reference pressure; 4)4 represents the ratio of pressure change, due to volumetric
outflow, to the reference pressure; 05 is the ratio of pressure change, due to generation rate of the
pressurizer heaters, to the reference pressure; and 0'6 represents a ratio of the mass loss from a
volume in time to to the total mass in the volume, in effect a nondimensional transit time.
With reference to Figure 6.1, Equation (6.1), and the discussion above, it is clear that for the
system under consideration, there is no net mass flow into the system. The pressure and level
equations (Equations (6.1) and (6.2)) then reduce to the following
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dp

=
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(6.10)

(pMp;)

(PV-P.)

6.13

1I

+x[I1 ))*p

Steps 6 and 7 - Reference Parameter Selection and Order of Magnitude Analysis

Equation (6.10) is coupled to Equation (6.9) through the occurrence of dp Jdt in the second term
on the right hand side. Note that by examination, the term
(1-L) dp*
(p* - pg) dp

multiplying dpldt* is of order unity. The gas density derivative with pressure is Oil], the
numerator can vary from 0 to 1 depending on L and the denominator will be of order unity since
the normalized saturated liquid density is always much larger than the saturated vapor density.
If Equation (6.9) is substituted into (6.10) it is seen that the level depends on 6 and the terms
this coefficient multiplies and the temis in Equation (6.9).
We can arbitrarily set 06 to unity to define to or
_t

toG6-°Ab-k=

MOV

0

or to = M=

rho

Gc~k 0 Ab~

(6.11)

Since we are dealing with the pressurizer, the following are reasonable choices for scaling
parameters:
(h

- ig)o

- pressurizer initial liquid specific enthalpy minus specific internal energy

ma

- initial break critical flow rate

MO
p0
v0

- pressurizer initial liquid mass

- pressurizer initial pressure
- pressurizer initial specific volume

Table 6.1 lists the reference parameters above and the computed 4 values for the AP600 oneinch cold leg break calculation and one-inch cold leg break experiments in the ROSA and SPES
facilities. The initial critical flow rate was computed using the reference pressure and system
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Table 6.1.

Facility parameters and nondimensional O groups for one-inch cold leg break
subcooled blowdown.
SPES
ROSA
AP600
Parameters

.

Break diameter (mm)
Break area

.

(mm 2 )

System pressure-P0 (MIPa)
Tsat-To (K)
Liquid enthalpy (kJ/kg)
Liquid density (kgmr3 )

Cold leg fluid temperature (K)
Critical mass flux-G (Mg/m2-s)'
Nominal break flow (kes)
Pressurizer volume (m)
Pressurizer length (m)

Pressurizer area (n2 )
Initial pzr. level (%/6)
Initial liquid mass (kg)
Initial liquid volume (m3)
Pressurizer heater power (kW)
ap (kg/rn3 )

DP~L.0

Rgik Qk)/g)
vo (m3 lkg)
Vf&> (M 3kg)

(h-p)o (kJ/kg)
0l3
'

4

U1 s
04/cI'3
a. G computed using Henxy-Fauske model with system cold leg temperature.

cold leg fluid temperature with the Henry-Fauske2 l subcooled break flow model and multiplying
the resulting critical mass flux by the break area. The last four rows in the table show the ratio of
the 4 groups between the plant calculation and the facility. Table 6.2 shows similar information
for larger break sizes including the SPES two-inch cold leg break, the SPES two-inch downcomer
vessel injection (DV\) line break, and the SPES double-ended guillotine break in the DVI line.
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Facility parameters and nondimensional 4) groups for SPES two-inch breaks and
DVI guillotine break.
SPES 2inCLB SPES 2inDVI SPES_DEGBDVI
Parametersz
tBreak diameter (nmm)

Table 6.2.

Break area (mu2)

System pressure-Po (MPa)
Tsat-To (K)

Liquid enthalpy (kJ/kg)
Liquid density (kg/m 3)
Cold leg fluid temperature (K)
Critical mass flux-G (Mgfm 2-s)'
Nominal break flow (gls)
Pressurizer volume (mi)
Pressurizcr length (m)
Pressurizer area (M2 )
Initial Dzr. level (%)
Initial liquid mass (kg)
Initial liquid volume (m3)
Pressurizer heater power (kW)
.

,

apiO
Pfg 0 kkg)

vo (zn3/kg)C
vf

(rn3/kg)

(

(h-g)o (kJ/kg)

to
D3
04

.-_

0410
*

)4/4)3__

4)4/4S
_
a. G computed using Henry-Fauske model with system cold leg temperature.

.-

Values in these tables show that cI4 is the dominant group in all cases. This dominance indicates
that volumetric flow out the break is more important in controlling pressure than the
enthalpy/energy difference convected out the break or the pressurizer heaters. The increase in
the ratio of 4)4 to 05, which represents the relative effect of volumetric flow out the break to the
pressurizer heaters, between the one inch breaks and the two inch and DVI breaks indicates the
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decreasing importance of the pressurizer heaters as break size increases. The quality in
Equation (6.9) increases from an initial value of -6% to 100% when the pressurizer empties.
Note that the values in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are evaluated at a quality of 6%. The ratio of 04 to ()3
does not change with quality. For the 1"breaks, the ratio of 04 to 05 increases by a factor -6 as
the quality increases to 1.0. Thus, the value of 04's5 in Tables 6.1 and 6.2 represents the
maximum effect the pressurizer heaters can have on the depressurization process. These values
suggest that the pressurizer heaters have between a 1%and 10% effect.
In the tables the values of 0 agree very well between the facilities and the plant This agreement
is expected since (14 represents the effect of break volumetric flow on depressurization and the
facilities were all designed to maintain the ratios of break area to PCS volume and the pressurizer
volume to PCS volume. By operating the facilities at the same conditions as AP600 and using
the same fluid, the properties and property derivatives are maintained.
6.1.4

Step B- Validation of Results

The order of magnitude results indicate that 04 and d6are the groups controlling the level and the
pressure change. Furthermore, it is seen that 04 contains the parameters that constitute 4D6. This
suggests that we can use the computed reference value for to to scale the data from the test
facilities. In other words, if L and p*are plotted against t where t is defined as thto where to is
specified by Equation (6.11) the data would be expected to collapse to the same region (within
reason) and, inthe ultimate, collapse to a single curve.
To demonstrate this expectation, pressurizer pressure and level data from several different
facilities and experiments were normalized and plotted against t*. These data are shown in
Figures 62 and 6.3. In Figure 6.2, test data are shown for the ROSA and SPES one-inch cold leg
breaks, for the SPES two-inch cold leg and two-inch DVI line break, and for the SPES doubleended guillotine DVI break (approximately a four-inch break). Pressurizer level data from the
same ROSA and SPES experiments are shown in Figure 6.3.
Examination of the data in Figure 6.2 indicates that the process of scaling the depressurization
data with the appropriate nondimensional transit time as indicated by the 06 group does collapse
the data to a large extent up to a nondimensional time of 1. At t of about 1 the PRHR system
has been activated and will eventually influence the energy balance in the system (recall that the
qd term to the subcooled part of the system was assumed to be zero).
It is important to note that data inFigure 6.2 come from one-inch, two-inch, and larger breaks.
These data collapse reasonably well for the 0 - 1nondimensional time fame.
The OSU one-inch cold leg break data are not included in Figures 6.2 and 6.3. The OSU system
is a low pressure system that is largely saturated at the initiation of the transient and a large
fraction of the system starts to flash when the break is opened. The OSU system was not
designed with operation in the subcooled depressurization phase as an objective.
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Figure 6.2.

.

Figure 6.3.

Pressurizer pressure comparison for different facilities and different break sizes.

Pressurizer normalized level

i

n

,

.

C

Pressurizer level comparison for different facilities and different break sizes.

Breaks larger than one-inch were included as a test of the process and methodology. It was
expected that (and demonstrated in Reference 18) data from different break sizes should collapse
using this approach as long as the dominant processes occurring are the ones assumed in the
development. Clearly at some break size, the processes influencing the initial depressurization
could depend on factors in addition to the break mass/energy. The SPES double ended guillotine
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break illustrates this., This pUrLcular nreaK represents a size that is somewhere between a fourinch and an eight-inch break in the plant (the break is actually in an eight-inch line but the DNTI
nozzle and flow restrictors in the CMT line limit the break flow). This particular breaik
depressurizes more quickly than smaller breaks and in fact the PRHR activates early in the
transient suggesting that qx,:, may be a factor in the depressurization.
Figure 6.3 shows the pressurizer level response for the same experiments as shown in Figure 6.2.
It is obvious that the data collapse well and the pressurizer is empty shortly after t reaches 1.
The pressurizer emptying effectively ends Phase I as discussed above.
6.1.5

Concluding Remarks

The analysis showed that two nondimensional groups characterize the system response for the
subcooled blowdown. In the mass balance the break mass flow..rateis the dominant term. Tle
dimensionless group multiplying the break flow, 06, contains the ratio of break area to PCS
volume. This ratio was maintained in the experimental facilities and data from the facilities were
collapsed using the dimensionless form of the mass balance.
In the depressurization equation the break., volumetric flow is the dominant term. The
dimensionless group multiplying the break volumetric flow, 04, contains the same area to volume
ratio as the D6 term and some fluid property values. Since the facilities are operated at the same
conditions as AP600 and use the same fluid, water, there is very good agreement for the 04 tenn
between the facilities and AP600. Order of magnitude analysis showed that the effects of
convecting (h-u) out the break and of the pressurizer heaters were each an order of magnitude
smaller than break volumetric flow. Using the reduced form of the depressurization equation,
data from 1", 2", and DW breaks in ROSA and SPES were collapsed.
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6.2

Intermediate Phase

This phase includes the events from pressurizer emptying up to the opening of the ADS-4 valves
as described in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. There were no critical events identified for this phase of
the transient in the PIRT. The primary motivation for analyzing this portion of the transient
was to identify the dominant phenomena and compare them between the facilities to determine if
there was any evidence suggesting that significant differences in system pressure and vessel
inventory would exist at ADS-4 initiation in the facilities. In other words, the primary objective
was to determine the effect of break size and location on the initial conditions obtaining when
ADS4 was opened, and to determine the differences between facilities, if any, with respect to
these initial conditions.
The intermediate phase was divided into three subphases for purposes of the analysis. The
subphase boundaries were chosen to separate phenomena, component actions, and responses.
6.2.1

Step 1: Intermediate Subphase I Description

This subphase extends from the pressurizer draining to the hot legs, upper head, and steam
generator primary side reaching saturation pressure. Specifically, the phase end when significant
void occurs in the hot leg due to surge line draining. Initially, the only vapor in the system is in
the pressurizer, there are no inflows to the primary coolant system (PCS), subcooled mass loss is
occurring through the break, and reactor scram and steam generator secondary side isolation
occur. During isolation of the steam generator secondary side and the core power reduction
following scram, large imbalances can occur in the PCS energy balance.
6.2.1.1 Step 2: IntermediateSubphaseI.KeyComponentsandSubsystems
The subsystems involved in this phase includes the entire PCS. The break flow is subcooled, the
pressurizer is filled with s
d&or and te hot legs and steam generators contain a volume
of satuated liquid equal tol
i the 'tpressurizer volume. The remainder of the PCS contains
subcooled liquid. The steam generator secondary side participates as a heat sink. As the phase
progresses the thermal driving force between the primary and secondary side decreases and this
heat transfer mode becomes less important
6.2.1.2 Steps 3-5: IntermediateSubphaseIEquatons
The governing equations for this subphase are derived in Appendix C. Since there are no mass
flows into the PCS during this subphase only the break flow occurs on the RHS in the mass
balance. The lack of mass flows into the PCS also makes the terms multiplied by ' 1 and ' 3
equal to zero. Since the PCS is liquid filled outside the pressurizer and the thermophysical
properties of saturated liquid are closer to those of subcooled liquid than to two phase mixtures,
the qm term in the saturated fluid is taken to be equal to zero. With these modifications, the
mass balance is given as
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dM_
dt-;

(6.12)

and the dimensionless depressurization equation is
dP *

=,i

, (h, - u1) + 3C[7tq

- q 0G] + wOCvC

fi

(6.13)

The T groups and cre are described in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3.

Dimensionless coefficients for Intermediate Subphase I.

Dimensionless
Coefficient

Algebraic
Description
ClX,(h, - u11)Gi 0 t0

T2

P

P3

.(h-u),

CIc4sGoto

. .energy
.
.°
C20 v. 0 iiot 0
PO

,0

Ratio of pressure change, due to subcooled outflow of
to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific

of the subcooled field from heat transfer, to the

reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific
volume of the subcooled field, to reference pressure
Ratio of integrated mass flow to reference mass

rhoto

T 13

Physical Interpretation

MO
Ratio of heat addition by core to beat removal by
steam generator

Ircoret..fqMD

* 6.2.1.3 Step 6: IntermediateSubphaseIReference Conditions
The reference conditions used to evaluate the P groups in subphase I are given in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4.

Reference parameters for Intermediate Subphase L.

Reference
Parameter
to(s)

AP600
Value

ROSA
Value

SPES
Value

Description

.

Time for prtsasizer surge line mass to be lost

through reak
m%(kg/s)

Break flow assuming Heury-Fauske critical flow
at 12 Nea and 5 K subcooling
_ Mass of liqu!id in surgeline
Referce beat addition by core
Reference heat removal by steam generators at
steady operation
System Pressure
Average specific volure of sarted field
Differnce between enthalpy and internal energy

o

_

M (kg)
q.o (MW)
qso (MW)
PO (MPa)
vo ( 3/kg)
(h-uj)o (kJ/kg)

for the subcooled field

Cl. (mn4)
____

4

.

__

Weighted value of partial derivative of pressure
wrt specific energy at constant specific volume for
subcoooled field (see Appendix C)

Wthe
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T6
Reference
parameters for Intermedid&A

Table 6.4.
c11
I Oft'-ki)

*

eI(continued).

See Appendix C

.

_rT

Li_
See Appendix C

C2,VzN0

6.2.1.4 Step 9: Intermediate Subphase IDimensionless Groups

The numerical values for the T groups in this subphase are given in Table 6.5.
Table 6.5.

Dimensionless coefficients for Intermediate Subphase I.

Facility
AP600
ROSA
SPES

'

2

*

T 133

Tio

3

The qcbterm in the subcooled liquid is the dominant term in the AP600 and in the experimental
facilities. The T2 term is several orders of magnitude smaller and will not be important to this
phase of the transient. The break volumetric flow term ('PO) is roughly an order of magnitude
smaller. The magnitude of the ' 3 terms is sirnilar for AP600 and the experimental facilities.
Note that ntcr is considerably less than unity indicating that the steam generator heat removal
rate has a larger effect on the depressurization (note that the sign on qSG in Equation (6.13) is
negative) relative to the core power.
6.2.1.5 Step 7: IntermediateSubphaselReducedEquationSet

The reduced set of equations for this subphase is
dM*
dt

..
(6.14a)

or in integrated form
AM

(6.14b)

T3

for the mass balance and

d .T

q

+3C'[

(6.15a)

'

or in integrated form, assuming that the quantity in the square brackets on the RHS is QL11
AP'

T3 +

IO

(6.15a)

The system mass inventory is affected only by the break flow. The PCS depressurization is
dependent on the effects of shrinkage or expansion of the subcooled liquid due to imbalances in
the core and steam generator beat transfer rates and, to a lesser extent, the break volumetric flow
rate. Based on the values in Table 6.5, the steam generator heat removal rate dominates.
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6.2.2

Step 1: Intermediate Subphase l1 Description

This subphase extends from the system reaching-saturation pressure ofthe hot less, upper head,
and steam generator primary sides to -the initiation of net inflows to the PCS from the
accumulators or CMTs. Initially only the pressurizer, surgeline, and a small portion of the hot
Tegs contains vapor. The PRHR and CMTs have been activated by the S-signal, the primary
coolant pumps have coasted down, and the steam generator secondary sides are isolated.
6.2.2.1 Step 2: Intermediate Subphase HKey Components and Subsystems
The subsystems involved include the entire PCS, the PRBR, and the CMTs. The PRHR is
active, the steam generator primary coolant is saturated and voiding, there is a small thermal
driving force from primary to secondary that transitions to a small thermal driving force from the
secondary to the primary side of the steam generators. The small thermal driving force and
increased voiding in the steam generator primary side are assumed to make heat transfer through
the steam generator tubes unimportant during this subpbase. It is assumed that the pressurizer is
filled with saturated vapor, the steam generators, hot legs, and upper head are initially filled with
saturated liquid, and the remainder of the PCS is filled with subcooled liquid. The break flow is
subcooled and the qnt effects are all in the subcooled liquid.
6.2.2.2 Steps3-5: IntermediateSubphaseI Equations
The governing equations for this subphase are derived in Appendix C. Since there are no mass
flows into the PCS during this subphase only the break flow occurs on the RHS in the mass
balance. The lack of mass flows into the PCS also makes the term multiplied by T, equal to
zero. Since there is no effective thermal driving force across the steam generator tubes, qe in the
saturated fluid is assumed to be equal to zero. The resulting equation for the mass balance is

dM
dt

= T13rhbk

(6.16)

and the dimensionless depressurization equation is
dr = -T2C,'jrh:.k(h, - uj + T3C;,[q'

-

pR

qH] + 'OC~vrhu,

The T groups are described in Table 6.6.
6.2.2.3 Step 6: Intermediate SubphaseHI Reference Conditions
The reference conditions used to evaluate the T groups are given in Table 6.7.
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(6.17)

Table 6.6. Dimensionless coefficients for Intermediate Subphase II.
Dimensionless
Algebraic Description Physical Interpretation
Coefficient
-o U1) 0rh~t
0
, 1(h-u),

Ratio of pressure change, due to subcooled outflow cf
to the refernce pressure

t

Rtio
R3
a
of pressure change, due to change in specific
energy of the subcooled field from heat transfer, to the
refeence pressre_

PO

C2.0"

T10

Ratio of pressurc change, due to change in specific
volumrne of the subcooled field, to reference pressure

atO
2PO100

Ratio of integrated rass flow to referen mass
Ratio of reference heat removal rate from PRHR and heat

rhOto /Mo

T13

4IR.0o

7rPRHR

ao

.O

.

addition rate by core

Reference parameters for Intermediate Subphase I.

Table 6.7.

Description

Reference

AP600

ROSA

SPES

OSU

Parameter

Value

Value

Value

Value jr
Time for mass in and above hot legs
to be lost through break

to

Henry-Fauske critical flow at 7 MPa
and 5 K subcoolinp
_
_*
Mass of liquid in and above hot legs
Reference heat addition by core
Reference heat removal by PRIR
using Equation (D-10) and reference
conditions given below
System Pressure

O(kgs)
_

14 (kg)

I

qnsro (MW)

Pi (MPa)
(vV-7o (mIACg)

_ Difference between specific volume
I of saturated field and subcooled field

(hi-uoa (Id/kg)

Diffcrence between enthalpy and
internal energy for the subcooled
_.= field
Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressur wrt specific energy at
constant specific volume for the
subcoooled field (See Appendix C)

C, ,

(mn)

ClaM8

(EV)

Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressure wrt specific energy at
constant specific volume for the
sat8rated field (See Appendix C)
See Appendix C

UJW-kg)

Czovlmo

See Appendix C

(J/in 3-kg)

Change in pressure due to interfield
ma flows per tnit mass (App. C)
PRHR inlet fluid temperature

(C3.>rA)cl~~u.as
=
.

_

.

.

Tzmn(K)
pf (kgfm )

PRHR outlet fluid temperature
Fluid density based on average
PRHR fluid temperature
expansion coef. based on
Cs PR
I emmr
p
Us ftnnntalh
* 1R flnsHA
W

IThermal

A(1I/)
I

____
__. __I __ _ _______ _ __I __ __ _I
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Table 6.7.

Reference parameters for Intermediate Subphase JI(Iontinued).
'Specific heat based on average
PRHR fluid temperature
_PRHR to core therma1 center
difference based on Equation -3)
PRHR hydraulic resistance
I IPRIR reference flow rate fionm
~
8)
Equlation (D-

c2 (J'kg-K)
_____kg-_

AZ (m)

RI'-

oPRmRIL

L

I

I

_

6.2.2.4 Step 9: Intermediate Subphase IlDimensionless Groups
The numerical values of the T groups and rpRHR for this phase are given in Table 6.8.
Table 6.8. Dimensionless coefficients for Intermediate Subphase II.
T0
|I
3
|
13
I
Acem IT(1
I Facility I _ T2
.
.
AP600.m ar

SPRYR)

SPES
a. Second number is based on volume scaled core power.
The qan, term in the subcooled liquid and the break volumetric flow are the dominant terms in the
depressurization equation in AP600 and the experimental facilities. The P2 term is 2 to 3 orders
of magnitude smaller and will not be important to this phase of the transient. The magnitude of
the T3 term is similar for AP600 and the experimental facilities although the value for SPES is a
factor of 4-5 larger and the value for OSU is a factor of 2 smaller. The reason for the SPES value
being larger is that the q0 term used in evaluating T3 is the total core power, which in SPES is
larger than the volume scaled power to account for PCS heat losses. If the volume scaled core
power is used to evaluate 13 the value for SPES becomes[ 1 which agrees better with the
AP600 and ROSA values. The OSU values are lower primarily because of differences in the
partial derivatives of pressure at the reduced pressure in OSU.
The nPRf. values shown in Table 6.8 are based on reference conditions listed in Table 6.7. These
values suggest that the AP600 PRHR system can remove up to approximate1y two times the
reference decay heat value and that the ROSA PRHR system can remove about Bynes decay
heat. In the SPES facility, on the other hand, the PRHR system can remove less than half the
decay heat value and in the OSU system, the PRHR reference heat emoval rate is about equal to
the decay heat. Note that the SPES value is based on the total co pwwer. If the ipRm value for
I suggesting that the SPES
SPES is based on the volume scaled core power, the result isj
PRHR can approximately remove decay heat. Note that the nt values shown in Table 6.8 for the
facilities are in fair agrecmentwith the one-inch coldJeg break experiment data. For example, the
afColhe ROSA, SPES, and OSU experiments,
7cpR. values based on the data arf
respectively.
values relative to the values
Several reasons for the differences in experiment facility tpR
calculated for the plant case are evident. For ROSA, the PRHR resistance is about 40% less than
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the ideal scaled value which, for a given set of reference conditions, gives a PRHR mass flow rate
and, thus heat transfer rate, that is high relative to the ideal scaledalue. In the SPES experiment,
the actual IRWST temperature was somewhat higher (about
2tfan assumed for the reference
which gives a lower overall temperature differential for PRHR heat transfer and thus a lower heat
transfer rate. Even if the reference core power is corrected by the amount added to compensate
heat losses as discussed above, the SPES PRHR n value is low Telative to the plant suggesting
that the SPES PRHR may be somewhat undersized. The OSU 7pRHR value is lower than the
plant value primarily because of the lower hot leg saturation temperature (because of reduced
pressure operation) which affects the temperature differential for PRHR heat transfer. The net
effect of the core and PRHR heat transfer is shown by the last column of Table 6.8 where the
term
I(1- apRH) is listed for each of the facilities under the assumption that qc0r and qu
are O[1]. This term describes the net effect of the core and PRHR heat transfer on.the pressure
behavior. These values suggest that in the plant and the ROSA facility, the q., effect causes
depressurization whereas in SPES (using a volume scaled reference core power) and OSU, the
two heat transfer effects tend to cancel out
6.2.2.5 Step 7: IntermediateSubphaseHIIReduced EquationSet

The reduced set of equations for this subphase is
dM.
(6.18a)
or in integrated form
AM'-

(6.18b)

13

for the mass balance and
dP* = 3C., [qua - npRmq;mHR] + 10C;v1

a

(6.19a)

or in integrated form
APP

(6.19b)

='3(1-rCMM)+'PO

for the depressurization since '2 is two orders of magnitude smaller than ?3 or T10. The system
mass inventory is affected only by the break flow. The PCS depressurization is primarily
dependent on the break volumetric flow and the effects of PCS shrinkage due to the PRHR
cooling exceeding core decay heat levels.
6.2.3

Step 1: Intermediate Subphase III Description

This subphase extends from the initiation of accumulator injection or CMT draining to the
opening of the ADS-4 valves. During this phase the accumulators are assumed to inject their
liquid inventory and 80% ofthe CMT inventory is assumed to enter the PCS. The ADS-I,-2,-3
systems are assumed to open and vent high quality fluid once CMT levels reach 67%. Core
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power continues at decay heat levels and the PRHR continues to operate, however, its
performance is assumed to degrade after the ADS-I,-2,-3 systems actuate.
Note that there are two distinct parts to this subphase. In the first, the accumulators and CMTs
inject into the PCS with the only mass losses being through the break. Once the CMT level is at
67%, the ADS-1 and then ADS-2 and -3 systems activate, significantly enhancing mass outflows
and the depressurization rate.
6.2.3.1 Stenl
2: IntermediateSubphaseIII Key Components and Subsystems
The subsystems involved include the entire PCS, the accumulators, the CMTs, the ADS-1,-2,-3
system, the PRHR, and the break The steam generator is assumed not to play an important role
because the tubes are fll of vapor, the thermal driving force is small, and the steam generator
tubes are a high point in the PCS. Having the heat source at the high point impedes the
development of natural circulation heat transfer. The pressurizer, steam generator primary side,
hot legs, and reactor vessel upper head are assumed to be filled with vapor at the start of the
subphase. The upper plenum and upper half of the core are assumed to be filled with saturated
liquid and the remainder of the PCS is assumed to be filled with subcooled liquid. The inflows
from the accumulators and CMTs are assumed to be at containment ambient conditions (298 K).

62.3.2 Steps 3-5: IntermediateSubp hase lIH Equations
As pointed out earlier while we consider this subphase all together, there are actually two distinct
time increments - in the first, the mass outflow is through the break and this proceeds till the
CMT levels are at 67%. In the second, the ADS systems add to the mass outflow and
depressurization rate. The governing equations were derived in differential form for this
subphase in Appendix C. However, because of the two distinct portions to this subphase, and
because we are primarily interested in system mass inventory and pressure at the end of the
subphase (i.e. at the beginning of the ADS-4 discharge phase), it is also useful to express the
results in terms of the integrated equations. This, then gives the change in system mass
inventory and system pressure over the whole subpbase.
To this end, we divide the characteristic time for this subphase, to into to, which gives the time
elapsed from the beginning of the subphase to CMTs at 67%, and to - Iwhich gives the time over
which ADS-1,-2,-3 discharge until CMT levels drop to 20 % and ADS4 starts to discharge.
The form of the differential equations are as in Appendix C, where the derivation is done without
qnej into the saturated mixture field. We present here the "two-field" form of the multifield
equations in Appendix C, noting that the three-field form for the depressurization rate is
presented in Appendix C as Equation (C-17). The two-fields here are subcooled liquid,
subscripted 1, and a homogeneous-equilibrium vapor-liquid mixture field, subscripted m. The
form with the third field being steam/nitrogen is given in Appendix C.
To proceed, the dimensionless mass balance (for PCS mass) in differential form is
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dM'
dt'

= T13[ACCmACC + ?cWrrh*jrrAT

(6.20a)

7Cbkmbk - rhADS-.2]

-

where
rhAIc =

D3ACC/mOACC;

mr-%

=

mfisr/mo crr; moenk

b

,

= mADS-12,3/rOADS-1.2 3

To ensure that the starred variables are 0[1] on the RHS, it is necessary to introduce the irs on
the RHS, which are ratios of the reference flow rates for each component to the reference flow
is zero for the period to and is 0[11) for to -1.
rate for the ADS-I,-2,-3. Note also that m"
This leads to the integral form of Equation (6.20a) being
EM
CC + O.8Mcbfr -

T13 b,.k +

(6.20b)

I-]

where AM is the nondimensional change in PCS mass inventory, and M CC and M'
are the
nondimensional masses in the accumulator and CMT. (Recall that ADS-4 starts to discharge
when CMT levels decrease to 20%, so only U.8MC enters the PCS during this subphase). To
is
obtain'the fractional change in mass in the PCS we note that this is AM/M;,, where M
MPcslMo.

To proceed, it is necessary to define to in order to give the nondimensional period for this
subphase 0[1]. To first order,
o.33M

+ (0.33/0.88)MACC + O.47M
+ 0.6MACC
ThDa
rhO.b uk + to'DS-1=

= it + (to0

to)

(6-20c)

achieves this - though the implicit assumption that lois given by the first term requires validation
against data, as does the whole expression for to to ensure t - 0[l] for this subphase.
Turning now to the nondimensional depressurization rate in differential form
dP_

dta = CJ[ACCihmcc(hAcc
'

ul) *+ Iimrorr(hcsr -u

C= JsFC[mi
+'

6

c
C m[CoMrqt

-re

+'F1 0 C;v;[-tAcc'eACC-

]

5

] '' 2Cl.[Ibftk(hl

(hm - um)]

-u

(6.21a)

7m,q

tc~r[

r + nibTih]] +tC2VM

where the T', Ac, and M groups are defined in Table 6.9.

It is reasonable to assume that the quantities in square brackets multiplying % and '
are - 0[1]. Integrating gives
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6

AP'

IT

E8M(T
T13

[

T13

1 0 ]+[' 3 +' 6 ]+

t -E10]
,,ll
r

(6.21b)

where the time scale ratio multiplying TPI is obtainable from Equation (6-20c), and is a function
of MAC MCMT' and 7cbr,;k The first term gives the effect of accumulator inflow, the second of
CMT draining, the third of subcooled break discharge, the fourth of heat input (or removal) and
the fifth of ADS-1,-2,-3 discharge, on pressure change.

6.2.3.3 Step 6: IntermediateSubphaseUIIReferenceConditions
The reference conditions used to evaluate the T' groups in subphase MII are given in Table 6.10.

Table 6.9.

Dimensionless coefficients for Intermediate Subphase

Dimensionless
Coefficient
Tl

Algebraic Description
CLOrhOI.ADs(h, -u1 )oto
CIl

the reference pressure

om.b(h, - u1 ),t 0

Ts

C1.1.0 q 0to
Cl ,x0o1h0

Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific
energy of the subcooled field from heat transfer, to

Po

the reference pressure

(hm -ua) 0

Ratio of pressure change due to saturated outflow of
to the reference pressure

o .(h-u)
'F6

Ratio of pressure change due to subcooled outflow
of (h-u) to the reference pressure

PC

T3

Physical Interpretation
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific
energy of the subcooled field from mass inflows, to

PC

T2

m.

C. 1.0q0tO

Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific
energy of the saturated field from heat transfer, to

PO

the reference pressure

T10C
2 Ovlo01DstO/Po

Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific
volume of the subcooled field, to reference pressure

CTCov.hOoAwto/Po
T13

m 0 AD~tO/M 0

7CACC

mO cACC/rOAWs

XcMT

fin0.cor/rhofim

7rb~c:a

mObk/1

Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific
volume of the saturated field, to reference pressure
Ratio of integrated mass flow to reference mass

M

MCcJMO

Ratio of accumulator and ADS-1,2,3 reference flows
_Ratio of CMT and ADS-1,2,3 reference flows
Ratio of break and ADS-1,2,3 reference flows
Ratio of accumulator mass to reference mass

MM_

Ratio of CMT mass to reference mass

_MM-frMO

MassM

o

Ratio of PCS mass to reference mass
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Table 6.10. Reference parameters for Intermediate Subphasc III.

Reference

AP600

ROSA

SPES

OSU

Parameter

Value

Value

Value

Value

Description
C.
Rteerence
time
based
on
Equation (6.20c)
ADS-1,-2,-3 flow assuming HEM
critical flow at Po. quality of I
Break flow assuming Henry Fauske
model at Po and 5 K subcooling
Reference accumulator flow (both)

to (s)

O.ADS

(kg/s)

mO,breA (kg/s)
O.ACC (kgfs)
m

Reference CMT flow (both)

oCMr (ks)

Mass of liquid in accumulators and
80% of CMT volume
Accumulator reference mass
CMT refercnce mass
PCS reference mass (primary system
volume with density evaluated at
TAVE, ACC and CMT not included)
Core power divided by 2 since half
goes into the subcooled and half goes
into the saturated
System pressure

Ma (kg)
Mofcc (kgz)
MOoT
rm(kr)

Mo=ps (kg)
qo (hm
F

PO (MPa)

Difference between average energy in
subcooled field and the enthalpy in
the
CMTs and accumulators
_ _

(h-ih)o (kJ/g)
g

(hh-u,)o (kJ/kg)

Difference between average energy in
saturated field and sarated liquid

_

T

enhalpy (-xh*b)

(h-u).4 for subcooled
field
field
saturated
(h-u)
for
14'
Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressure wrt specific energy at
constant specific volume for the
subcoooled field (See Appendix C)
I Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressr wrt specific energy at
constant specific volume for the
saturated
field (See Appendix C)
.I _
_4
Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressure wrt specific volume at
constant specific energy for the
subcoooled
C)
I,
-~ field
~ (See
~ Anuendix
'r
-

(hi-uN~ (kJ/g)

I

(h-,u.-). (kJ/kz') I

I
(m*7)
ClioD4

(mm?)

Czovko

(J/mn3kg)
C2.OV..O

(JIM'-kg)
s

(C h(brum))-

C,(-u,))o

I

_

Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressure wrt specific volume at
constant specific energy for the
saturated field (See Appendri C)
Change in pressm due to interfield
mass flows ner unit mass (ADD. C)
E

-

-

r

t

6.2.3.4 Step 9: IntermediateSubphaseJIIIDimensionlessGroups
The numerical values of the T groups, irbr,

MA

Table 6.1 1.
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and

Mr for this phase re given in

Table 6.11. Nondimensional coefficients forlntermediate Subphase III.
Facility I TP1 I

IS

42

I

TF1 0

II
|

|

T11

3

AP600_
ROSAI
SPES

osU
It is clear from Table 6.11 that the mass discharged over the subphase is related to [t 0 ^i 0It0]'l 3,
1
3 is small in cornpai-(son to the other terms in Equation (6.20b).
F ciiand
tybrc since
Furthermore, the change in pressure is also dominated by groups that do not involve Jnb, 3k, i.e.
the break effect is small compared to ADS-1,-2,-3. The ADS-I,-2,-3 discharge in fact dominated,
as suggested by the relatively large vtalue of the '*'u group.
6.2.3.5 Step 7: IntermediateSubphase 111 Reduced Equaton Set
The mass ifrventoay change over the subphase perod is immediately derivable
Equations (6.20b) and (6.20c), since orb,, «< 1 as
AM # O.4M

Tsn
+

rtom
(6.22)

1p33M
3r

where the numerical values of the nondimensional groups will depend on the choice of MD, but
this is a matter of taste and does not affect the dimensional values. Note that break size and
location does not enter Equation (6S.22)
Similarly the change in pressure over the subphase can be written, eliminating (toa)ltf as
AMP

0)

=[(Es

3 )M

+

O.8M£] + ['3 +

'6]+

E

[O6M

+0

.47f]

(6.23)

assuming Jtb~~ << 1 to obtain the last term.
Note that [n*i2

-

1rbX

ausO
is alsot smal in comparison witp the othde terms.

<< 1
ibze
This suggests that the break size and location - provided it is a small break, and since
- affects the pressure change in this subphase by about an order of magnitude less than the other
effects, e.g. ADS-1,-2,-3 discharge.
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6.2.3.6 Investigation of End-Phase, Three-Field, andNitrogen Effects

The results presented in this subsection are aimed at clarifying the importance of three
effects: a) change in nondimensional groups if the scaling was based on the values of properties
at the end of the subphase; b) the impact of a three-field rather than a two-field description of
the subphase, and; c) the effect of nitrogen if mixed with the steam in the three-field description to later account for accumulator nitrogen at the end of the phase. The focus was on c) for the
assessment.
Conditions were chosen with the same liquid and vapor distribution that existed at the start of
Intermediate Subphase III with the exception that the pressurizer was assumed to be full of
saturated liquid. A reference pressure was chosen at which the nitrogen would fill the
accumulators and the vapor volume of the PCS. The reference conditions summarized in
Table 6.12 were used to evaluate two cases. In the first case the PCS vapor volume contained
only vapor while in the second case nitrogen in the PCS vapor volume was used to evaluate
partial derivatives of pressure with respect to specific energy and volume. Differences in system
response based on the dimensionless groups can be used to assess the effects of nitrogen on
intermediate phase processes. The resulting dimensionless groups are presented in Tables 6.13
and 6.14. Note that, as shown in Appendix C, the C coefficients are the same for nitrogen and
steam, so there is no effect if the "static" situation, with no inflows and outflows is considered.
While the numeric values are different for corresponding T groups in the tables, the relative
rankings of the groups for a given facility are identical. In all facilities the volumetric flow
through ADS-1,-2,-3 is the dominant process affecting depressurization. The differences in
numeric values for corresponding T groups for the two cases do not change the relative ranldngs
of the mechanisms. A more detailed analysis of nitrogen effects does not appear to be warranted.
6.2.4

Concluding Remarks

To understand the conditions that obtain at the end of the Intermediate Phase, it is necessary to
review the results for Subphases I, A, and III. Consider that the Intermediate Phase starts with
the PCS full of liquid except for the pressurizer.
The change in inventory in Subphases I and II are given by Equations (6.14b) and (6.18b), and
based on the reference mass used for each subphase, AM - 1.
For Subphase III, the mass change is given by Equation (6.22). Each of these subphases have
their own reference masses, as given in Tables 6.4, 6.9, and 6.10. If one puts everything on a
consistent basis i.e. mass lost in each subphase relative to PCS mass, Mpcso, then the mass loss
in the first subphase is negligible. Thus the total mass loss in dimensional terms is
AMPCS, + AMPCS m= MOXAM; + Mo,=AMi
= MOX + Moml[O.4M*cc

+

0.33M,,r]

since AM; = 13. = 1.
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Table 6.12. Evaluated terms in dimensionless depressurization equation for Intermediate
Subphase IIL
AP600

Reference

Value I

Parameter

ROSA

SPES

OSU

uee

Value

Value

Description

IeC.
Time tor accumulator and CMT

to (s)

mass to be lost through ADS-1,-2,.3

ty

ADS-1,-2,-3 flow assuming HEM

kOADS (kg/s)

critical flow at Po with quality of 1

t

Break flow assuming HEM model at

11O,bmakfkg/s)

Po with quality of 1
Rate of subcooled liquid being raised
to saturation using half of core power

I,

oA,5t

(kg/s)

Mo (kg)

Mass of liquid in accumulators and

qo (MW)

Core power divided by 2 since half
goes into the subcooled and half goes
into the saturated
i System Pressure

80% of CMT volume

Po (MPa)
VlD

Specific volume of liquid field

(m'lkg)

Specific volume of mixture wlo N2
Specific volume of mixture wN2
I Specific volume ofN:
Difference between average mewy in
subcooled field and the enthalpy in
the CMTs and accumulators

v,,O (rn'/kg)'
4-.

vN (m/kg)

(I.-ut)oa(kJg)

4-?

Difference between average energy in
saturated field and saturated liquid
enthaluv (-x*hr.)

QhbUm.).Ockg)
.-

(brau,)o (WJ/kg)
..

...

.

.

(h-u) for subcooled field

.

(hmiu)@

(h-u) for saturaled field w/o nitrogen

(VTNC'V

C',' 0

(MPaW/kJ/kgY
I
(MPaWkJc/kg)

I

(h-u) for sanurated field with nitogen
Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressure wrt specific energy at
constant specific volume for the
subcoooled field (See Appendix C)
Weighted value of partial derivative
of pressure wrt specific energy at
constant specific volume for the
saturated field (See Appendix C)

Weighted value of partial derivative
ofpressue Wrt specific volume at
I constant specific energy for the
0 a subcoooled field (See Appendix C)
a. First row is case without nitrogeL Second row is case withnitrogen.
C 2 .0

(MPa/mAg)'

____________________________________________

Thus the change in PCS inventory is independent of break size and location. In fact, based on the
QC
values of the reference masses it is clear that
AMcS/MmSO

{

l

There are clearly some secondary effects, but the above expression is accurate to an order of
magnitude - and is break size independent, though dependent on accumulator and CMT sizes.
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Table 6.13. Nondimensional coefficients at "end" Phase m (2-field model).

Table 6.14. Nondimensional coefficients at "end" Phasc I (3-field model).
AP600 ||

-

-

L0LU
Turning now to the depressurization, the magnitudes of the pressure changes shown in
Equations (6.15b) and (6.19b) are similar in Subphases I and IT,and while the depressurization
rate clearly depends on break size, the magnitude of the pressure change does not. This is also
true for Subphase III for ito
<< iaADS.1,2-3 as shown in Equation (6.23). Note that
accumulator and CMT volume can enter the pressure change equation, but the change is then
facility dependent -but break size independent
From this we conclude that the pressures and system inventories (in terms of nondimensional
pressure P and M = MpcsfMpcs, 0) are independent of break size, but depend on MACc and
M CmT as well as, to a lesser extent, on the details of heat input and heat removal by the steam
generators and PRHR, and on core heating.
If the analysis is correct in overall terms, £Mp vs. P* at the end of the Intermediate Phase
should be break size independent, but could be facility dependent because of the masses in
accumulators and CMTs relative to PCS at the beginning of the transient This conclusion is
tested in Figure 6.4 and found to be correct - supporting the main findings presented here.
Based on the values of the ' groups the same processes control the mass balance in the AP600
and the experimental facilities for all three subphases of the Intermediate Phase. The agreement
in ' groups between the experimental facilities and AP600 indicates that the mass inventory in
the experiments should be representative of the AP600 mass inventory at the initiation of
ADS4.
In the depressurization equation, the same processes are dominant in AP600 and the
experimental facilities with the exception of SPES during Subphase IL In SPES, the effects of qIt
(C3)dominate the break volumetric flow (typo). This reversal of dominant mechanisms relative to
the other facilities is due to the additional core power added in SPES to account for heat losses.
Other than the difference in SPES for the two dominant terms in Subphase I , the relative ranking
of terms in the depressurization equation is the same for AP600 and the full pressure facilities.
In Subphase H, the relative rankings in OSU are identical to those in AP600. In Subphase III, the
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_QC-

Liquid fraction (1
Figure 6.4.

-

a)

PCS pressure and liquid fraction at ADS-4 initiation in experimental facilities.

relative rankings of the non dominant phenomena differ relative to the AP600. The differences
are due primarily to variations in fluid properties relative to the high pressure facilities. The
differences in OSU and SPES do not seem to be significant relative to the overall system
response. In terms of detailed analyses of component and subsystem responses, the differences
could be important and should be considered when using the data.
In the intermediate phase CMT circulation begins near the beginning of Subphase I and continues
to the beginning of Subphase m when CMT draining is assumed to begin. In this analysis the
effect of CMT recirculation and the associated net heat transfer from the PCS to the CMTs was
not accounted for in Subphases II and m. This approach was taken primarily to enable the
analysis to be done in a straight forward manner and avoid estimating the rate of CMT
circulation. A sensitivity analysis was performed in which the fraction of total PCS to CMT
heat transfer occurring before Subphase m was varied from 0 to 50 %. Based on this analysis the
dominant phenomena were unchanged in all 3 subphases. Changes in the relative magnitudes of
the terms in the reduced equations were small.
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6.3

ADS-4 Blowdown

This phase corresponds to the ADSA Blowdown Phase described in the PIRT. Appendix E
describes the application of steps I through 5 of the methodology for this phase.
6.3.1

Step 1: ADS-4, Phase Description

The ADS-4 blowdown is defined to begin with the opening of the ADS-4 valves and ends with
the initiation of IRWST flow. The CMTs are the active source of coolant for the core and, at the
ADS-4 actuation signal, the CMTs will contain approximately 20% of their initial inventory.
The pressurizer has a significant liquid inventory due to accumulation of water entrained into it
by the blowdown through ADS-1-3 valves in the previous phase. When the ADS-4 valves open
the system depressurization rate increases, and flow through ADS-1,-2,-3 transitions from
choked to friction dominated. Flow through the pressurizer and ADS-1-3 decreases to a
negligible quantity when compared to the ADS-4 flows. The system is mostly saturated, except
perhaps for the liquid in the CMTs. The CMTs deliver this liquid to the vessel downcomer
through the CMT/DVI lines.
6.3.2

Step 2: ADS4, Identification Of Key Components Or Subsystems

As depicted in Figure 6.5, the participating components are the CMTs, the vessel, the
pressurizer, the ADS4 Valves, the CMT injection line, the pressurizer surge line, and the hot
legs. .There are two steam bubbles in the system: one in the vessel upper head and one in the
steam space of the pressurizer. The upper head bubble is part of a larger steam space that
includes the steam generators, hot legs, etc. but is assumed not to participate in this subphase of
the transient After the ADS-1,-2,-3 flow transitions from choked to friction dominated flow the
steam space above the pressurizer liquid is affected by the level of immersion of the sparger in
the IRWST. It is assumed that the steam space in the pressurizer is at constant pressure related
to the head of water above the sparger in the IRWST. Furthermore, the CMTs and the upper
head are at the same pressure as they communicate via the downcomer bypass, the loops, and
PBI-s. Other assumptions made include; the accumulators are empty; break flow can be ignored
as the beak area is much less than the ADS4 area; there is no significant pressurizer draining;
there is no flow between the hot legs and steam generators; and injected CMT fluid does not get
to the cold legs since the downcomer level is beneath the cold leg nozzle elevation.
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Step 4: ADS4, Governing Equations

The system of equations for the configuration shown in Figure 6.5 were derived from basic
The resulting
conservation laws of mass, energy, and momentum, in Appendix E.
nondimensionalized equations are presented below. Quantities with an asterisk in these
equations denote division by a reference value.
The vessel mass balance is*
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Figure 6.5.

ADS-4 Blowdown phase: schematics and important components.
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where the CMT mass flow rate is defined as
(6.25)

r= fXQr

and it is assumed that the pressurizer flow is negligible and that there is no flow from the hot legs
into the steam generators (or vice versa) so that the hot leg flow is equal to the ADS-4 flow.
The CMT mass balance in terms of the nondimensionalized CMT level and volumetric flow rate
is given by
dt"dEE'

rIc,

-

(626)

r

The CMT discharge line flow is given by
dQc

-

i2-0,f4n[
1 L' - flglscmT- AY]]-nl

Q;,

(627)

where L' is the vessel level and is constrained by the DVI nozzle elevation (LVI) as follows
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L

Lv >LDVI

LLv for

(6.28)

=I:DvI for I:v < L:Dvj

An energy balance on the lower plenum fluid assuming that the CMT temperature is
approximately constant (fluid temperature stratification and change may occur in the CMTs due
to circulation. However, this assumption is valid when the CMTs are 20% full) yields the
following expression for the mixing
d(Tcrr-TIP)` = -

9Q-Ca(TCM
9

(6.29)

-TIP)

The variables with asterisks in the above equations are specified as
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.

(6.30)

T0 T

where the terms with subscript "O"denote reference values.
It was shown in Appendix E that these equations require additional relationships in order to
constitute a closed system. To complete the analysis from a top-down perspective, the
following assumptions were made about the form of these relationships.
As stated above, the ADS-4 flowrate is assumed to be equal to the hot leg flow rate and the
ADS4 discharge is given by the homogeneous equilibrium model22 (HEM) evaluated at the
ADS4 quality or
M= MAWJ- 4 =

(6.31)

GHEm(xAw_4)AAns/ihO

where the ADS-4 quality is specified by an energy balance across the core
XAM

=qf_Qc4
-Qop1 C(T_-TIP)
PIQc~rhbig

(6.32)

The nondimensional groups in the above equations are summarized in Table 6.13.
6.3.4

Step 6: ADS4, Selection Of Reference Parameters

The reference values were chosen to obtain numerical values of the r s that can be used to
compare the facilities and their behavior with that of the plant and with each other. Reference
parameters are selected such that the normalized variables in each equation are of O[l] and the
time scale of the system is selected as the residence time of the mass inventory in the vessel
above the bottom of the heated length (e.g. 17,v is taken as unity). Choosing the coefficient of
the vessel mass inventory equation, I17, to define the reference time focuses the analysis on the
dynamic processes that participate in the emptying and filling of the vessel. The details of
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Table 6.15. Dimensionless coefficients for ADS-4 phase.
Dimensionless

Algebraic

Coefficient

Description

f2cmfrM

n3_cmT

Physical interpretation
Ratio of hydrostatic and acceleration forces

g9AY0,oto

Qow.OL/A)T

0

QcssT.0t 0Rcxr o Ratio of friction and acceleration forces

n17.V

Vessel nondimensional residence time

rn 0 to

P1VO
Lower plenum mixing time

QCjTr.oto

l,.p

V P+d-.

I-cmr

Qcmr.oto

Ratio of vessel and CMT emptying times

ACowrIoLCor.O

Cross groups
16

Pi (gAYEDc'
m,, Rosr0

fl 7

l

)

V0

Ratio of CMT flow to reference flow

Ratio of head in vessel to CMT line head

ADAYcbsr.0

Ratio of CMT level to CMT line head

niLc__r._
AYc~.rr.o

reference parameter selection are described in Appendix E. Table 6.16 lists the reference
parameters selected. Note that in this table, the reference pressure is taken to be the pressurizer
pressure plus the hydrostatic head due to the pressurizer level (assumed to be half full). The
pressurizer pressure is assumed to be atmospheric pressure plus the hydrostatic head due to the
sparger submergence in the IRWST. Also note that the reference CMT flow is defined as

Qo

F g

(6.33)

j(K/2A')L. 0

and the reference mass flow rate (rik) is based on the HEM model evaluated using the quality
from Equation (6.31) and the ADSA area (SPES is an exception as discussed below). As
mentioned above, settingfli7v to unity and solving for to using values from Table 6.16 produces a
time scale. Table 6.17 shows the resulting values for to. Also shown in this table are reference
mass flow rates obtained from experimental data and the time scales that result from using these
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Table 6.16. Reference parameters for plant and facilities during ADS4 blowdown.
.

Reference Parametersa
.

AP600 I ROSA I

Po (kPa)

SPES

I

OSU
_

_

N

Q>C,5

l

K/(2A 2 ),mt (both) (m4)
-

L/A)c=, (both)

or

(m 1 )

AYCNT o (n).
LV=to(m)

QCE

t

(Mb )

A~m

(in 2 )

T, 1 ,

(m)

4p.(g(kW3 )

Q=1,0 (both) (rr?/s)
man,,. (bSoth) ftls)
Tso, (K)

bfg (kd/kg)
pc

(kg/m3 )

Tcmt (K)

cp G/kg)
Xcome

Gaitije-H4M at xcom (kglm2 s)
[Iro (kg/s) (=GHmA,&4)

Li

Note that some of the reference parameters from facility to facility are different. This is due to
the fact that the facilities are of significantly different scale size See page I of this report
values to compute to. Note that for the ROSA and OSU data, there is quite good agreement
between the external (based on experiment) and internal (HEM model) values.
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Table 6.17. Time scales for ADS-4 blowdown.
Parameter

I

AP600

I ROSA

I SPES

VVQ()

pi (kg/rn 3)Ll
tho (kg/,s)

|OSU

_

C

to (s)

In Table 6.17 multiple values are listed for the SPES experiment. This stems from the manner in
which the experiment was conducted. Due to mechanical malfunction on this experiment, the
ADS-4 valves opened approximately 300 s after the 20% CMT level set point was reached. Due
to the fact that the ADS-1-3 train in the SPES facility discharges to atmosphere (rather than to
the IRWST sparger as in the other experimental facilities), the ADS1-3 train is assumed to be a
part of ADS-4 blowdown for the purpose of this analysis. Thus it was assumed that ffe when
20% CMT level was reached, flow out the ADSI-3 train is included as part ofADS-4 flow. The
experimental data value for SPES is an average of both flows over the time frame between 20%
CMT level and the end of ADS-4 blowdown. The time scales shown in Table 6; 17 appear
reasonable in that ROSA is reasonably close to the plant value and OSU is on the order of half
the plant value as expected based on the reduced height scaling for APEX. -The SPES time scales
are as expected in light of the fact that the ADS-4 train is oversized by a factor of approximately
2.5 and the ADS1-3 train discharges to atmosphere rather than to the IRWST.
6.3.5

Step 7: ADS4, Order of Magnitude Analysis

Table 6.18 lists numerical values for the groups listed in Table 6.15 using values from Tables 6.14
and 6.15. In this table two values are listed for the SPES facility as appropriate for the different
time scales noted above.
Note from Table 6.18 that the values of the fl2 .cmt and I3, groups are large and with the
definition used in Equation (6.33), they are numerically equal. Because the values are much larger
than the other groups, Equation (6.27) can therefore be divided through by n 2 making the LBS
of the equation much smaller than the RHS. The equation describing the CMT flow then
becomes

Q~t =[n1sLqj

-

nlrL + AY]

(6.34)

This result indicates that the line inertias are not a dominant factor in the CMT flow
determination. Observation of the remaining II values in Table 6.18 indicates that the
experimental facility values tend to bound the value calculated for the plant and for the large part
are reasonably close to the plant value. To further illustrate this, Table 6.19 gives the ratios of
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Table 6.18. 11 values for the ADS-4 blowdown phase.
-

AP600

ROSA

SP

OSU

4xt

n16

Hes
a SPES based on time scale of 714 s.
b. SPES based on time scale of 300 s.

the II groups for the facilities to that of the plant. With the exception of the R.2 c and Ilk,
groups which are of little consequence on the CMT flow rate as noted above, the ratios a=
reasonably close to unity.
Table 6.19.

II Ratios between facilities and AP600 for the ADS-4 Blowdown Phase.

Ratio

I ROSA/AP600

SPES/AP600

OSU/AP600

1l17y

fl2-czi=

Se3.mt--

16 _

11117

F

1118

a. SPES based on time scale of 714 s.
b. SPES based on time scale of 300 s.
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Based on Table 6.19, the three facilities should do a reasonable job at either individually
representing or, as a group, enveloping AP600 behavior for the ADS 4 phase. The biggest
consideration is the time scale for the SPES facility due to the oversized nature of the ADS-4
valves and the manner in which this particular experiment was conducted. It is clear from this
analysis that the line resistance of the CMT line is an important parameter, for it defines the rate
and duration of water delivery to the vessel. In general, the groups that influence the vessel mass
from Equations (6.24) and (6.34)) are fairly well preserved in the
directly (I116 1117, and s18
facilities.
The equations for the CMT and ADS-4 flows can be substituted into the vessel mass balance to
provide the following expression
dV6

to

g0L'

dt* Vo

R'

r
)'RJA
L

G0Aot, G*A'

C

VAp

y

(6.35)

P

These dimensionless groups were evaluated using the reference parameters in Table 6.16 and the
time scales in Table 6.17. For the experimental facilities the data values of the time were used.
The numerical values of the dimensionless groups are summarized in Table 6.20 with the ratio of
ADS-4 flow to CMT flow. The ratio of ADS flow to CMT flow is greater than 1 in the full
pressure facilities and less than I in OSU. The ratio in ROSA is -30 % large relative to AP600
while in SPES the value is - 220 % larger than in AP600. These differences are consistent with
the differences in the ratios of ADSA flow area to vessel volume in the full pressure facilities.
The reason for the ratio of ADS-4 flow to CMT flow being less than 1 in OSU is less clear. It
may be due to the flow in OSU not being choked. The effect of the differences in the ratios of
ADS-4 flow to CMT flow cam be expected to affect the amount of vessel mass loss occurring
during ADS4 blowdown. Based on these values the full pressure experimental facilities would
be expected to lose a larger fraction of vessel inventory than the AP600 while OSU would be
expected to lose less. Note that the last row in Table 6.20 is a ratio of values from the second
and first rows.
Table 6.20. Dimensionless groups for ADS-4 vessel mass balance.

Dimensionless

I

Group
to (g1L0
V0L R0

AP600 I ROSA

Physical Meaning

I

12 Ratio of CMT flow to r

)

GoAnto

VA
GoAor R` '
OgLoJ
Po

vessel volume

Ratio of ADS flow to
vessel volume
Ratio of ADS flow to
CMT flow
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SPES I OSU

Step 8: ADS4 Blowdown, Verification with Data

6.3.6

Using the methodology described in Section 3 each of the important equations is verified with
data to show that the equations and nondimensional groups are correct. We now proceed to
demonstrate this process starting with the vessel mass inventory balance and then work outward
to the flows that influence the vessel inventory. Liquid inventory in the vessel is the primary
consideration as this inventory is the controlling factor for core cooling.
Vessel Mass Balance
With respect to the vessel (see schematic in Figure 6.6), Equations (6.24) and (6.25) can be
combined to get the following nondimensional mass balance

n7

1 dV ,*

-

, = It_-ma

dt

(6.36)

where

117 - Po.37

(6.37)

p 0 V0

and is unity for the time scale used and variables with an asterisk are defined in Equation (6.30).
Equation (6.36) can be integrated with respect to the dimensionless time variable to provide an
expression for the vessel dimensionless liquid volume.
* V

*

|. *

dt

.

d

J.to
-

t' -

ads4

dt6

(6.38)
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Figure 6.6.

Vessel control volume for ADS4 blowdown.
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0

Y. (t ) - VI Q%- |

r* tcm
dt* = --. f

.

yddt

nLdS 4

(6.39)
where V 1(to) is a constant of integration. Equation (6.39) can be applied to the experimental
data from each facility to calculate the nondimensional vessel liquid volume change with
dimensionless time for the ADS-4 phase. This equation will balance if the mass inflows and
outflows have been correctly accounted for. Furthermore, if reasonable reference scales have
been chosen, the variables will be O[1] and plotting the LHS of the equation against the RHS
should produce a slope near unity.
Figure 6.7 shows the result of evaluating Equation (6.39) with the ROSA, SPES, and OSU
experimental data. In this figure, the ordinate corresponds to the LHS of Equation (6.39) and the
abscissa corresponds to the RHS of the equation. The integrals were computed over the range
-0.8 5 t* c 0 where the lower limit corresponds to the start of ADS-4 blowdown and the upper
limit to the start of IRWST injection. The reference line labeled y = x is included on the figure.
The results in Figure 6.7 indicate that a relatively good mass balance on the vessel has been
achieved as the data are near the y = x line as expected. The figure shows remarkably good
agreement given the experimental uncertainty associated with mass flow measurements. It was
expected that the mass balance would likely be within about 10 - 20% at best. This result

Figure 6.7.

ROSA, SPES, and OSU mass balances in nondimensional coordinates for the
ADS4 phase.
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suggests that the major sinks and sources of mass have been properly accounted for. Note that in
Figure 6.7 the two different time scales have been represented for the SPES result.
Figure 6.8 shows the integrals of the nondimensional mass flows used in Figure 6.7. In this
figure, the integral of the CMT flow has been plotted against the integral of the ADS4 flow. The
deviation in the data from the y = x line is of course the inventor" change in the vessel. This
figure illustrates the significance of the CMT inventory in the overall mass balance on the vessel.
Furthermore, the relationship among ihe facilities is similar in terms of magnitude and in that the
CMT inventory supplies a fairly large fraction of the flow that is exiting the system through the
ADS-4. Note that the significant slope change in the SPES curve is related to the actual opening
of the ADS4 valves.
The results presented in Figures 6.7 and 6.8 show that the process of scaling the experimental
data with the nondimensional residence time of the vessel (117) was successful and that the
behavior of the nondimensional flows in the facilities is reasonably similar. The results shown
indicate that a reasonable mass balance can be effected for each of the facilities using the
equations developed. Furthermore, it appears that reasonable reference scales have been
determined since, for all the facility data sets, the range of the left hand side of Equation (6.39) is
between similar limits as is the range of the right hand side of the equation. This result suggests
that a common basis has been developed so that in nondimensional coordinate space, the data
collapse.

a

Figure 6.8.

ROSA, SPES, and OSU nondimensional flow integrals for ADS4 phase.
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The reference scales developed in this analysis appear to be reasonable in light of the design of
the individual facilities. For example, the reference time scales for the AP600 plant and for the
ROSA facility arc approximately equal as expected. Also, the OSU facility reference time scale
is on the order of half the reference time scale for the AP600 and the ROSA facility. This is
reasonable since the design philosophy of the OSU system was to approximate one-half time
scale for the all of important transport processes. The SPES time Scale results because the SPES
ADS4 valve area is oversized by a factor of approximately[ ]Wis fact helps to explain the
noticeable effect of the ADS4 valve opening.
Vessel Outflow
We now proceed to examine the flows that influence the vessel mass balance, i.e., the terms
appearing on the RHS of Equation (6.38). First, we examine the facility measured ADS4 flow
rates in light of the reference scales selected to show that the scale choices were reasonable and
adequate.
A frozen flow assumption can be used to estimate a reference ADS4 mass flow rate assuming no

knowledge of the ADS-4 discharge quality. This assumption involves computing a critical mass
flux by multiplying the vapor sound speed2 3 and vapor density at the reference pressure
conditions. Figure 6.9 shows a comparison of the measured integrated ADS-4 mass flux and the
integrated mass flux computed with the HEM model for various qualities using the measured
upper head pressure as input for the ROSA experiment. Both the HEM result and the measured
result were divided by the frozen value for normalization.

p

Figure 6.9.

ROSA experimentAP-CL-03 ADS-4 mass flux.
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The results shown in Figure 6.9 indicate that the integrated normalized ADS4- mass flux for
ROSA AP-CL-03 is approximately bounded on the high side by the HEM result for quality of
0.3 for a fair portion of the ADS-4 blowdown. By inspection, it is seen that the mass flux based
on the frozen flow model approximates the average of the measweg mass flux. For the ROSA
the frozen model mass
expern ent, the average measured mass flow was about
infomation
in
Figure 6.9 shows that
es a reference flow °
flux of
the reference flow scale picked using HEM (without knowledge of the data) for the ROSA
ADS-4 flow is reasonable as both the time and reference flow scales are of order unity as desired.

t1s e

Jwficras

Figure 6.10 shows the SPES experiment data displayed on the same integrated ratio basis as the
ROSA data on Figure 6.9. As shown, the frozen assumption is a reasonable representation of the
upper bound of the measured integrated flow rate until t* -0.2 when the data become larger. For
reference, the average easured total ADS flow rate (including the ADS 1-3 train and the ADS-4
io'r the SPES experiment. Using this average value with the combined
train) was{
Jwlth is only about
ADS1-3 and ADS-4 flow area produces an average mass flux oif
7% higher than the reference mass flux value used. The measured integrated data in Figure 6.10
are reasonably bounded by the HEM 30% quality line indicating that the reference flow scale
selected without knowledge of the data is reasonable.
Figure 6.11 indicates that the measured ADS-4 mass flux in OSU is considerably higher than
predicted using the frozen flow assumption. This result is the reason that the measured average
ADS4 flow rate was used to establish the reference flow rate. The results in Figure 6.11 indicate
that the HEM model evaluated at low quality (5-0.05) bounds the measured APEX data and

Figure 6.10. SPES experiment S00401 ADS-4 mass flux for ADS-4 blowdown.
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Figure 6.11. OSU experiment SB5 ADS-4 mass flux for ADS-4 blowdownL
that the friction dominated discharge flow rate can be approximated by HEM evaluated at low
quality as was done above to establish a reference flowrate value.
The data shown in the previous figures indicate that reasonable flow scales have been determined
for the ROSA and SPES facilities since the integrated outflow from the system is in reasonable
agreement with the integrated reference mass flux. As indicated, the HEM model for a quality of
20-30% produces reasonable reference flow values for the ROSA and SPES experiments. The
frozen flow assumption did not work for the OSU experiment as the data suggest that the ADS-4
flow was not choked. The data indicate the flow contains significant liquid and in this case, the
ADS-4 flowrate is bounded by the HEM model at low (-1- 5%) quality.
VesselJnflow

As shown in Equation (638), the CMT flows along with the hot leg flows influence the vessel
mass balance. We now examine the CMviT flows in light ofthe CMT tank and line equations with
the goal of showing that the equations collapse the experimental data and hence the equations and
the II groups in them are correct. We note from the previous sections that the CMT equations
contain I1 groups that contain line resistance and line inertia parameters and the reference flow for
the CMT along with the system time scale. Based on the order of magnitude analysis shown in
Section 6.2.7, the 12-cmt and fl3-cmt groups are quite large indicating that the transient term on
the left hand side of the CMT line equation can be neglected so that Equation (6.34) applies.
Using Equations (6.25) and (6.34) gives the following
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xh= =
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(6.40)

+ AY]

Both sides of Equation (6.40) can be integrated and the resulting equation
rhm
dt'=

J- 6 Q=

=

JHlI6[zlULtsr -T11 7L

(6.41)

+AYf irdt

was used to examine the experimental data. Figures 6.12 - 6.14 show the results for the facility
data where the integral of the nondimensional CMT flow rates are plotted versus the RES of
Equation (6.41). As is shown in these figures, all of the data are near the y= x line as expected.
Analytic Solutionfor Vessel Level

In Appendix F, an analytic solution for the vessel level equation is developed for the ADS-4
blowdown. Solutions for the vessel level greater than or equal to the DVI nozzle elevation and
the vessel level less than the DVI nozzle are developed. For the vessel level greater than or equal
to the DVI nozzle, the solution is

' 16

-

(o)

9

4771tt 2[Qc
+

(6.42)

where
no = (fnl,

- 17n1)

for

2 qv

thv the nondimensionalized ADSLd it is assmed that
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L
Figure 6.12. ROSA AP-CL-03 CMT line equation.
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A

.

Figure 6.13. SPES S00401 CMT line equation.
M (.C, a

Figure 6.14. OSU SB5 CMT line equation.
the ROSA
flowrate is 1 (see Appendix F). Note that Equation (6.42) applies mainly to
experiment because of the relationship between the vessel level and the DVI elevation.
For the case of the vessel level less than the DVI nozzle, the solution is
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-V;(O)=['+

t for Lv <]LDVI
Dv4

- rho

(6.43)

Figure 6.15 shows a comparison of the experimental data for the one inch cold leg break
experiments with Equations (6.42) and (6.43). The nature of the agreement provides additional
evidence for the validity of the equations and scale assumptions.
Discussion of Reference Parameters - Selection With and Without Data Knowledge
If no experimental information is available, reference parameters must be selected in a blind
fashion, that is without benefit of data knowledge. However, if experimental information is
available, it can support or confirm reference parameter selection. In the present case, there is no
plant data so reference parameters must be selected without data knowledge. Since experimental
facility data is available, reference parameters can be first selected assuming no data knowledge
for the facilities and then these selections can be examninedlconfirmed using the data. Such a
process helps to verify that reasonable reference values for the plant have been chosen. Here we
summarize observations regarding selection of reference parameters both with and without data

Figure 6.15. Analytic solution forvessel level during ADS-4 blowdown.
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knowledge referred to hereafter as "with-data" and "without-data."
For both situations (without-data and with-data), the vessel time scale was determined in the
same fashion via the 117 group and the same reference vessel volume was chosen by design. For
the with-data view, the reference pressures were chosen based on the measured data. For the
without-data view, the reference pressure was chosen to be the pressurizer steam dome pressure
(as determined by the IRWST head and ADS lines connecting the sparger to the top of the
pressurizer) plus the head of liquid in the pressurizer and surge line. The liquid level in the
pressurizer was assumed to be at a position approximately midway between the top of the
pressurizer and an elevation corresponding to the IRWST level. For the ROSA and SPES
experiments, the view without-data was resulted in reference pressures that were somewhat
lower (20 - 40 kPa) than those based on the data. For the OSU experiment, the two views
yielded basically the same reference pressure. Part of the minor difference in reference pressure
for the SPES experiment is due to the fact that part of the ADS 1-3 blowdown was considered as
ADS-4 blowdown as discussed above. The reference pressure differences had little effect on the
resulting selection of reference saturated liquid densities and temperatures for the facilities.
Reference ADS-4 outflow scales for the experimental facilities (and plant) without-data view
were based on the HEM model as discussed above. The ADS-4 discharge quality was estimated
from the core vapor generation rate and a reference CMT flow rate. This quality estimate was
then used with the HEM model to compute a reference discharge rate. The quality so estimated
was of the order of 20-30% for the plant and the ROSA experiment, approximately 14% for the
SPES experiment, and about 7% for the OSU experiment. These reference flow rate scales, in
conjunction with the reference volume and density, produced vessel time scales for ADS4
blowdown consistent with the duration of the ADS4 blowdown which was the desired result.
Reference ADS4 outflow for the with-data view was evaluated with application of a simple
frozen flow model for the ROSA and SPES facilities (and the plant) since the actual ADS4
discharge quality is not known. .The ADS4 discharge was assumed to be saturated steam leaving
the system at the vapor sound speed for a quality of unity. For the OSU experiment the
measured average flow was used as the reference ADS-4 flow since the ADS4 flow does not
appear to be choked and the frozen assumption did not apply. Review of these results and the
data indicated that the reference flow scales selected are reasonably consistent with the HEM
model results discussed above for the without-data view although for the OSU experiment, the
without-data procedure results in a reference flow rate that is slightly low relative to the data
(most likely due to a quality estimate that is slightly large). The resulting effect is a vessel time
scale slightly larger than the duration of ADS-4 blowdown in the OSU experiment A better
estimate would be made using a lower quality with the HEM model to estimate a reference
ADS-4 scale for the OSU experiment.
From the without-data viewpoint, reference flow values selected using the approach described
above produced vessel time scale estimates that were close to those estimated from the with-data
view as might be expected based on the discussion of the data above. Based on evaluation of the
data, both selections were shown to provide reasonable reference flow scales for the facilities.
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Nominal geometric parameters for the plant and facilities such as hardware elevation changes,
initial levcls, etc. are used in the without-data approach. It is recognized that situations arise
wherein the value of an experiment parameter may be different than the expected nominal value
based on evaluation of experiment results data. Tank levels are an example in that levels may
deviate from an expected value for a variety of reasons. Such differences could impact the results
obtained from the with-data approach relative to the without-data approach if this initial level
factors into the computation of a reference flow or a reference length in a dimensionless group.
An example is the SPES experiment delayed ADS4 activation as discussed above. In general,
deviation from nominal values has not been a significant issue to date.
6.3.7

Concluding Remarks

The ADS4 flow and the CMT flow were the two principal mass flow terms influencing the
vessel mass balance for the ADS 4 blowdown phase. Reference parameters for the dimensionless
transit time group controlling the vessel mass balance were determined and used to conduct mass
balances for the facility data to show that the major sources and sinks were accounted for.
Based on comparison to data, the HEM model evaluated at a quality determined from a core
energy balance provides an adequate reference ADS-4 flow Tate value for the facilities that is
close lo the average of the measured ADS4 discharge flow for the ROSA, SPES, and OSU
facilities. This reference flow rate used with a reference volume and density provided reasonable
time scales for the ADS4 time scales. This same approach should therefore be applicable to the
plant for specification of the reference flow rate and time scale.
CMT line flows and tanks were analyzed using the relevant equations developed for the system
to demonstrate application of the methodology as one moves away from the vessel component.
This effort demonstrated that the equations and the dimensionless groups that arise from the
equations are correct. These groups were used with the dimensionless form of the equations to
show that the data collapse relatively well and in the expected manner.
Based on review and evaluation of the dimensionless groups and equations, transient or line
inertia effects were not expected to be of importance. Examination of the data indicates this
expectation to be true.
Values of the dimensionless groups resulting from the ADS4 phase indicate that the facility
values bound the plant values. This result suggests that the plant performance is bounded by the
experimental data and that the data are applicable for code adequacy evaluations.
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6.4

IRWST Injection Phase

This phase, as defined here is a subphase of the PIRT phase with the same name, encompassing
only the initial refill of the vessel. The application of steps 1 through 5 of the methodology for
this phase is presented in Appendix E of this report.
Step 1: IRWST Injection Phase, Phase Description

6.4.1

The phase defined in the PIRT as the IRWST Injection begins with the injection of IRWST liquid
and ends with the beginning of SUMP injection. Here the initial subphase is analyzed, which
includes the interval from the beginning of IRWST injection and the establishment of a
quasi-steady flow from the IRWST through the vessel and out the ADS-4 valves. In this initial
period, the fluid is forced through the core by the hydrostatic head of the IRWST. Eventually,
the head in the IRWST begins to decrease and with it the flow through the DVI line, leading to
the next subphase of this process.
Step 2: IRWST Injection Phase, Relevant Subsystems and Components

6.4.2

As illustrated in Figure 6.16, the main components involved in this subpbase are the IRWST, the
DVI lines, the reactor vessel, the hot legs, the pressurizer, the ADS4 lines and valves, and the
ADS-123 discharge which acts as an extension of the gas space of the pressurizer. The rest of
the system (the cold side) is mostly filled with steam. The CMTs have completed draining and
the cold legs and steam generators are no longer participating paths for the main flows in the
system, which enable us to neglect them in this phase.
When this phase begins, the system is depressurizing mostly through the ADS4 valves which
are the largest relief openings in the system. The pressurizer has some water and the ADS-123
flow has transitioned from choked to friction controlled flow. As the pressure in the upper head
drops and equals the head of water in the IRWST (plus the containment pressure), the check
valves in the IRWST injection lines open and allow the cold IRWST fluid to enter the vessel at
the DVI connections. This cold water flows through the core, where it is heated and boils. Steam
and saturated water flow into the hot legs and out the ADS-4 in the CMT loop side, and in the
pressurizer side the ADS4 is a tee in which the hot leg flow and the fluid draining from the
pressurizer converge and go out the ADS4.
Step 4: IRWST Injection Phase, Governing Equations

6.4.3

The dynamic equations for each component and connecting line are derived from basic
conservation laws (Appendix E) and the nondimensionalized forms are summarized as follows
The vessel mass balance is given by
(6.44)

= 11
dV = df
7-V-1RWST(rh*i - Itch)
dt'I
-t

d
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Figure 6.16. IRWVST Injection schematic and important components.
where
(6.45)

rhL = 11,Q,'

fhD,

mR + ihL
fn=

(6.46)
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X
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(6.48)

-PLQdiCP(T., -TLP)

The pressurizer mass balance is

dt- =

(6.49)

nrMPM

where the rise velocity of cap bubbles is used to estimate the pressurizer flow rate
rhi. = 0.1plAsL

(6.50)

fai§L/Io
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The DVI line flow is
fnl 9 L ) + fl 20 (1 -p)]42

Qdn = [(AY-

(6.51)

where the transient term dQ dvdt* is neglected as it is much smaller than the other terms in the
equation, the containment back pressure Pt is assumed to be approximately constant, and L is
the maximum of the vessel level and the elevation of the DVI nozzle or

(6.52)

L = max(Lv,1LDVI).

The vessel pressure is estimated using the pressurizer pressure and the hydrostatic head in the
surge line (YsL is the surge line height) and pressurizer tank
(6.53)

PV = Pin + nlo (rI2,LPZR + PSLYSL)
Lower plenum mixing is described by the following energy balance
dT-TI)

2lQ,(T.

=-

dt'

i-To)

(6.54)

We used the homogeneous equilibrium model to calculate a critical mass flow rate through
ADS-4. The surge line density psL was assumed approximately constant. The dimensionless
coefficients are described in Table 6.21.
Table 6.21. Dimensionless coefficients in IRWST Injection Phase.
Dimensionless
Algebraic
Physical Interpretation
Coefficient
Description
fI7-V4RWSr
rnoto
Vessel nondimensional residence time
ElezhMto

Ratio of vessel mass to pressurizer mass
VO

~AoYd,j.o
n2P

Ratio of head in vessel to IRWST line head

Ratio of containment pressure to IRWST line

_

Il2

plgYdio

head

Qi.Otot

Lower plenum nondimensional mixing time

ksPldc.o

VfP.O

n122

Ratio of pressurizer head to IRWST line head

ApzROYdwT o

n2 2/ 2 0

P1gVM 0o

Ratio of pressurizer head to containment

AMPZ.Ot

pressure

_

np(,
_

__

_

_

_

Ratio of DVI flow to reference flow
_

rh o

~ 0
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6.4.4

Step 6: JRWST Injection Phase, Selection Of Reference Parameters

The rcference values were chosen such that the normalized variables and their derivatives in each
equation are of Order one; and we selected the time scale of the system as the time of the mass
inventory in the vessel. The details of reference parameter selection for the IRWST phase are
presented in Appendix E. The reference parameters are presented in Table 6.22 and the resulting
numerical values of the I groups are given in Table 6.23. Ratios of the I groups for the
experiment facilities relative to AP600 are given in Table 6.24.
Table 6.22. Reference parameters for plant and facilities during the IRWST Injection Phase.
Re1fenceI
AP600

Parameters'

OSU

SPES

ROSA

a

Po (kPa)

QIC.

Ap. (me)
I

(2
ye

4

dy-both

(m)

Lo.(mn)*_
A.m (Tr?)
q C.N (MW)

I

QM. both (rx?/s)
p: (kg/rn)_
XCOUM

Gw,,X,, at 2x, (kg/On-2 s)
G~c at x=1.0 (kcg/r

2-s)

(kg/s)

rhAM4-.

(kg/s)

rADS4-,z,

rh,.~

~(g

ih0 (kg/s)

~=_h

to (s)
toI?

(S)
_

_

.

a. Note that some of the reference parameters from faility to facility are differe t This is due
to the fact that the facilities are of significantly dioret scale size. See page 1 of this
report.
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Table 6.23. Ii values for the IRWST Injection Phase.
IP6oo|ROSA I SPES I osU

uS

I

fT7.,mtd
44

nol1...

n1i,
44

r1
2 0
MIU

rn22
1221120

;

112

Table 6.24.

n Ratios between facilities and AP600 for the IRWST Injection Phase.
IROSAhP600 SPES/AP600 OSU/AP600

Ratio

_

a

_

XJ,C-

noi-.
4

_

Mg,,
t-t

12
1121

1122
n22n20
_3

-

6.4.5

Step 7: IRWST Injection Phase, Order Of Magnitude Analysis

The equations for flows into and out of the vessel can be substituted into the vessel mass balance
equation to provide the following expression
dVY
dt*

go

2 [, g

o

VQoR' 0 [

1/2

Yspaz,&'
,
P fln- pSLJ

uw-

(6.55)
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The dimensionless coefficients are sununarized in Table 6.25. The values for the IRWST and
ADS-4 flows agree fairly well in the full pressure facilities. In all the facilities the pressurizer
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draining flows are lower than the IRWST and ADS-4 flows indicating that this flow is not as
important. In all the facilities the relative ordering of the terms is the same.
Table 6.25. Dimensionless parameters for reactor vessel balance equation.
Dimensionless
Physical meaning
AP600
ROSA
g0LtO

SPES

OSU

Ratio of IRWST flow to vessel

V02R' Ovolume
G. ,Aoto
Ratio of ADS-4 flow to vessel
pOVO
volume
O.ltoAo0 4-O
Ratio of pressurizer surge line.
flow to vessel volume
6.4.6

Step 8: IRWST Injection Phase, Verification with Data

As noted previously, experimental data and calculation results indicate that the minimum vessel
inventory is reached during the ADS4 blowdown phase just prior to the start of IRWST
injection. The primary system is mostly saturated at this time, the CMTs are empty or nearly
empty, and the break flow rate and ADS-1, -2, -3 flow rates are negligible. Experimental data
show that the liquid remaining in the pressurizer begins to drain back into the hot legs during the
early part of the IRWST phase. This pressurizer draining can interact with the core refilling
process resulting in oscillatory behavior.
As indicated above, the primary consideration for this analysis is the liquid inventory in the
vessel as this inventory is the controlling factor for core cooling.
Vesse Mass Balance
The nondimensional mass balance for the vessel (Equation (6.44)) can be rewritten by
substituting Equation (6.46) and moving the ADS4 term to the left-hand side. With the
reference parameters selected so that 117 is 1this equation becomes
dV

.

d-+m~dS 4 =mn<+miZ,

(6.56)

Equation (6.56) can be integrated with respect to t to give the dimensionless liquid volume as
i d .;dt + fia 4 dt* =Jm ,dt
or0

+ f rhdta

(6.57)

0

or
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C

V; (t*) - V;*(0) + f rm,4dt =
0

t,

J
0

t

jidt* + J rh'

(6.58)

dt

0

where the second term on the left-hand side is a constant of integration. Alternate forms of this
equation can be written to accommodate the experimental data available. For example, in cases
where a usable mass flow rate measurement was not available for the pressurizer a level
measurement was substituted and the mass flow rate integral (in dimensional form) calculated as
(6.59)

pjAj dt' dt =
trhidt = 'dM idt- rA
= pjAil-i(t~'o
dt
0
dt dt

where M is the total mass, A is the cross sectional area, and L is the measured level in the
component under consideration (the ii component - pressurizer, catch tank, etc. Most
experimental measurements of mass flow consider flow into the pressurizer to be positive in sign
and flow out of the pressurizer to be negative in sign so care must be exercised to ensure that the
proper sign is associated with the pressurizer mass flows when utilized in Equation (6.58).
Equation (6.58) (or as modified using Equation (6.59)) can be used with experimental data to
calculate the nondimensional vessel liquid volume change with dimensionless time for the IRWST
phase. As in the ADS-4 blowdown phase, the equation will balance if the mass inflows and
outflows have been accounted for. Also, the variables will be of OpL] if reasonable reference
scales have been selected and the results of plotting the left hand side of the equation against the
right hand side of the equation should have a slope near unity.

Cj C

I
Figure 6.17. ROSA, SPES and OSU mass balances in nondimensional coordinates
for the IRWST phase.
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Figure 6.17 shows the result of computing Equation (6.58) for I" CLB experiments in ROSA,
SPES, and OSU. The integrals were computed over the range 0 < t < 1.5. The agreement
between the facilities is good and in general the data are close to the y = x line.
Figures 6.18, 6.19, and 6.20 show the integrals of the individual mass flow rate components used
in Figure 6.17. In all three facilities the IRWST and ADS4 flows are of similar magnitude and
about a factor of 6 larger than the pressurizer draining flow.
The results presented above indicate that the process of scaling the facility data with the
appropriate nondimensional residence time as determined by the 117 group was successful and
that the basic behavior is similar. Differences noted in results are explicable in light of facility
design differences and/or modeling assumptions. The reference scales developed in this analysis
are reasonable given the design of the individual facilities in that the reference time scale for the
AP600 plant calculation and the ROSA facility are roughly equal as expected. The OSU facility
reference time scale is on the order of one-half the time scale for the ROSA facility and the plant
calculation as expected.

b

Figure 6.18. ROSA experiment AP-CL-03 mass balance component integrals
versus nondimensional time for the IRWST phase.
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r
I

Figure 6.19. SPES experiment S00401 mass balance component integrals versus
nondimensional time for the IRWST phase.

Figure 6.20. OSU experiment SB 5 mass balance component integrals versus nondimensional
time for the IRNVST phase.
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Vessel Outflow

Figure 6.21 shows a comparison of integrated ratios of the ROSA AP-CL-03 ADS4 measured
mass flux for the IRWST phase of the transient divided by the mass flux from the frozen flow
assumption used to establish the reference ADS4 mass flow rate. Also shown for reference are
results from the HEM model also ratioed to the frozen flow assumption. The HEM model was
evaluated using the vessel upper head pressure and a range of qualities as input. As discussed
above for the ADS4 blowdown phase, the frozen flow assumption produced a reference flow
rate value that was quite close to the average of the measured data. This observation holds true
for the IRWST phase as well. From Figure 6.21, it is observed that the integral of the measured
data divided by the reference mass flux compares well to the reference which in this caseisthe
line y = x. The average mass flux based on the data shown in Figure 621 i
w ereas
the frozen model value is ',f
Note that the measured integrated mass flux ratio is
bounded by the HEM model for the quality range 0.3•x•0.5. The results in Figure 6.21 indicate
that the HEM model as used above produces a reasonable ADS-4 reference flow scale for the
ROSA experiment
Figure 6.22 shows the ratio of the ADS4 mass flux for the SPES experiment and the reference
value integrated in dimensionless time along with HEM values also divided by the reference mass
flux. The average of the measured mass flux was about
]3icbh is in good agreement

r

a

qJC

Figure 6.21. ROSA experiment AP-CL-03 ADS4 integrated normalized mass
flux ratio for IRWST phase and homogeneous equilibrium model
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M

Figure 6.22. SPES experiment S00401 ADS-4 integrated normalized mass flux
ratio for JRWST phase and homogeneous equilibrium modeL
with the reference frozen flow assumption and is close to the HEM value for quality of 0.1. The
results in Figure 6.22 indicate that the HEM flow assumption as used above produces a
reasonable reference flow scale for the SPES experiment.
As was the case for ADS-4 blowdown, the frozen flow assumption did not produce a usable
reference flow rate value for the IRWST phase in the OSU SB5 experiment since the ADS-4 does
not appear to be choked. Even though the ADSA valve is not choked in the SB5 experiment, the
integrated measured mass flux ratio is compared to the HEM model in Figure 6.23 for reference.
The results in Figure 6.23 suggest that the HEM model evaluated at low quality (5-100%) can be
used to estimate a reference ADS-4 discharge flow for the OSU experiment.
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% C.

Figure 6.23. OSU experiment SB5 ADS4 integrated normalized mass flux ratio for IRWST
phase and homogeneous equilibrium model.
VesselInflaws
We now turn to the examination of the IRWST flow since this flow is one of the major
components in the vessel mass balance. The IRWST line equation contains II groups which
contain line resistance, reference pressure, the reference IRWST flow, and reference elevation or
head terms but not the line inertia since the order of magnitude analysis indicated that the inertial
term in the line equation can be neglected. With the estimates of the IRWSTJDVI line resistances
given in Appendix B, the line equation can be used to show that the data collapse. From
Equation (6.51), the DVI line normalized volumetric flow can be expressed as

Q0; =[(AY -n' 9L)+I20(1-P;)]

12

(6.60)

or in terms of nondimensional mass flow

n +ni-(1 P;)]f
rhmd = n23Q. =n23[(AY - ilcr)

(6.61)

where as previously, Pt and the IRWST level are assumed essentially constant and the definitions
for P, L, and AY are the same as discussed in the context of Equation (6.51). Note that
Equation (6.61) is written in terms of mass flow and the UI groups are thus defined as
AoY4,Vi.o
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(6.62)

P20=

Pl2 gYdi.o

mORd~o

As was done for the CMTs, the IRWST tank and DVI line equations could be combined to
express the relationship between the various nondimensional groups. However, as mentioned
above, the IRWST level was assumed to remain essentially constant for the IRWST refill phase
due to the large size of the tank. As such, we can simply integrate both sides of Equation (6.61)
to get the following expression

nI423(AY

rihmdt' =
o

f-i9 L )+r11,,(i-Pv)]

dt'

(6.63)

0

that we can apply to the data. Figures 6.24 through 6.26 show the result of this where the
measured dvi normalized mass flow rate is plotted on the ordinate and the right band side of
Equation (6.63) is plotted on the abscissa. As shown in the figures the data are close to the y = x
line indicating that the 11 groups and reference parameters are correct.

:I

i

F.

I..I

s, .

Figure 6.24. ROSA AP-CL-03 IRWST tank level - DVI line parameter relationship in
nondirrensional coordinates.
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a
Figure 6.25. SPES S00401 IRWST tank level - DVI line parameter relationship in
nondimensional coordinates.

lAC

Figure 6.26. OSU SB5 IRWST tank level - DVI line parameter relationship in nondimensional
coordinates.
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Analytic Solutionfor Vessel Level
As shown in Appendix F the vessel level equation can be simplified and solved analytically with
asymptotic solutions for the cases of nondimensional time being large and small. The short time
solution is
rn[n1Il51h
22t)tO)

-

rl2O&}|~

-

ADS4-

Mp=

(6.64)

which takes on the following coefficients for the experimental facilities.
ROSA:
SPES:

OSU:
The solution for large values of t is
VI*(o) - V; (t ) = [V;(-o) - VI (O)] exp[j-nIT nI to /(2Qd,(o))]

(6.65)

which takes on the following coefficients for the experimental facilities.
. C.
ROSA:
SPES:
OSU:
These solutions are plotted with data.from 1" CLB experiments in Figures 627, 6.28, and 629
for the experimental facilities. The agreement with data is generally good at early and late times.
This quality of agreement provides additional credence for the scaling estimates of the dominant
processes.
Discussion ofReference Parameters- Selection With and Without DataKnowledge
As discussed in Section 6.3, if no experimental information is available, reference parameters
must be selected in a blind fashion, that is without benefit of data knowledge. Experimental
information can, however, be used to support or confirm reference parameter selection if such is
available. Thus values for reference parameters can be selected from a "without-data" view as
though there is no experimental information and from a "with-data" view using knowledge about
available experimental information. Comparisons between the parameters selected using the two
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if

Figure 6.27. Analytic solution for vessel level with data from ROSA experiment AP-CL-03.

li

Figure 6.28. Analytic solution for vessel level with data from SPES experiment S00401.
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Figure 6.29. Analytic solution for vessel level with data from OSU experiment SB5.
views helps assure that reasonable reference values have been selected. Here we summarize
observations regarding selection of reference parameters using the two approaches.
In both cases (without-data and with-data), the vessel time scale was determined from the 117
group and the vessel volume above the bottom of the heated length was selected as the vessel
reference volume. For both cases, the system reference pressure at the initiation of the IRWST
injection phase was selected to be the hydrostatic head imposed on the vessel by the water level
in the IRWST plus atmospheric pressure. Thus for each of the experiments, the without-data
view and the with-data view amived at the same reference pressure. Reference liquid and vapor
properties and saturation temperature were selected based on this reference pressure and are thus
consistent between the two views. The reference flow for the vessel was selected to be a net
flow based on a reference inflow minus a reference outflow. In both cases, the inflow was the
reference IRWST injection flow and the outflow was based on a reference ADS4 flow.
As discussed above, the reference ADS4 outflow for the without-data view was based on
application of the HEM model evaluated at a quality of about 30% for the ROSA experiment and
10% for the SPES experiment. The HEM model at low quality (1-5%) was used to establish a
reference ADS 4 flow for the OSU experiment. Review of the experimental data indicated these
scale selections were reasonable and consistent with the with-data approach of using a simple
frozen flow model for the ROSA and SPES facilities (and the plant) since the ADS-4 discharge
quality is not known. In the frozen flow model, it was assumed that the ADS4 discharge is
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saturated steam leaving the system at the vapor sound speed for a quality of unity. For the OSU
experiment the frozen flow assumption did not apply since the ADS 4 is not choked during
IRWST injection and the measured data average was used in the with-data view.
The reference IRWST flow was computed for both the without-data and with-data views using
line resistances and assumptions about the reference head driving the IRWST flow. The net flow
scale was the difference between a reference LRWST flow and the reference ADSA discharge
flow. This approach produced net reference flows for the two different views that were
reasonably consistent for the ROSA and SPES experiments and thus produced vessel time scales
that were of similar order (within 50%). In general the without-data approach produced time
scales that were less than the tine scales derived from the with-data approach. Part of the
difference stems from the underestimation of the quality used in the HEM model and
overestimation of the IRWST reference flow rate which in turn resulted in a net flow scale that
was too large and hence a time scale that was smaller than estimated based on the data.
Nominal facility geometric parameters (such as hardware elevation changes) were used in the
without-data and with-data viewpoints. Furthermore, both approaches independently evaluated
line resistances for use in the computation of reference flow rates for the IRWST flow.
Examination of the II groups evaluated for the DVI lines indicate that the internal and external
approaches are consistent and the major factor influencing the numeric values of the n groups is
related to the calculated time scale differences discussed above.
6.4.7

Concluding Remarks

The ADS4, pressurizer, and IRWST flows were shown to be the major tenns influencing the
vessel mass balance. Reference parameters for the dimensionless residence time group controlling
the vessel mass balance were determined and used to conduct mass balances for the facility data
to show that the major sources and sinks were accounted for. The HEM model was used to
estimate the reference ADS 4 flow and the IRWST reference flow was estimated using line
resistance and a nominal driving head. For the OSU experiment reference ADS4 flow, a value
calculated using the HEM model with a quality of 1-5% was shown to agree reasonably well with
the data although the ADS4 flow was not believed to be choked. This result suggests that the
friction dominated ADS 4 flowrate is close to the low quality HEM value and that the HEM
value is useful for specifying the reference.
The DVI flows and IRWST tank level were examined using the equations developed for the
system to demonstrate the application of the methodology for flows that influence the vessel
mass balance. Average resistance values and other reference parameters were used to numerically
evaluate fI groups for the JRWST tank and DVI line(s). The dimensionless form of the equations
along with the 11 groups were used to show that the DVI flows and parameters influencing the
net head (vessel level and pressure) data collapse in the expected fashion. This result adds
validity to the correctness of the equations and the dimensionless groups involved and provides a
consistency check.
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As expected, due the large cross sectional area of the IRWST tanks hi the facilities, the I group
scaling the level change (Hlsi) in the tank with the flow out of the tank is very small relative to
the II groups scaling the DVI line(s) flow (flj.nj, n2-di, and n3.4o with the system levels and
pressures. This result simply means that the IRWST is a large source and the level change is
small for the flow rates involved during IRWST injection.
Based on review and evaluation of the dimensionless groups and equations, transient or line
inertia effects were not expected to be of importance. Examination of the data indicates this
expectation to be true.
Values of the dimensionless groups resulting from the IRWST phase indicate that the facility
values bound the plant values. This result suggests that the plant behavior is bounded by the
experimental data and that the data are applicable for code adequacy evaluations.
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6.5

IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) Phase

The IRWST draining phase is a relatively long period at the beginning of the long term cooling.
phase. Of the three test facilities, only OSU is partially equipped to represent aspects of this
phase. OSU has a sump tank, but it does not have a containment and there is not condensate
return to the IRWST. In this section, we apply the scaling methodology using the OSU test
results available. The steps, as listed earlier, are applied to this phase in the following fashion.
6.5.1

Step 1: IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) Phase Description

The IRWST draining phase begins when the IRWST starts to inject coolant into the primary
system. The IRWST injection phase analyzed in the previous section is a small portion at the
verylbeginning of the IRWST draining phase. During this initial period, the vessel refills and the
pressurizer empties much faster than the IRWST drains and therefore, the IRWST level can be
assumed constant. Right after the vessel has refilled, however, the next dominant process is the
draining of the IRWST, with a much larger time scale. After the relatively short transient at the
beginning of this phase, the vessel level adjusts to a declining IRWST level, and the phase ends
when the IRWST reaches the elevation that triggers the opening of motor vslves that connect the
IRWST directly with the Sump. At this point, both tanks quickly reach a common level above
the DVI line and the hydraulic behavior reaches a quasi-steady state. That event is what we have
chosen to call the end of the IRWST draining phase and the beginning of the long term cooling
phase.
6.5.2

Steps 2 and 3: IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) System Components and
Topology

Figure 6.30 is a schematic description of the system configuration at the beginning of IRWST
draining. The components involved are:
* The IRWST that supplies the head and the coolant for the primary system.
* The DVI lines through which the coolant gets into the systenL Check valves in all these lines
prevent backflow from the system into the IRWST.
* The vessel, which continues to be the focal point of our interest, but no longer dictates the
time scale of the phase.
* The upper head steam volume, whose pressure opposes DVI flow and dives ADS-4 flow.
.

* The core that provides energy to boil the incoming flow and is a resistance to flow.
* The hot legs where fluid can accumulate and be held up by the steam outflow.
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Figure 6.30. System configuration during IRWST draining (prior to sump injection).
* The ADS-4 valves and lines through which the primary dumps inventory into the
containment.
The contairnent that no vinteracts with the primary by affecting the exit pressure of ADS-4
and the energy level of the coolant in the IRWST.
Step 4: IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) Governing Equations

6.5.3

The development of the governing equations and corresponding assumptions is -given in
Appendix G. We begin this section with the nondimensional equations that resulted from that
development.
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The coefficients in these equations are the fI groups for this phase of the transient. Table 6.26

summarizes these groups. Most have been encountered and defined in the analysis of other
phases. Two new groups appear, both related to heat transfer in the IRWST. Physical
interpretation of the groups is given below.
Table 6.26. Nondimensional coefficients (fis) for the IRWST draining phase.
IT group
Definition
Description
TI2
(pogYoto) / ((LIA)Drh 0
Ratio of line head to line
momentum
2 )o) / (2po(L/A)o)

n3(oito(K/A

II7

(MRatio

Ratio of line friction to line
momentum
of system time to vessel

emptyinR time
(rhoto) / (pOVO)

Ratio of system time to transit

)ime through lower vessel vols.

115

(rhto) / (pGAoLo)

n,

(UoA,0Tot0 ) / (p0 cpL 0A0T0

Ratio

of

heat

transferred

.
.
(UDA.-AToto) I ((cepMc,.To)

energy
Ratio of

heat

transferred

Ratio of system time to tank
emptWing time

___

___
s-w

to/from fluid to fluid internal
tolfrom fluid to wall internal
energy

6.5.4

Step 6: IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) Selection of Reference Parameters

The next step in the methodology is the selection of reference values that will enable conduct of
the order of magnitude analysis and thus obtain a reduced set of equations and Ils. The
parameters are the reference values that define the II groups and, as before, they are chosen to
make the asterisked terms in the equations O[l]. Several of the parameters listed in Table 626
are derived from more basic parameters such as pressure. The following list defines those needed
for Order of Magnitude Analysis.
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PO Reference system pressure, (upper head pressure) is taken as the sum of the
containment pressure and the head of liquid above the hot legs.

P0 = pog(Lj-O + Zj)+P..
where P
atm).
po, hs,

(6.71)

is assumed to be a fixed boundary condition equal to 101.34 kPa (I

The liquid and vapor properties are taken as saturation at Po.

CPO

Pa&4-o

In lieu of a bottom-up correlation for the phase separation in the hot-leg ADS4 tee,
we assume that all of the fluid is leaving the system through the ADSA4 and evaluate a
reference density as follows:
PSO

O][R.d,4
b

(6.72)

c- zainma

x.,, Core exit quality is needed to evaluate the fractions of liquid and gas leaving the
system. The quality is based on a core energy balance as:
x

-

-

rtdndOcPO(TO`

-

Tir

(6.73)

O)

rhd~i-OhfO

40 Core heat generation is taken to be the corresponding decay heat at 10,000 seconds.
({KT)

)

Reference line hydraulic resistance will be the line resistance for the line. Ratios of
resistances between interacting lines will appear as nondimensional coefficients.

(LIA)o The inertia of a line will be its own reference. As with the resistances, ratios of inertia
parameters between interacting lines will appear as nondi'mensional coefficients.

lk

The characteristic mass flow of the system is the mass flow through the DVI lines,
assuming reference values of head, k, and po
The equations are solved for
steady-state to obtain a value for mh
0.

MO Each participating tank has a characteristic liquid mass. For example, for the vessel it
is the mass of liquid that would occupy the core region and the upper plenum.
M,.k.o = pOLoAo = pOV.*
M,

(6.74)

The tank wall involved in the heat transfer is assumed to be the mass of the concrete
wall and floor, about 0.3048 m deep (1 ft), in'contact with the liquid. The result for
AP600 is about 626,000 kg of concrete in contact with the IRWST water. Note that
the IRWST and sump in OSU do not have concrete walls.
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U0

The reference heatIransfer g9fgcient i. evaluated , ti ppendix G. Using the values
given therWjy 0, oI
a
off,
aE estimated h*,,,a of aboutj
FI r natural convection on a vertical wall)), and the thermophysical
properties of concrete and steel listed in Table G-2 of Appendix G.

Uuo= '

(6.75)

Note that the contributions of the steel and the convective heat transfer coefficient to
the overall coefficient are very small.
to If the IRWST is the only reservoir draining into the primary, this is the drain time up
to the point of SUMP activation
to = M,, /ZhG
6.5.5

(6.76)

Step 7; IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) Order Of Magnitude Analysis

Having chosen reference parameters, one can now evaluate the numerical values of the
nondimensional coefficients and determine, from the governing equations, which processes are
faster and slower than the main process (draining of the IRWST), and reduce the number of
dynamic equations.
Starting in the same order as they are written before, we have the IRWST equation first.
selection of the characteristic time makes this nondimensional coefficient identical to one.
piA- dL

The

(6.77)

= (m3;)-

is a
A cursory evaluation of quality At the ADS-j 4usTng P0 and p.&") indicates that
small fraction, between{
}(6SU) and|
(AP600) of the reference flow. Thus indicating

that the Mr; dominates the draining of this tank

A similar analysis of the energy balance

equation indicates that the convective heat transfer (mixing of flows in and out) is dominating the

thermal response of the tank.
dT. _ (1i-.dS4 c;TIZUL - ribc;T)

(6.78)

Furthermore, the energy balance for the wall material indicates that given the values obtained for
nlg,,, this process is much to slow to actively participate in the dynamics of the tank.
Therefore, the wall temperature maybe assumed constant for this phase.
(M:..sac;.) )ddT. = Il-g.-gWU' A;A-..(Tt-Ti

)
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(6.79)

The DVI line coefficients are large with respect to

1

(1.0) so the line can be assumed to

5.it

respond rapidly. The momentum equation can be, converted to an algebraic form neglecting the
dynamic term in the left hand side or
°
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which can be manipulated further to produce
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Since Tidj = ifi.64, the above equation can be re-written as
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P-b4i

Note in Equation (6.82) that ratios of nondimensional groups multiply the asterisked variables.
Table 6.27 lists these ratios for the plant and the OSU facility.

Table 6.27.

Summary of relevant n groups, n ratios, and nondimensional reference quantities
during the IRWST draining phase.

Group or ratio

AP600

0SU

z;.". +~Y
Z*

AP600/OSU
O

n2-4 / "2.-dA
n3."v + n13..,4) / n2..v

S"

Based on the order of magnitude analysis, using the values listed in Table 6.27, and on the system
configuration, the main features of the system performance during this phase are described by a
set of two dynamic and two algebraic equations.
The DVI line mass flow is
+ Zd"i

+ Z-di

-

i =

1

2-ad4

(6.83)
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The core exit quality is
x,,,, =
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(6.84)
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where we assume that x,,&4 = xco.The IRWST tank level is
dlt _ (X.64

-

(6.85)

1)mrh

and the IRWST liquid temperature is
dT _
6.5.6

-T:.)

(6.86)

Step 8: IRWST Drain (Long Term Cooling) Verification with Data

Verification with data is the final step in the methodology, and the one in which the assumptions
are tested. In this particular case, there is no data available that encompasses all of the processes.
OSU tests have a sump tank, which is intended to simulate the sump and the sump injection later
on; but it does not have a containment or condensate return (k,,doatc) to the IRWST.
According to the reference values, the condensate return, rodsl
is a small fraction of ii, and
can be neglected.
For the application of the methodology, the order of magnitude analysis points to the following
processes:
The DVI line mass flow
I, + ZL + Zi-d

md= f

2-ads4

n(6.87)
I-I

~l13-i

+_3-ads4

2.-d,

n2-dvi

and the IRWST tank draining

L:,

efdridt"

(6.88)

Figure 6.31 shows the data from several OSU SBLOCA tests plotted according to
Equation (6.87). The data basically fall on a straight line as expected. During the startup
transient (when the IRWST flow is just starting) shown on the right hand side of Figure 6.31, the
DVI flow rapidly reaches a steady value given by Equation (6.87). It is seen that the IRWST
drain is essentially a series of steady-state points wherein the flow rate is given by
Equation (6.87). Clearly, the data indicate a linear relationship between the square of the DVI
flow rate and the head and resistance terms as expected.
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Figure 6.31. Left and right sides of Equation (6.87) SBLOCA scenarios in the OSU facility.
6.5.7

Concluding Remarks

For the IRWST Drain Phase, the scaling analysis indicates that the IRWST drain time determines
the time scale of the system and this time scale is much larger than the vessel residence time. As
such, the drain down is basically a series of steady-state points wherein the flow rate through the
DVI, core, and out the ADS4 valves depends primarily on the IRWST water level and, to a
lesser extent, the ratio of the hydraulic resistances in the DVI and ADS-4 trains. The head
parameters and resistance ratios that determine the DVI flow rate for the drain down are well
preserved in the OSU facility relative to the AP600. As shown in Table 6.27, the ratios of the
nondimensional groups between the OSU facility and the AP600 are very close to unity
suggesting that the behavior shown in Figure 6.31 should be representative of the plant
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6.6

IRWSTISump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Phase

The Sump Injection phase is defined to begin after the IRWST Draining phase has proceeded to a
point where the Sump level has increased to a height near or at the so-called curb level which
causes activation of check valves and motor-operated valves that allow communication between
the IRWST and Sump. The Sump level thereafter remains at this constant value and the system
is near steady-state;
6.6.1

Step 1: IRWST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Phase Description

The Sump level continues to increase during the IRWST draining period due to the influx of
primary fluid from the break and ADS4 discharge. When the Sump level exceeds the IRWST
level, check valves connecting the Sump to the DVI lines open allowing Sump injection to
commence. Motor operated recirculation valves in the Sump lines open when the IRWST low
level set point (1.37 m above the IRWST bottom in the AP600) is reached allowing the levels in
the Sump and IRWST to equilibrate. During the Sump Injection phase, the system operates in a
quasi steady-state with liquid flowing from the Sump and IRWST into the IRWST and DVI lines
and finally into the primary by virtue of the gravity head. The core decay energy heats and
evaporates a portion of this fluid producing steam which flows along with entrained water from
the vessel into the hot legs and out the ADS4 valves. The core decay power and the steaming
rate are slowly decreasing and the primary system pressure is near atmospheric pressure. The
core inlet temperature will be near saturation temperature.
This phase corresponds to the time after Sump injection has been initiated, all hydraulic
transients have died out and the only parameter that changes slightly with time is the core decay
heat. The Sump and IRWST constitute a large reservoir of water that remains at a constant fixed
level. Water enters the vessel through the DVI lines and leaves through the ADS4 lines. The
ADS4 valves discharge at an elevation above the Sump liquid level and the circulation through
the vessel is caused by the density difference between the cold incoming fluid and the warmer
outgoing two-phase mixture. The steam discharged from the primary condenses on the
containment walls and returns to the IRWST while the liquid discharged flows into the sump.
From a top-down perspective, the distribution of void in the hot-side (above the core, upper
plenum, hot legs, and ADS-4 discharge) of the system is unknown. However, since the major
analysis focus is on the vessel inventory, simplifying assumptions about void distribution in the
vessel are made to achieve closure.
6.6.2

Steps 2 and 3: IRWST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) System Components
and Topology

The system configuration and components involved during the Sump Injection phase are depicted
schematically in Figure 6.32. This figure shows the basic level relationships and important
system components during this phase. The sump is connected to the primary system DVI lines
through two separate piping trains each consisting of check valves and motor operated valves.
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Figure 6.32. Schematic for Long Term Cooling Phase (after Sump injection) showing
components involved.
Figure 6.32 depicts the tme at which the sump level has exceeded the IRWST level, the check
valves have opened, and the recirculation valves have opened allowing the sump and IRWST
levels to equilibrate at a level above the DVI line elevation.
As shown in Figure 6.32, during the Sump Injection Phase, the IRWST and sump are effectively
connected together and constitute a single large reservoir of inventory that supplies fluid at
constant head to the primary system via the DVI lines. In addition to the Sump, the components
that participate during the IRWST Drain Phase are also active during the sump injection phase
and include the IRWST, Sump, the DVI lines, the ADS-4 valves and lines, the vessel, the core,
and the containment.
As indicated in Figure 632, the cold side fluid density is assumed to be PC, the hot side fluid
density is PH, the fluid density through the core is assumed to vary linearly from Pc to PH, and
the fluid mixture is homogeneous from the top of the core (heated length) to the ADS-4/hot leg
tee connection. Furthermore, the subcooling length in the core will be neglected as it is small.
Also, the flow through the ADS-1,-2,-3 train is assumed to be negligible relative to the flow
through the ADS-4 train.
6.6.3

Step 4: IRWST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Governing Equations

The equations in this phase consist of algebraic equations since the system is assumed to be in
steady-state operation. The goal is to determine the vessel inventory Mv as a function of other
known and measurable parameters.
The momentum equation is written between the surface of the liquid level in the IRWST/Sump
through the ADS-4 valves. As stated above, a linear density variation is assumed along the
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heated length of the core so that the effective cold and hot side liquid heights (relative to those
shown in Figure 6.32) are reduced by one-half of the core height. In other words, the cold side
height (liquid height at density Pc) extends from the surface of the Sump level to core mid-plane
and the hot side height (liquid height at density PH) extends from the core mid plane to the
elevation of the ADS-4 discharge. The momentum equation thus becomes
pegL: -pegAZ 4 - m(-Rd, +-RA

(6.89)

) =0°

where AZ4 is AZ4 - Heor /2 and Ls is Ls - H.oe /2.
In terms of mass flow, Equation (6.89) can be rewritten as:
p~gL~. M. = P

p11gA2Z4
RdY; + R.aS
PC
PH

(6.90)

The hot side density, P1, can be determined from the quality which can be determined from an
energy balance across the core as

mC
r- AT

.(6.91)

P

hfgm

Thus

I
Pi,

1

(6.92)

+xV 5

where Vf is /pc and Pc is the liquid density (saturated) at containment pressure and AT is the
subcooling at the core entrance. A small amount of subcooling exists at the core inlet due to the
fact that the fluid in the lower plenum "sees" a pressure equal to the hydrostatic head of the
column of liquid above it plus the containment pressure. Thus, we have three equations and
three unknowns x, PH and i. The core and upper plenum region inventory is

M =1p Y

(6.93)

+

Equations (6.90), (6.91) and (6.92) cam be used to get an expression for pH as a function of all
known parameters. Substituting Equation (6.91) into (6.92) gives
pi,

1
qm~8)1
h 1arm

PC

(6.94)

-C^
harm

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of Equation (6.94) by pcheh and collecting terms
gives
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pi, =

o-h.rh

. g(6.95)
b(h,, + CpAT - CPATpev) + 4(PcV-

- 1)

Substituting Equation (6.90) into Equation (6.95) gives then

PH
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pH
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Equation (6.96) can be used in Equation (6.93) to provide an expression for the vessel core and
upper plenum region mass.
Step 5: IRWST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Nondimensionalization

6.6.4

We now proceed to nondimensionalize the equations given in the previous section. In the
standard manner, such is accomplished by dividing variables by their reference values and
denoting the result with an asterisk to indicate a dimensionless quantity. Nondimensionalization
of Equation (6.93) yields

My = -E'° PXV + V PROH(VC.
(
+V.)

(6.97)

where quantities with an asterisk are nondimensional and subscript 0 implies a reference
quantity. An expression for the nondimensional hot side density can be developed from
Equation(6.96) and substituted into Equation(6.97). After algebra, the expression for the
nondimensional density is
pohf,,P:h;sA/ Ahf'hh

ploPcp

+ (ACP,.ATOC;ATV - 4,*

vv)]

(6.98)

where
112
SPHO
P

A=

-4

jH

(6.99)

4

RL+Po (R.&.
PC
PHO Rd4 PH
Note that the first term in Equation (6.99) is a reference flow rate which can be defined as
(

(6.100)

)1=
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Other collections of reference values in Equations (6.98) and (6.99) are defined as
VS

(6.101)

HZ _~pHo AZ4

(6.102)

II v,

~Pno Lo.~ii

(6.103)
PHOE

With these definitions, Equation (6.99) becomes
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(6.104)

so

where A" is the bracketed term in Equation(6.104).
Equation (6.101) into Equation (6.98) gives
pHOp} = PohfgtpP:h'uIsA /[ sA-h
1 0 h;1 + (rh At

Substituting this result along with

ACT, CATCT- co4(1 - np, V.

(6.105)

Dividing the numerator and denominator of the RHS of Equation (6.105) by is 0hso results in
pophh;KA
PHOPH
Ah;5 +i AK

'CAT-

q0

.4Il-8

hfgorh~hf,

A~

,V)

MV;

(6.106)

popchRgA

v,;)

AKh' + (AnHsuBCpAT - rIl{)(1Il
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n

Fn=

,Q
C.AT0

(6.107)

qs

(6.108)

Finally, substituting Equation (6.106) in to Equation (6.97) gives
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M'- = I 10p:v.-. + VO (V... +V..)P OP-H
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If we define I1LTC as
p:h;15A

nLTC

(6.110)
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and -notethat poVoJMo is unity, then Equation (6.109) simplifies to
(6.111)

Mv = 2-p;Vc + -2(V.'. + VYp )fLTC

2
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Table 6.28 summarizes the nondimensional groups listed above.
Table 6.28. Nondimensional coefficients for the IRWST/Sump Injection Phase.

nI

Group

Definition

pi
_

_ _ __

V__
f0

_ _V

PHO iZ 4 ,
po

Lo

1le.

volume Tatio

Ratio of head on the ADS
side to the bead on the
IRWST side
Density weighted ratio of
ADS-4
and DVI
line

P_

IISUB

Description
Vapor to liquid specific

_

RO

CpAT.

resistances

Subcooling number

hfgc

f

40

Phase change number

isohfe
6.6.5

Step 6: IRWST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Selection of Reference
Parameters

Reference parameters are chosen to make the astersked variables in the above equations of O[1J.
Table 6.29 describes the reference paraneters and Table 6.30 lists the numerical values.
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Table 6.29. Reference parameters for IRWSTVSump Injection Phase.
Reference

Parameter
V0
Po
ATo
MO

CPO
hfg
VfO

0
qo
Redoi
Fl;dstol

PHO
AZo

Description
Volume of core plus volume of upper plenum to top of hot legs
Saturation density at Po = P£Dt + Ptat gL,
Subcooling due to hydrostatic head in lower plenum
PV 0
Saturated liquid specific heat at Po
Heat of vaporization at P0
Vapor-liquid specific volume change at Po
Maximum sump level (determined by the curb height) minus one-half
the core height (L,)
Core decay heat
- the Sump/DVI line combined resistance
R
- the ADS-4 train combined resistance
Hot side reference fluid density
AZ4 - distance from core mid-plane to the ADS4 discharge elevation

Table 6.30. Reference parametervalues for IRWST/Sump njection Phase.
Reference
API00I
SU
Parameter
VO (m 3 )

Po (kPa)

po (kg/m 3)
ATo (K)
MO (kg)

CpO QkJ/kg-K)
hfgo @/J/kg)
vgo (m3 g)
vfgo (M/kg)

LO (m)

R;uvo (m4)
PHo Qcg/m 3)
AZD (m)
Ls (m)

AZ4 (m)

_

J

_
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6.6.6

Step 7: IRWVST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Order of Magnitude
Analysis

Table 6.31 lists the nondimensional groups that derive from use of the reference conditions listed
above. Also listed is the predicted nondimensional vessel mass. The values in this table indicate
relatively good agreement between the plant values and the OSU va!'ies.
Table 6.31. Nondimensional coefficients for the IRWST/Sump Injection Phase.

I Group

nZ"

_

AP600

I

OSU
F43C-

Me
6.6.7

Step 8: IRWST/Sump Injection (Long Term Cooling) Verification with Data

OSUJ experiments support the observation that the collapsed liquid level in the vessel reaches a
constant value shortly after Sump injection comnmences. This implies a relatively constant vessel
mass since other experiment parameters are not changing. The collapsed vessel level remains at
an elevation near the DVI nozzle for the durationTofthe phase. Based on the experiment values,
the nondimensional mass is approximately
contrast to the estimates shown in Table 6.29.
This was to be expected due to the assumptions made in the analysis. In particular, the
assumption of a homogeneous density in the upper regions of the core and above the core is not
adequate. Experimental data suggests that significant phase separation occurs in the upper core
region and upper plenum. In effect, a significant fraction of the liquid in the mixture flowing out
the top of the heated region separates and/or de-entrains in the upper plenum- Attempts to

Jin

supplement the above analysis using a drift flux approach were not successful in that

unreasonable drift flux parameter values were required. The basic issue is that the flow regime in
the upper core and plenum is geometry dependent and likely annular - not bubbly flow. The
essence of the problem is that a more detailed, local effects description of the phase distribution
is needed for the particular geometry in the upper plenum and various tee connections leading to
the ADSA valves.
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis technique was developed and applied to three scaled experimental facilities to assess
scaling aspects related to key system response and evaluate the applicability of the data for
assessing computer programs used in the licensing process. In this analysis the methodology was
applied to data from 1 inch cold leg break accident simulations. The analyses helped to identify
and 'cquantify' doninant nondimensiorial groups and hence' profcesses, ''geometric features, aid 7
operational parameters in each phase of the transient. Based on the analysis the following
observations were drawn.
Simplified lumped parameter descriptions of system components and interconnections, based on
conservation equations, were used to identify and describe dominant features of reactor system
thermal-hydraulic response during a 1 inch cold leg break scenario.
GeneralObserartions

Based on the dimensionless forms of the equations the dominant nondimensional groups and
important facility parameters were identified for each phase of the break scenario. The equations
were applied to data from three scaled facilities and captured the main phenomena seen in the
experiments.
Data Applicability

When applying the technique to the experimental facilities the equations were normalized with
sets of reference parameters developed with and without knowledge of the experimental results.
The differences in the resulting nondimensionalized equations were generally small. The
differences did not indicate any substantive changes in the system response. The insensitivity of
the analysis results to small changes in the reference parameters used lends confidence in the
technique for evaluating the applicability of the experimental data for assessment of codes for
AP600 system analysis.
Several specific conclusions were drawn based on application of the technique to a one inch cold
leg break scenario.
In the initial portion of the subcooled blowdown phase, the system mass and pressure responses
are primarily controlled by the break flow rate. (In some accident scenarios it may be necessary
to consider the balance of core, steam generator, and PRHR heat flows.) Following pressurizer
draining and core scram, the balance of core, steam generator, and PRHR heat flows along with
the break flow play an important role in the pressure response. System mass loss continues to
be dominated by the break flow.
During the initial intermediate (passive cooling) phase the mass inventory is controlled by the
break flow until the accumulator draining and CMT drafinig begin. In this interval the
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depressurization rate is influenced by the balance of core and PRHR heat flows as well as the
break volumetric flow. Following the initiation of accumulator injection and CMT draining, these
flows dominate the mass balance until ADS flow begins. The low temperature of these flows
influences the depressurization process primarily by decreasing the average specific volume of
the system. Beginning at this point the important processes in the transient are controlled by the
actions of the engineered safety systems.
After the ADS-1,-2,-3 flows begin they, in addition to the accumulator and CMT flows,
influence the mass balance and the depressurization rate. The ADS influence on the
depressurization rate is accentuated by the discharge being high quality.
Order of magnitude analysis of the Intermediate Phase suggests that the nondimensional pressure
and inventory are relatively independent of break size provided the break is small (for example if
the break flowrate is much less than the ADS-I,-2,-3 flowrate). These nondimensional
parameters depend on accumulator and CMT mass and, to a lesser extent, on the details of the
net'heating from core decay heat and steam generator and PRHR heat transfer. Analysis suggests
that the overall normalized change in PCS mass during this phase should approximately 0.6. The
experimental data tend to support this conclusion.
During the pre-IRWST portion of the ADS-4 blowdown the vessel mass inventory is determined
by the balance between CMT and ADS-4 flow rates. The CMT head relative to the vessel liquid
level, CMT line resistance, and ADS-4 quality are important parameters during this phase.
Temperature of the CMT liquid and mixing in the lower plenum affect the ADS4 quality.
In the initial vessel refill during the IRWST phase the vessel mass inventory is determined by the
balance between IRWST, pressurizer surge line, and ADS4 flow rates. The pressurizer draining
(surge line flow) is an important contributor to vessel refill. The IRWST and pressurizer head
relative to the vessel level, IRWST line resistance, and ADS-4 quality are important parameters
during this phase. Temperature of the IRWST liquid and mixing in the lower plenum affect the
ADS-4 quality. The effects of oscillatory pressurizer draining were observed but did not
significantly affect the vessel refill process.
During the IRWST Draining Phase, the flow rate through the DVI, core, and out the ADS-4
valves depends primarily on the IRWST water level and, to a lesser extent, the ratio of the
hydraulicresistances in the DVI andADS4 trains. IRWST drain time is the relevant time scale
and is much larger than the vessel time scale. Since the relevant head and resistance ratios are well
preserved in the OSU facility, similarity to plant response is expected.
During the IRWST/Sump Injection Phase, the collapsed liquid level in the vessel reaches a
constant value at approximately the DVI nozzle elevation shortly after Sump injection
commences. Thereafter, the vessel mass inventory is relatively constant. Attempts to accurately
predict the equilibrium inventory using a homogeneous approach were not totally successful.
The actual inventory is significantly larger than predicted. A detailed definition of the phase
distribution and separation in the upper core, upper plenum, and path to the ADS-4 valves is
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needed to better address this aspect of Sump injection. However, based on the homogeneous
approximations used, the dimensionless groups that describe this process are of similar
magnitude for AP600 and OSU.
Adequacy of Data

The magnitudes of the nondimensional coefficients in the reduced conservation equations were
similar for the experimental facilities and the AP600 system. More specifically, the same
processes were indicated to be dominant in the experimental facilities as in the AP600. This
similarity indicates that the experimental results are useful for understanding the expected
response of the AP600 system. Although no single facility provides a complete representation
of the AP600 response for all phases of the transient, the facilities as a collective whole
encompass the expected performance of plant. Based on the magnitudes of the nondimensional
groups, the data from the experimental facilities are believed to be in the correct parameter Tange
to adequately test and validate computer codes used for auditing vendor's AP600 analysis.
FacilityDistortions

Based on this analysis, known facility distortions do not adversely impact the experimental data
applicability for code assessment purposes. For example, in the ROSA facility, the DVI nozzles
are located on the vessel at a distance below the hot leg elevation that is somewhat lower than the
scaled value. Even so, the scaled response of the ROSA experiment during the ADS-4 blowdown
phase and the IRWST injection phase was similar to the other facilities. The SPES facility has
several known distortions including oversized ADS 4 area, ADS-1,-2,-3 valves that discharge to
atmosphere rather than to the IRWST, and excess heat loss that is offset by increasing core
power. The oversized ADS-4 area influences the time scale during ADS-4 blowdown (the time
scale is shorter relative to the plant). This effect was accounted for and the scaled response of
the vessel inventory during ADS4 blowdown was similar to the other facilities. While the SPES
ADS-1,-2,-3 train discharges to atmosphere instead of to the IRWST, and therefore does not
influence the IRWST fluid temperature, the similarity in the scaled SPES vessel inventory to the
other facilities, suggests no major effect of this distortion. Excess heat loss in SPES is
compensated by increasing core power above scaled decay heat values. During the intermediate
phase, it is expected that this excess core power will effect the balance between core power and
PRHR heat removal. This will effect the SPES depressurization rate as it is primarily controlled
by this imbalance during Subphases I and II. While this distortion may exist in the SPES
experiment, the effects should be readily accounted for in code analysis and, therefore, should not
adversely impact the applicability of the data.
Based on the reference parameters selected for the experimental facilities, there are distortions in
the PRHR heat transfer rates relative to the AP600. Based on the nondimensional group
characterizing the PRHR, PRHR heat transfer rate in ROSA is larger than the plant while both
the SPES and OSU rates are smaller than the plant. Examination of the one-inch cold leg break
experiment data supports this conclusion. These distortions, however, appeared to have limited
impact on the transient response or the conditions at ADS4 actuation.
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Evaluation of the nondimensional groups indicates that some minor distortions stemming from
reduced pressure operating conditions exist in the OSU facility for the intermediate phase. The
source of the distortions is due primarily to thermodynamic property derivative values. Even so,
the major factors influencing depressurization in the OSU experiment are the same as those in the
other facilities. Analysis and review of data also showed a potential difference between the OSU
experiment and-the other. facilities related ,to the ADS-4 flow._ Due to the reduced pressure
operation (and reduced height) in OSU, the ADS4 flow does not appear'"to be choked during'ADS-4 blowdowvn and IRWST injection for the experiment analyzed. However, the friction
dominated flowrate was close to values obtained from the HEM model and HEM could be used
to establish reference flow values. As such, this difference does not appear to be a major
distortion and, furthermore, should be adequately handled by analysis codes.
Relation to PIRT

The important phenomena identified for the one inch cold leg break were generally in agreement
with those identified in the PIRT. Several phenomena were noted to play a significant role in the
accident sequence that were not listed as high priority in the PIRT. These phenomena were:
* The CMT level and line resistance during the ADS-4 Blowdown and IRWST Phases
* The IRWST/DVI flow resistance during the IRWST Phase
• The initial pressurizer inventory at the start of the IRWST Phase
The ranking of these phenomena has been adjusted in the current PIRT.
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APPENDIX A
PRESSURE RATE EQUATION AND TANK LEVEL DERIVATION

APPENDIX A
PRESSURE RATE EQUATION AND TANK LEVEL DERIVATION
This Appendix details the development of a simple pressure rate equation and a level equation
useful for the analysis of the blowdown of a saturated fluid from a component contained in a
The -development is -done for a-simple -control volume and follows that given in --

systnem;

Ref. A-. After the equations are developed, the set is nondimensionalized. While the
development is general, various assumptions are implemented during the course of the
development. The assumptions are summarized here for clarity:
- fixed control volume
- thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed
- no work is done on or by the system

- kinetic and potential energy changes are assumed negligible
- the subcomponent of interest (e.g. the pressurizer) contains saturated fluid
- no energy generation in the control volume but net heat flow (e.g. heaters) occurs
- outflows have average volume properties; inflows do not (necessarily)
Equation Development
Consider the control volume shown in Figure A-i. Work is done on (E Wi.) and by (T,Ww) this
system, energy (e) is convected across the boundaries of the system (A fhe)=, and I fe)~O, aid
heat is transferred across the boundaries of the system (Z %i and z qu). E, the total energy
stored in the system is the sum of the kinetic, potential, and internal energy or
(A-])

E= EM

Amiien,
Figure A-1. Simple control volume.
A-2

where
E- stored energy per -unit mass

M - total mass

It follows that
2
- M -+gZ

.-

-

--

-

(

where
u - velocity
g - acceleration of gravity
Z - gravitational potential
g - specific internal energy

Mass flows across system boundaries cany stored energy and transfer energy by flow work.
The energy transfer due to mass flow across a boundary is then
I

+ pv) = mt2 + gZ+

(A-3)

pv)

where
&ii - mass flow rate
p-pressure .
v - specific volume

..

By definition, the enthalpy h is
(A-4)

h-1 L+ pv

Substituting Equation (A-4) into Equation (A-3) gives an expression for e, the energy convected

per unit mass
U2

e- h + 2+gZ

.(A-5)

With the definitions above, a statement of the first law of thermodynamics (out - in + stored =
generated) for the control volume in Figure A-1 with no energy generation is
£ out + I; me]ou' + 7; qOut
0 - 7; Win - l; meli - I q.J + dtne 0E=o(where
rate of work done by the system
Win - rate of work done on the system.

XWOUt

-

Mass is conserved for the control volume and the continuity equation states

A-3

(A-6)

(A-7)

njrn + dt =

.4mout

An equation of state for the control volume wherein the pressure is a fiuction of the specific
internal energy and the specific volume can be written as
=

p

(A-8)

M

Equation (A-8) can be differentiated with time to get

p Idu ap

dp

dt a g

dt

dv

DP

dt

SU)IV
_v

M

4M)
_(_Vd_
ap

)

(

dt

M

M

(A-9)

where
U - total internal energy
V - control volume total volume.
If the kinetic and potential energy contributions to the total stored energy in the control volume
are ignored, Equations (A-1) and (A-2) lead to
(A-10)
E U = EM.=PM
Equation (A-10) can be differentiated with time to get
dM

d(iLM)

dE

Wdi!-

Mdg

--- -( -l

-dt --- dt --.--

dt -

Substituting Equation (A-7) into Equation (A-11) yields
(A-12)

dt

d

Substituting Equation (A-12) into the energy balance Equation (A-6), assuming that the work
terms are zero, and collecting terms gives
£mout(ecut- Ii) -1

t =°
mn(en- 11) + Y- qPt -£ qi + M~
*.

-A-13)

Equation (A-9) can be rearranged to obtain an expression for the last term in Equation (A-13)
dvl 1
du [cpap,
_

di

Ldt

ac'V

dv IJEp

(A-14)

-A V

Substituting Equation (A-14) into Equation (A-13) and multiplying through by the term I/M
(dp/d.), gives the following
dp_ a 1 , dv =
,
lO
r ~
(-5
- vl t=°
Lp
I
qjn]
qout
7;
-1)+
ng(ein
-M£
IL)
;
m"Out(eOut
1
I
(A-IS)
Equaton (t -15 fort
Solving
Solving Equation (A-IS5) for dp/dt yields
A-4

Td -WM TF |

se

av

ot

i

1)-ymU(e_-A

ILu

dt

(A-1 6)

The specific volume by definition is v = VIM. Differentiating this expression with time gives
*

dV
vdM =) 1 (V

dM
dt

dv
dt

M=dt Md

dt= MO

-

-

-.

(A-17)

where Equation (A-7) was substituted for dMldt. Noting that for a fixed control volume, dV/dt
is zero and substituting (A-17) into Equation (A-16) gives
p)
apIz1,
dp
dt =M all v[ ,Mmfem H-I noout(erut~ - ) + qua] +
Mi
M-nut
tV
di Ma
v (
Mm~u~£
av111 m,)](A-18)
-I

where for convenience, qua is defined as
qnet~ =

; qin

-

-

(A-19)

qOut

If kinetic and potential energy changes are assumed negligible, then from Equation (A-5), it is
apparent that e - h and Equation (A-18) becomes
| , [7£ ;mf(hin - 1)-zI ;ut(hout -11) + Quat] +
ddp
~el
[
M4~
ap
g
dt = M

(A-20)

-M

Equation (A-20) contains the derivative of pressure with specific internal energy at constant
specific volume and the derivative of pressure with specific volume at constant specific internal
energy. Since we are most interested in a saturated fluid system it is convenient to write the
derivative of pressure with specific volume at constant specific internal energy in terms of the
derivative of pressure with specific internal energy at constant specific volume using the triple
product relation or
ap I

p I

av. (A-21)

al I P
ji and v an be defined in terms of the equilibrium quality as

(A-22)

_ If + x fg
and

(A-23)

V = Vf + X Vfg

where
x - equilirnum quality
vf - specific volume of saturated liquid
Pf - specific internal energy of saturated liquid
A-5

vfg = V8 -f
l=g -

Pfg
Vs -

9f

specific volume of saturated vapor
118 - specific internal energy of saturated vapor
Using Equations (A-22) and (A-23), the specific internal energy can be written as
(

-

__

-+

_

'-j

-

-

-

(A-24)

Along the saturation line, .1fVf, ofg, and vt are functions of pressure only so that the derivative
of Equation (A-24) with respect to specific volume at constant pressure yields

l,.l

___I

P

_vfg

D _ P
____v

Vfg

V-

Ž-

_

V

-

-A

Substituting Equation (A-21) into Equation (A-20), using (A-25), and collecting terms gives

dp = I

ho - gl+ v

I

M IIJ

dt

Vf8

)-

; ut(hout

+ Vyf)

Vfg

+

qn[+

(A-

ap(A-20
An expression for the thermodynamic property derivative term in the numerator is needed. This
expression can be developed from the thermodynamic relations
d=Tds-p dv
and
b=Tds+vdp
where
T - temperature
s - specific entropy

(A-28)

-

Taking the partial derivatives of Equations (A-27) and (A-28) with respect to pressure at
constant specific volume gives

dp

v

(A-29)

Tap|v

and

'F

VYTs

I + VOP V=

(A-30)

Solving Equation (A-30) for the derivative of entropy with pressure yields
1I
I(dh
as,
l-vj(A-3
Tdp
i=
ap

A-6

1)

Defining the enthalpy in terms of equilibium quality and using Equation (A-23) to define the
quality gives
(v - Vf)
V1

f

vf hjg

hig

V15

Vfg

(A-32)

Taking the partial derivative of Equation (A-32) with respect to pressure at constant specific
volume yields.--.---d (hfg) hfgl
ah = dhf_ d (vfhfg)
dp
Vf)g Uj
(A-33)
|
dp
dp vg
where the first three terms are total derivatives since along the saturation line hf, Vf, hfg, and vfs
are functions of pressure only and the last term is zero.
Substituting Equation (A-33) into Equation (A-31) gives

as

I [LdhI
pIV TL dp

1 =r dI f
T~d p

d (vflbfpg
d (hfg) V
dp v )VV dp vf 5 ,J

(A-34)

Substituting this latter expression into Equation(A-29) gives the desired expression for the
partial derivative of specific internal energy with pressure at constant specific volume
a"1

Tas

Id

_v]

v LdP v

dp V

L

_d Ifhf
dp dpV1 Vf

r

if

d hfg
1

'

)i(

Consider a control volume representing a tank as shown in Figure A-2 with total volume(Vo,
height HO, cross-sectional area AD, and liquid height L. The tank void fraction is defined as
(A-36)

H~O
and from Equation (A-36), the liquid fraction is

min

Lfiui

VO - volume of tank
A - cross sectional area of tank
Figure A-2. Control volume representing a tank.
A-7

1HO

(A-37)

where
cc - void fraction
The mass in the tank is
M=VOP V(ap+ (1- a)pd].-*--.--.
M

----

--

where
p - some average density
pg - saturated vapor density
pf - saturated liquid density
Differentiating Equation (A-38) with time gives
dM

d___p_ + (1-_

dVo

_pf]

(A-39)

+[ap 5 +(1-ct)Pf] dt

dt+ldt

Expanding the first term, noting that dVO /dt is zero, and using Equation (A-7) yields
adps

dM
7F
--

)dpf _ 'aa
*
P= Min

.. dcc +

c dt + gdt + 1-a)dt

(-0
(A-40)

-mbut
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Substituting Equations (A-36) and (A-37) into (A-40) gives

dM
dt

d

VL

<

V~
Ho)

RH)

L dpf
Ho dt

dt

HO1

d<l

"I

dt

*

Mm

Mout

Expanding the derivative terms, assuming that the saturated liquid density is constant, and
collecting dIJdt terms gives
yH(po

pg)d'out

V(0

Ho)

d-

(A-42)

Along the saturation line, pg is a function of pressure only so we can write
dpg = dPg
dp
dt dp sdt

(A43)

and Equation (A42) becomes
Ho

dt =

-Mout

dp sat dt

(A-44)

For equilibrium conditions, the quality can be written in terms ofvoid fraction and density as

A-8

(O)
X=lPg= 1_ L v
xP
HO )v&Vg

VO

M

(A-45)

Defining L to be LJHo, substituting into Equation (A-38), and collecting tenns gives
- -

3-

U

°Vg-

vOL-

11
(I

-

V

1-L L *1
VO~~ . +° - -]I
V8
Vi(A-46)
Vs
Vf
vVf -I

Using the definition of L and substituting into Equation (A45) yields the following expression
for quality in terms of liquid height and specific volumes
1 -L
I

+L(.L-

IJ

* (A47)'

The specific enthalpy, specific volume, and specific internal energy terms in Equation (A-26) can
be written in terms of quality using Equations (A-22), (A-23), and (A-32). The result in tum can
be written in terms of L using Equation (A-47). Likewise, Equation (A-35), the derivative of
specific internal energy with respect to pressure at constant specific volume, can be written in
terms of L . Performing these substitutions and using Equation (A46) for M gives after algebra
and simplification the following pressure rate equation

dP=
dt

(A48)

q.d]
Note that it is assumed that the outflows have volume average properties whereas inflows do
not.
Using Equations (A-23) and (A47) in (A-35) and performing similar operations gives the
following expression for the thermodynamic property derivative in terms of L*.
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(A-49)

Vf

Equations (A48) and (A49) along with the tank level equation ((A44)) repeated below
L_( .d~PgI dp
dl,
VO(
'

Ho

0

dp--T dt

-

-

(A-5O)

form a set that wan bc used to analyze the depressurization of a component control volume. The
unknowns in these equations are the level L (or L) and the pressure p. Boundary and initial
conditions for the flow rates and thermodynamic states must be provided.

Nondimensionalization

ot Equations

It is useful to nondimensionalize the equations developed in the previous section so that an order
of magnitude analysis can be conducted using experimental facility data to provide boundary
conditions.
First we will nondimensionalize Equation (A48). The following variables are defined where the
subscript 0 denotes some as yet unspecified reference state
;P= P ;h

V M= v =V
q=

-/t-=

__

qc*

;p= P ;-t' =-

;m- - m

(A*_ DANL

to apl

(A-51)

01A/DPLJ

Nondimensionalizing each term in Equation (A48) using (A-5 1)gives the following:
dp

d(pop)

po dpt

dt

d~Pt
0 C)

to dt'

[vM

Vf

(A-52)

°[

Vp - vv.

(A-53)
MOi dfP

DA+
wMher
where 4p isdefined as
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=

Putting Equations (A-52) through (A-56) into (A48), multiplying the result by to epr
simplifying gives

and
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If the collection of reference paraeters
Equation (A-57) is defined as

multiplying the nondimensional terms in
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Equation (A-50), the expression for thetank level can be nondimensionalized in a similar fashion.
Each term is as follows:--.-

VO
Ho

(Pf-

(m 1,-

V
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VopPo0 ( rHo Pf
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p
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Substituting the above three expressions into Equation (A-50) gives after some simplification
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where 0 6 is defined

l_
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_
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Summary
Nondimensional forms of the pressure rate equation, the level equation, definitions, and
nondimensional groups are
Pressure rate equation
d. =(h*
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Level equation
m- )
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where the nondimensional groups are
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APPENDIX B
TABLES OF USEFUL AP600
FACILITY PARAMETERS
Tables 6'of geometricanid operational' parameters for -the -AP600 -design and--the --AP600 ,test
facilities are included in this appendix. Table B-i includes a cross section of parameters for
various components in the systems. Tables1B-2 and B-3 include additional detail on the ADS1-3
and ADS-4 diameters and areas. Table B4 is a compendium of component elevations relative to
the hot leg centerlines of the various facilities. Component volumes are given in Table B-5.
Hydraulic resistance distribution is listed in Table B-6. Tables B-7 through B-14 provide useful
information pursuant to the ADS4 blowdown phase and the IRWST refill phase.
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Table B-1.

Useful

Parameter/Component
Distance from core bottom to
midpoint of ADSI-3
valves (n)_
Primary volume (m3 )
Initial pressure (Ma)
Initial hot leg temp (K)
Initial cold leg temp (K)
Initial core flowrate (kg/s)
Initial core power (M
Vessel
Inside diameter (m)
Wall thickness (m)
Core height (m)
Lower plenum height (m)
Upper plenum height (m)
Upper head height (m)
Downcomer gap (m)
Hot legs
Inner diameter (m)
Average length (m)
Wall thickness (mm)
Steam generators (1/2)
Total plena volume (m3 )
Plena height (m)
Tubesheet thickness (m)
Tube ]D (mm)
Tube wall thickness (mm)
Number of tubes
Height tallest tube bend above
tubesheet (m)
Height of shortest tube bend
above tubesheet (m)
Tube and plena volume (m3 )
Cold legs
Number
Inner diameter (m)
Average length (m)
Wall thickness (mm)

n-3

-

Table B-1.

-

Useflul

ParameterfComponent
Pressurizer
Tank IDI()(
Volume (m3 )
Height (m)
Surge line ID (mm)
Surge line length (m)
Surge line volume (m3 )
PRHR
net line ID (mm)
Inlet line length (m)
Average mbe length (m)
Tube ]ID (mm)
Tube thickness (mm)
Number
Outlet line length (m)
CMT (112)
Tank height (m)
Tank ID (m)
Tank volume (m3)
PBL ID (mm)
PBL length (m)
Discharge line length (Im)
ADS1.3
Inlet line ID (mm)
Average inlet line length (i)
Average outlet line length (m)
Total flow area (in2)
Sparger to bottom IRWST
(m)
ADS4
Inlet line ID (mm)
Elevation of discharge
above hot leg (m)
Total flow area (my)
Valves represented
IRWST
Tank height (m)
Tank ID (m)
Elevation of bottom tank
above hot leg (nm)
Tank volume (m:)

a

Table B-1.

Usefil facility parameters (continued).

Facilitv

AP600

ROSA

SPES

Parameter/Component

Accumulator i1I2)
Tank volume (mi)
Discharge line ID (nun)
Discharge line length (m)

.)C

Break (1-inch)
Diameter (mm) AP:0.

Table B-2.

Facirt
Component
ADS-2
ADS-2
ADS-1+2
ADS-3
ADS-I+2+

ADS and break diameters.

AP600
dia.' diaP
(mm) (mm)

NPM

ROSA
dia.'
(mm)

die
dia. dia.'
(mm) (mm) (mm)

A
d.
(mm)

ADS4-1
ADS4-2
ADS4-total
Break(l inc
a. Scaled plant value for SPES configuration (second ROSA column sqn(30.5))
b. Nominal expected plant value (fromnRELAP5 input deck)
c. SPES configuration values (ROSA Test AP-CL-03)
d. Nominal scaled AP600 values for ROSA
e. SPES scaled values (first ROSA column*sqrt(30.5/395))
f Actual SPES values (Note ftat ADS-4 is 1.6 oversized on diameter)
g. Actnals for OSU APEX Test NRC22

B-5

APEX

Table B-3.
Facjlit
I

Component
ADS-1
ADS-2
ADS-1+2
ADS-3
ADS-1+2+

ADS and break areas.
I
AP600
a

---

(mMM)

_

_ ___
_

UIG4

.(MM2)

R M,
A_-

I(mn9)
I(MM

I

(rm}2)

AP-Xl

MI

a

-__t

(I2)

(rn.2)

I

.%" Sq

(mm2)

IMM

ADS4-1
ADS4-2
ADS4-total
Break(l inc I

U

a. Scaled plant value for SPES configuration (second ROSA column * 30.5)
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Nominal expected plant value (from RELAPS input deck)
SPES configuration values (ROSA Test AP-CL-03)
Nominal scaled AP600 values for ROSA
SPES scaled values (first ROSA column*C30.5/395))
Actual SPES values (Note that ADS-4 is 1.6 oversized on diameter)

g. Actuals for OSU APEX TestNRC22
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Table B4.

AP600 and facility component elevations in meters relative to hot leg center line.

C£QWDQD&DI
_onn

AP60I
fla)n)

_

I

Bottom loweriplenum
Downcomer bottom
Downcomer top
Bottom of heated length
Top of heated length
Bottom of upper head
DVI nozzle centerline
Hot leg centerline
Cold leg centerline
Pressurizer bottom
Pressurizer top
Top of SG tube sheet
Secondary level
Top of U-tubes (tall)
Top of U-tubes (short)
Bottom of CMT
Top of CMT
Bottom of accumulator
Top of accumulator
Bottom of PRHR heat

-Ž
M

_E

I(

m)

APSEX
Lj

4)C

I

I

I
I
I
I
.
|

exchanger (average)

Top of PRHR heat
exchanger (average)
Bottom of IRWST (Z1)
IRWST water level
Top of vessel
Bottom of vessel
Sup elevation (top)
Sump elevation (bottom)
Sparger elevation (Z.)
Sparger to bottom of
IRWST (Z-Z,)
Curb elevation
ADS-4

B-7
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Table 3-5.

Component volume distributions for AP600 and facilities.
-Comnponent
As0}
ROSA
(m6)
(m '
(mW
)
Downcomer
Lower plenum
Core
Upper plenum
Upperhead
Hot leg #1
Steam generator #l
Cold leg #1
Cold leg #3
Hot leg #2
Steam generator #2
Cold leg #2
Cold leg #4
Pressurizer
Pressurizer surge line
DVI line #1
CMT#1
PBL #1
Accumulator #1
Accumulator #1(liquid)
DVI line #2
CMT-42
PBL #2
Accumulator #2

Accumulator #2(liquid)
Total (include ACC tank) (m3)
Total (include ACC liquid) (n?)
Total (no ACC) (ni3 )
Total (no CMT, no ACC) (m3 )

B-8

a

WPX

Ln

I

*'jQ, C

Annular DC and CL nozzles
Downcomer
Lowerplenum
Core inlet
Core
Core outlet
Upper plenum and HL
nozzles (avg)
Vessel total
Hot leg A nozzle
Hot leg A
SGA
Cold leg A
Cold leg A nozzle
Two CLs in parallel
Loop A total (CLs in
parallel)
Hot leg B nozzle
Hot leg B
SGB
Cold leg B
Cold leg B nozzle
Two CLs in parallel
Loop B total (CLs in
parallel)
Pressurizer surge line
Common PBL
PBL-A
Common+PBL-A
PBL-B
Common+PBL-B
CMT-A discharge line
CMT-B discharge line
IRWST common
IRWST-A line
IRWST-B line
DVI-A line
DVI-B line
Sump-A
Sump-B

B-9

j

Pv.Ti"ArrmiiC.Tpesitance

Tnhl

for AP600 and facilities (continued).

SPE
IAP00ROSA
F(flow test)

Co nnnt
(iW)

Hydraulic resistance

(mw)

(m.4)

(i

4

)

Q_C

IRWST/DVI-A combined
IRWSTiDVI-B combined
Sunp/iRWST/DVI-A combined
SumnpIRWST/DVI-B combined
ACC-A discharge line
ACC-B (or H) discharge line
PRHR lines and heat exchanger
ADS 1-3 common inlet
ADS-I valve/orifice
ADS-2 valvelorifice
ADS-3 valve/orifice
ADS1-3 common outlet
Common inlet+ADS-1+
common outlet
Common inlet+ADS-2+
common outlet

Common inlet+ADS-3+
common outlet
ADS-4 (1 failure)
ADS-4

(Ofailure)

_

-

Note: SPES accumulator data are without any orificing.

CM1 and vessel areas.
Facilitj
ROSAq
&LJ

Table B-7.

CMT Area (rn)'
Vesscl area (in2 )2
1. Area of one CMT.

2. Represents dowDcomnerplus core area

Table B-S.

Levels at initiation of ADS4 blowdown.

Facility
CMT-A m

S

AP

v

.i,

CIMT-B (m)l

Iowncomer (m)2
1. Level relative to bottom ot UMI tank (based on data).

2. Collapsed level relative to bottom tap used in the measurement
3.
4.
5.
6.

(me)

Data for Test AP-CL-03.
Levels at 5300 s (time at which WA" tank reached 20% level) (ADS-4 fired at 5653 s].
Data for Test S00401.
Data for Test SB05.
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Table B-9.

Levels from Table B-8 put on a common basis (bottom of core heated length).

I

Facility
l ROSA
Downcomer level
I
bottom tap elevationi
with respect to hot
leg centerline (m)

APX
I

Qtc

-u

Bottom of heated

length with respect
to hot leg centerline
(m)
DVI nozle
centerline with

respect to hot leg
centerline (m)
_

Table B-10. Elevation of bottom ofCMT tank relative to hot leg centerline.
Facil-I
lM
ROSA _
I AM~
Elevation of CMT
4,C
tank bottom relative
to hot leg centerline
-

(m)
_

F

.

I

Table B-ul. Conditions at start of ADS-4 blowdown. .
Facility
ROSA
SPES | APEX
Doweomer level l
relative to bottom of
heated length (m)2
Elevation of CMT level
relative to bottom of
heated length (m)2
Elevation of DVI nozzle
relative to botom of
heated length (mn
_

_

__,

_I

_

_

_

_.

_

1. Equation (a)below.
2. Equation (b) below.
3. Equation (c) below.
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Table B-12. Equations for Table B-i 1.
=
Equation (a): LDC =LDc., + (Z, P CC

.

LDC - downcomer level relative to bottom of heated length

measured
-DcT'

downcomer level
Zta,,epc - elevation of bottom tap used for downcomer level measurement
7-%Uc besbdlcib - elevation of bottom of heated length with respect to hot leg centerline
1
Equation (b): Zcurki = Lcr + Zcmruk + 1 .t
- CMT level relative to bottom of headed length
L ,v,,,- measured CMT tank level
Zc,,r,,,k - elevation of bottom of CMT relative to hot leg centerline
.dkat - elevation of bottom of heated length relative to hot leg centerline
h."d ,,
Equation (c): ZDV. = ZDvI -,a t. - Z
ZDvl,.w - DVI nozzle centerline relative to bottom of heated length
ZDvl.,.,,.S,. ,m - DVI nozzle centerline relative to hot leg centerline
dk_ - elevation of bottom of heated length relative to hot leg centcrline
Z

Table B-13.

ADS-4 offtake diameters and ratios.
Faciftfy

UA!E

ROSA

Apsno

I ,t'

Hot leg diauter (m)
A-side' diameter (m)
B-side diamtner (m)
Offtake diameter/hot leg diameter
A-side

B-side
Offtake tareahot leg area
A-side

B-side
-

1. LOop containing PKHR and pressurizer.

2. Loop without pressurizer.

'able B-14.
r it C11I
A Y

AV \- =
{m

IRWST narametenrz
.
IV-21:l
I

.

A&hilM -

_

__
_
_ _ __

--.-

-

a

S A'

I

_
_

_ . _

.

_

I
.

S
-. -.

_

__

I I

I

A VVY6

ct, C,

YDV I.(m)

LvtwsT (rn)
1. Bottom of IRWST -bottom of heated length.
2. LmwSriO - YDVI
3. IRWST level relative to bottom of IRWST tank.
4. Data from Test AP-CL-03.
5. Data from Test S00401.
6. Data from Test SBO5.

.
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MULTIFIELD PRESSURE RATE

EQUATION DEVELOPMENT FOR
THE INTERMEDIATE PHASE

APPlNUIA U

MULTIFIELD PRESSURE RATE
EQUATION DEVELOPMENT FOR

THE INTERMEDIATE PHASE

This Appendix details the development of a simple multi-field pressure rate equation useful for
the analysis of the depressurization of a system containing subcooled liquid, saturated fluid, and
noncondensible gases. The development is done for a control volume of fixed size. The
equations are cast in nondimensional form after development

Equation Development
Consider the volume shown in Figure C-1 containing fluid fields i, j,;;.etc. (only two of them
being shown). Using subscript k to denote either field, conservation of mass can be written for
each control volume as
(C-l)
and conservation of energy can be written as

P'It

=

k

+q

-

-

where
e
ek

- total specific energy of field k (internal + kinetic + potential)
- convected specific energy of field k (enthalpy + kinetic + potential)
- mass flow into or out of field k
volume

~31

X~

mterfield
^mass flows

lk.

Contul volume

Figure C-1. Example of a volume containing two fields; the development is for a multifield

system.

C-2

(C-2)

La

-

pk
Vk

- density of phase k
- volume occupied by field k

net energy transferred into or out of field k

Note that the interfield transfer terms have not been written explicitly. As we will see later, they
cancel, to a first approximation, in the dP/dt equation and special identification is not necessary.
For the time being, consider them to be part of the inflows and outflows belonging to a field, k
Neglecting kinetic and potential energies we note that for the conditions of interest here
(C-3)

ek = hk = Uk + PkVk-

where hk,is enthalpy, Uk is internal energy, and vk is specific volume.

The pressure in each field is assumed to be equal and can be represented as a function of two
intensive variables. If we let the pressure be a function of internal energy and specific volume
then
(C4)

Pk- P(Uk, Vk)

Equation (C-4) can be differentiated with respect to time to get a pressure rate equation as
dPk =

dt

aek +

k

(C-5)

Ok

aVkCk at

at

aekI

Expanding the LHS of Equation (C-2) and substituting Equations (C-1) and (C-3) gives
aPiCVkUk = pkuk 'at

a

at

aUk

~~U
t

aE

_pV_

Cat +Uk(Y

_PVk

at

k -Yff.4

(C-6)

Combining this result with the RHS of Equation (C-2) and combining terms yields
Pk k at

i.k -Uk)-

id

Emih(h

uk-U)+qfl.

(C-7)

The LHS of the continuity equation can be written using specific volume rather than density and
expanded to get
ak~-kai.k-

-V(Y.
Vak

I

a,k)=

(C-8)

Pi An

Since the total volume of the control volume shown in Figure C-1 is constant, Equation (C-8) can
be summed over the fields of interest noting that
ge-9)

(

to get

C-3

£PI:k~k

t = _vk(rnk - Yarhomk]

(C-10)

A mass balance for each field can be written as

dMk
dt

(C-l )

m k

where M His the total mass. Summing Equation (C-Il) over the fields, gives
dM

'M k=

dt

dt

-

[m'd£

(C-12)

k]

where the inner sums denote the sums over in- and out flows.
Equation (C-12) can be nondimensionalized using reference values for M, t, and the flow rate to
get
dM'4

dt'

TI
Th
=Th a(C-13)
](-3
£¢,

k
1E£i

*0

A

where
M = M/MO
t* = t/to
-

(C-14)

m.=-ih/mlO

MO
Multiplying Equation (C-5) by pkVk and substituting Equations (C-7) and (C-8) for the time
derivatives of internal energy and specific volume yields for the pressure rate equation
PkVkddt

=
a(hk

(k)

ik)rk

(C-15)
+

))

Using Equation (C-9) and summing Equation (C-15) over the fields noting that the pressure is the
same in each field gives

1((P{Vk)/(aP/aPLak

)

)

[

-

(C-16)
+

qr=4-Svk(m,,,

k->

m

C-4

For the three fields considered subscript dentes sutcoolc Iiqula, m denotes a homogenous
steam-water mixture, and N denotes nitrogen or steam.
For these fields, the interfield transfers are the result of inflows and outflows related to the
mixture, where all the vaporization/condensation processes occur as intrafield transfers within the
mixture field. By virtue of 7,Vk = constant, the effect of the interfield transfers in the last
summation in Equation (C-16) vanish, i.e. the volumes removed or added to the mixture field by
transfer of steam to the steam/nitrogen field or transfer of liquid to the subcooled field are exactlycompensated for by changes in volume of these other fields. There is a small volume effect due
to heating or cooling of these interfield flows oncc they enter a field at a different temperature,
but the effect is small and is neglected here.
Expanding Equation (C-16) for the three fields considered gives

L

[aP/au 1l,

1

dP
dt

P1V1

P'.D
ID1

+ PnCVm.Uall +

a@P/aVBe1L. UN}BP/aV4II
T11/

at

PNV1

+

aPlaulvI aP/aUN

I

ap

'N-V.411

mlu.

Iv..+

(C-17)

AP/avxIjF

II,Im,IN, III, flm, and IIN are defined as
I Ur fa

IN = 2,m

(hm.

-

ul)- X;h

X(hu 1 - u) + 4

(hbi-UN)-,rm.(hmN

-UN)+

N

(C-18)
HN =VN( Zbr.N

£hN)

For convenience, the II,I., and IN terms in Equation (C-I 8) can be written as
Ik

a + bk+ Ck

where

Ib.1

=

Im(h";

-ul)

(C-19)

IC., = 4n~..

C-5

I.rn
kbin

,

m.(h*;m - u.)

hom

=

(mlhouer- um)

IC n= q4nc

(C-19)

IN= , m=,( (hn
N

Ib N
IC.

mrniiN(hillN

UN)

UN)

= q' 1 ,.N

Equation (C-17) can then be written in the following form
-d-= C lI.++ ClIb+CL.1IC. + ClXn,I.m

(C-20)

+ ClmIbm C1.mICJ=

+CINLAY + C1.NIb,?: + CLNI.hN ± C 271 + C 2II. + C2 TIN
/

where the C coefficients are defined as
Clk

,

-

/=P/Dvk,=

(C-21)

jC 2=|
YaPkVk/(aP/0Vk

(C-22)

The C1 coefficients for each field represent the partial derivative of pressure with specific energy
at constant specific volume for the field adjusted by the mass fraction weighted ratio of partial
derivatives of pressure with specific volume at constant specific energy for all the fields. The C2
coefficient is the inverse of the sum of the mass fraction weighted partial derivatives of pressure
with specific volume at constant specific energy for the fields.
Equation (C-20) can be nondimensionalized using the following definitions
PO ;

p

t ;n == ;q.,,i = ""'*';P_
o

M

0

.P;
Po

-*-ii;V
*=V;(h,-u)s=Np

apI DPI auil DPI
iV ai Tap vCa

-- -

-

-

(C-23)

I avi
v-i 01
ap

to get

C-6

.

CdP +T 2C;.llb.1
='F1C1I,
11I +T3C*IIC1 + 4CI*.
+TSC;, Ib..m

r
cC + TIC;'
6 eXIC
1 6C;

+wheCrt.hetrm

+ dcfin;d s+

A+TS

(C-24)

Nl"b.N

+ol2Clo

11f

where the termns are defined as follows
C
= C1 10 rIoi(hi,, - ul)ot 0 Po = -

~h

v 2=

.

T3 =

0r.aOO(hc1 t,

-

C1J~O(h,

- U
1 )ot O /Po =

-

3

(C-25)

- UI)OMOTI3

(C-26)

Po

(C-27)

=CtzmO(hi,.

-Um)oto/Po

-Um)0 Mo'

13

CL=.O(ho..m -Urn)OMO

0q 0t0

-

o(hOu; 4
S= CI.Nh

I0/]
UN)O

UN)o to/

(C-30)

- UN) MOT13

PCvrh

-N.O(hk.N

.0-

N)omO'I - ..

(C-32)

PO

(C-33)

13

'
(C-34)

=I C2,0V.01oOto Ro=~I

TJit = C2,DV..OrhOtO /PO =

(C-3 1)

Po

PO=.Ci-,NO(h-,,t N---

9 = CQ N Oqoto /Po = C 1 N0 40 M0 f

'P~=C
20 v 0 rh~~iP

(C-29)

..- PO

=

'o

13

/P0 = CIF.A OMOT13

=7qN.OmiO(hiN
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(C40)
(Ca41)

IC.N = I:,N/q0

and T13 is defined in Equation (C-14).
Equations (C-13), (C-14), and (C-24)-(C4 I) represent the nondimensionalized mass balance and
pressure rate equation for fields in a control volume of constant total volume. Table C-1
provides a description and physical interpretation of the dimensionless T groups defined in
Equation (C-14) and Equations (C-25)-(C-36).
Table C-1. Physical interpretation of T groups for intermediate phase.
Dimensionless Physical Interpretation
Coefficient
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
F1
subcooled field from mass inflows, to the reference pressure
of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
TRatio
subcooled field from mass outflows, to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
T3
subcooled field from heat transfer, to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
' 4
saturated field from mass inflows, to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
'p5
saturated field from mass outflows, to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
T6
saturated field from heat transfer, to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
Nitrogen/steam field from mass iMflows, to the reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
Ts
Nitrogenasteam field from mass outflows, to the reference pressure
T9

Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific energy of the
Nitrogen/steam field from heat transfer, to the reference pesure

C-8

Table-C-I. Physical interpretation of ' groups for intermediate phase (cont'd).
Dimensionless Physical Interpretation
Coefficient

o
__

l
UT12
13

Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific volume of the
subcooled field from heat transfer, to reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific volume of the
saturated field from heat transfer, to reference pressure
Ratio of pressure change, due to change in specific volume of the
Nitrogen/steam field from heat transfer, to reference pressure
Ratio of integrated mass flow to reference mass

Property Derivative Evaluation for Mixture Field
In the above development of the pressure rate equation thermodynamic property derivatives
need to be evaluated. In particular, the following derivatives are required
(C-42)

;

t)U

For the saturated mixture field we can write the following expressions for the internal energy and
specific volume
Uk=Uf+xu,,

and

(C-43)

Vk = Vf + XV f

where
saturated liquid internal energy

uf

-

u.
ufg

- saturated vapor internal energy
- internal energy change on vaporization (ug - uj

vf

-

vg

- saturated vapor specific volume

saturated liquid specific volume

fg- - specific volume change on vaporization (Vy
xc
- quality

-

v)

Noting that
P

D,1

we can write in general terms the derivative of internal energy with pressure using
Equation (C-43) as

da"PI

dt=f +x
dP

us
dP`

(C-44)

u isDX_
I

C-9

where the derivatives of subscripted variables such as uf and Ufg are written as total derivatives
since uf and ug are only functions of pressure and the derivatives are assumed to be taken along
the saturation line. Quality can be written in terms of specific volume or internal energy using
Equation (CA3) as
X=V-Vt o

x=-

(CA45)

=U-uf

or x=-

The first form of Equation (C-45) can be differentiated with respect to pressure at constant
specific volume to get an expression for the quality derivative as
ax|[VfMa(V Vf) - ,v

TP

L APp

dVg

I

dPft@V

-l1dvr+

dvfl

(C16)

Vfs

Substituting Equation (CA46) into (C-4), using Equation (CA5), and noting that v is held
constant then yields

=-+x
duf g ( Ufdff+
4
+ x-]
Pv dP
P
vf5 A dP
dP

(C47)

In the same fashion, an expression for the derivative of specific volume with pressure at constant
internal energy can be written as

alp

= dvX+ x dvfX + -v
+ x dufg]
dP
dP
13u13~d
dP

(C-48)

C Coefficients for Multifield Depressurization Rate with One Field
being an Ideal Gas
The C coefficients that arise in the multifield depressurization rate equation (Equation (C-16)) are
defined by Equations (C-21) and (C-22). Consider that one of the fields is an ideal gas of
molecular weight M. For example, this field could be near-atmospheric pressure steam, in which
case M is 18, or near-atmospheric pressure nitrogen, in which case M is 28. We are interested in
the impact of the ideal gas molecular weight and hence, gas composition in the field, on the C
coefficients.
To proceed, we write the ideal gas equation of state as
P=

P RT
M
p M

(C49)

where R is the ideal gas constant, T is absolute temperature, and M is the molecular weight. We
also note that for an ideal gas the internal energy is
u = CvT

(C-50)

where the specific heat at constant volume is

C-10

(C-51)

_M

GV

with Cvm being the molar specific heat at constant volume, which is a constant.
We can then write the property derivatives involved in the C coefficients as

CMV

DTI

C-I

api

(C-52)

-

1RT

DP_ aP

aC-

2I M

(C-53)

Consider first the terms in the denominators of the C coefficients, i.e.
*EpkVk/(aP/avk

..

k

If field k is an ideal gas, then using Equations (C49) and (C-53) we have
(C-54)

=Lk
.

PkvkI/(aPaVkk = (

vM
Clearly, Equation (C-54) indicates that the denominator of the C coefficients is independent of
molecular weight M of the ideal gas field - if one exists.
Consider now the numerators of the C coefficients. For C1, the numerator is
DVuLk

alzk

If field k is an ideal gas, then from Equations (C-49), (C-52), and (C-53) the numerator would be
DP

/,DP

a

/

R
t2

C

I RT')
vk M)

RI
/(

-

(C-55)

Recalling that Cvm is a constant independent of molecular weight, we come to the conclusion
that, the numerators in the C coefficient expressions (Equations (C-21) and (C-22)) are also
independent of molecular weight. Note that the numerator in Equation (C-22) is unity.
In view of both the numerators and denominators being independent of molecular weight of the I
ideal gas field, we conclude that the C coefficients will be independent of the composition of the
ideal gas when it is one of the fields involved in the depressurization rate calculation. This means
that the values of the C coefficients that may be involved in various scaling studies will not
depend on whether the fields is steam, nitrogen, or some mixture.
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APPENDIX D
PRHR REFERENCE HEAT TRANSFER
AND FLOW RATE
In this appendix, we develop simple expressions for the natural circulation heat mmser ra e in
the passive residual heat removal system (PRMR). The resulting expressions are used to
establish reference heat transfer values for the PRHR.
Consider the simple closed loop shown in Figure D-1. A heat addition section is contained in the
lower portion of the loop and a heat removal section situated at a higher elevation. With respect
to the AP600, the heat addition section represents the core and the heat removal section
.
-:
represents the PRHR heat exchanger tubes located in the IRWST.tank.
For the purposes of this development we assume that the fluid in the region above the midpoint
of the heat addition section to the midpoint of the heat removal section is at density Ph and that
the fluid in the region below the midpoint of the heat removal section to the midpoint of the heat
addition section is at density pc where Pc > ph.
For steady state conditions, the momentum equation for this loop implies a balance between the
frictional pressure losses and the driving head due to the fluid density change or
(1-1Ai 'APR
where APf and APH are the frictional losses and driving head, respectively. For the elevations
shown on the loop in Figure D-1 along with the density distribution assumption discussed above,
the driving head is

H'eat addition

/
Heat remo
regio,Tc

lTh

-

Figure D1. Closed loop with beat addition and heat removal.
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2Z )+ pg(Z2

2

C

)

2

Peg 7-

Pg(ZI _ 7)

C2

2

phg(Z2 - -)

(D-2)

which reduces to
AP, = (pp ph)g(Z2 +7
2

_7)-ApgAZ
2
2

where g is the acceleration due to gravity, Up is p- Ph, and AZ is the difference in thermal center
elevations in the heat removal section and the beat addition section. The density difference can
be written in terms of the coefficient of thermal expansion as
(DA)

Ap = Epc1h - T.) = Op
1 AT
where pf is the saturated liquid density at the average temperature and ,8is defined as

(D)-5)

_a
-1

The frictional pressure drop around the loop can be written in terms of the hydraulic resistance,
R', the mass flow rate, and the saturated liquid density as
(D-6)

The hydraulic resistance is defined as
R'=X

(

(D-7)

+ K,

where f is the friction factor, 1 is component length, dl is the hydraulic diameter, Ai is the cross
section flow area, and K represents a loss coefficient
Equations (D-l), (D-3), (D-4), and (D-6) can be combined to get the following expression for the
mass flow rate
h

(D-8)

[P= ATg5AzT

The heat removal rate can be expressed as
q = Imicp(T,, - T.) = 6mspAT

(D-9)

where cp is the specific heat. Substituting Equation (D-8) into (D-9) gives the final expression
for the heat transfer rate
(DE-10)

p=

With AZ, hydraulic resistance, thermal property values, and a temperature difference,
Equation (D-10) can be used to estimate a reference PRHR heat transfer rate. PRHR hydraulic
D-3

resistance and AZ (using Equation (D-3)) are known from facility design information. The
temperature difference (maximum) between the PRHR inlet and outlet can be estimated as the
difference between the saturation temperature at primary system pressure minus IRWST fluid
temperature.
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APPENDIX E
DERIVATION OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND
NONDIMENSIONAL GROUPS (rIs) FOR THE ADS-4 BLOWDOWN
AND IRWST INJECTION PHASE
The conservation equations for mass and energy arc developed for the ADS-4 Blowdown and
IRWST injection phases. The development focuses or the reactor vessel mass balance and the
flows that affect this mass balance. Energy flows are considered when they contribute to
important mechanisms in the mass balance. The equations are developed separately for each
phase.

ADS-4 Blowdown Phase
For the ADS-4 Blowdown Phase the following assumptions were made.
* The accumulators are empty
* The CMTs are 20% full and draining through the DVI lines into the downcomcr
* No IRWST flow
- ADS-l;-2,-3 choking ends- very soon - after ADS-4 opening cffectively- ending
ADS-I,-2,-3 flow
* The much larger area of the ADS-4 relative to the break area allows break flow to be
ignored
* The ADS4 flow can be modeled using the HEM assumptions
* No pressurizer draining occurs hence there is no pressurizer flow
* The CMT ternperaure can be considered constant
* There is no flow from the hot legs into the steam generators
.* .Thereisnoflowfromthedowncomerintothecoldlegs.-.

:--

.-..

:.

Using these assumptions the vessel mass balance for the control volume shown in Figure E-1 can
be written as
P dVY =pQcmT -m -p 1 Av
dt
dt,

(Fat)

and the CMT mass (or drain rate) can be written as
dV = PI (-Qcmr)
pi dLw

(E-2)

The flow rate in the CMT/DVI line based on a momentum balance between the CMT and the
DVI nozzle can be written as
E-2
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Figure E-1. Schematic for ADS4 blowdown.
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where Loc is the maxinum of the actual vessel level or the DVI nozzle elevation, i.e.
LDC = MaX(LDVI,Lv).

-

-

-

and AY is the datum difference for the CMT level and the vessel/downcomner level.
As stated above, it is assumed that CMT liquid injected does not reach the cold legs and flow out
the break so that all the flow from the CMTs is assumed to enter the vessel lower plenum. This
assumption is justified because the downcomer level is lower than the cold leg nozzle elevation.
Based on the hot leg control volume shown in Figure E-1 and with the assumptions stated above
(hot leg to steam generator flows are zero and no pressurizer flow), the hot leg flow consists only
of the ADS4 flow which can be represented as HEM critical flow. The quality at the ADS-4

E-3

discharge is based on an energy balance for the core and is estimated as shown based on core
power and lower plenum subcoolig.
= IiEM(xADS- 4 )

mIi
-

QcMrPICP(TW

M-4 =

--

(E-4)

TIP)

p 1Q(hTh

The lower plenum temperature is estimated using an energy balance based on residence time of
CMT flow in the lower plenum.
dlp
~rTp).
dt =QC~r(T
VIl-+dc
'P)

(E-5

These-equations constitute a closed set that can be used to estimate the vessel mass inventory.
Reference values were selected to nondimensionalize the equations and make the dependent
variables and their derivatives of 0[l].
The reference mass flow, time, and CMT volumetric flowrate are
rh,

= fADS-4(XAM-4)

where

, Ds4
is from the HEM model evaluated at xADS4 and is assumed approximately constant,
1

to = lop
where VO is the vessel volume above the bottom of the heated length, and

=

L R~c~eJ

where AYcmro is the distance from the CMT water level to the DVI nozzle (e.g., Lcur + AY - Lv
when Lv is at the elevation of the DVI nozzle).
The variables were nondimensionalized using reference parameters as shown below.

Vi = VL;,1
VO

AY -

t~
to

_ -L

rv *

4 _ m~vsQ.* - QuaL'

VO/Ao0

mfio

'U

Lr
_

AY ;(TCM -Tlp) =(T
T)
AYC~ 0'
AT0

The resulting dimensionless equations are presented here. For the vessel inventory
dC

V =dnf7V(fl6Qf

-

(E-8)

mriS).

The CMT flowrate is given by

E-4

dQcw = -2

.T[r1

7L~C

- 11 1w - AYi-

ffQ

(E-9)

where
LDC = L' for V > VDvI and
_L,

fori L<LJ

IDVI o

(E-10)
_i

V

and the CMT level is given by
dt*

(E-11)

SCTM

Using the definition for QcM-nO given in Equation (E-6) makes fl 2 .M and Il C~r equal in value
and much larger than unity. With these coefficients much larger than the time dependent term,
the CMT flow equation can be rearranged as
QCfT

= (fISLbrrT - 117 L' + AY).

(E-12)

This equation can be written in terms of mass flow by using n16 to produce
mc: =.=

y
1 6 (fl)Izcsr -fl 1 L2+aY).

(E-13)

With these expressions and the selection of reference parameters making Tl7-v - 1.0 the vessel
mass balance can be written as

dV* =II

V(4
'

(E 14)

*,4 -)-

The lower plenum temperature is estimated as
d(Tcer -T

_-Tc
,=-fl 9

,Q~f

(TLV

-

Tip )

(E-15)

where the CMT temperature is taken to be approximately constant
The dimensionless coefficients are given below.
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IRWST Initial Refill Phase
In the IRWST phase the following assumptions were made.
* The CMTs and accumulators are empty
.-

*
*

*

*
*
*
*

The ADS-1,-2,-3 flow has transitioned from chokedktofrictiondominated

o-in---

.-

..-...

The ADS-4 flow is relatively low quality choked flow that can be modeled using the
HEM assumptions
The pressurizer draining can be modeled using a surge line velocity based on the rise
of cap bubbles
Because the ADS-4 area is much large than the break area and there is very little
pressure drop between the pressurizer and hot leg, only the ADS4 flow needs to be
considered as an outflow
. .
- The IRWST level and temperature can be considered constant
The containment pressure can be considered constant
There is no flow from the hot legs to the steam generators
There is no flow from the downcomer into the cold legs
Vessel pressure is determined by the head of liquid in the pressurizer and surge line.

Using these assumptions, the vessel mass balance for the vessel control volume shown in the
schematic in Figure E-2 can be written as
dt
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Figure E-2. Schematic for IRWST refill.
assuming that there is no flow from the DVI line to the cold leg and out the break This is
justified as the downcomer level is beneath the cold leg nozzle at least until refill is complete.
The hot leg flow can be written in terms of the ADS4 and pressurizer surge line flows as
mDS 4 =rhm, + mgrh

(E-25)

assuming, as indicated above, that there is no flow from the hot legs into the steam generators.
The ADS4 flow can be written as

miAM-, = HEM(xAM- 4)

(E-26)

where based on a core energy balance, the outlet quality is
-4

qf
-

Q

plQd

Tr

(E-27)
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tpuhfs

and the lower plenum fluid temperature is

E-7

- -

dT1,,
dt

=-

d

VEX

(T'MT_ T

(E-28)

4).

The pressurizer surge line flow is based on the rise velocity of cap bubbles as
imi

(E-29)

= O.lpI4AsL.

The DVI flow is written in terms of the IRWST flow since the CMTs and accumulators are

assumed to be empty during this phis'e. As mentioned above, all of lh-IiRWST flow 'is asumed'
to enter the vessel as the downcomer level is beneath the cold leg nozzles and therefore no
spillover into the cold legs can occur

-d~d=pjg(Lmwsr - LDc + AY)
p(L)dn
kXA dVi dt
Pxdviu+(P

(E 30)

v

In Equation (E-30), LTc is the maximum of the actual vessel level and the DVI nozzle elevation or
(E-31)

LC = max(Lv, LDO

and AY is the elevation difference in datums between the bottom of the IRWST and the vessel
level.
The vessel pressure is greater than the pressurizer pressure due to the static head of liquid in the
pressurizerand surge line or

PV -PPM =P1 g(L. + PL

-

(E-32)

Y
5 L).

In Equation (E-32), psL is the surge line density and YML is the distance from the bottom of the
pressurizer to the surge line-hot leg connection. The containment pressure is assumed to be
higher than the pressurizer pressure because of the static head of liquid in the IRWST above the
ADS-1,-2,-3 sparger outlet. It is assumed that choking in the ADS-1,-2,-3 lines has ended prior
to this phase beginning
Reference conditions for the mass flow, time, and DVI volumetric flow were chosen as follows.
ma = PAQM - mod, 4(xAM- 4) which is assumed to be approximately constant, Qd,,o is evaluated
assuming the vessel level is at the DVI nozzle elevation and Pt - Pv is zero (i.e. no back pressure),
and rhArs4(xADs,) is based on HEM evaluated at core outlet quality based on an energy balance
across the core at the start of the phase. The reference time is selected as
to

(E-33)

VOP
p
rho

where VO is the vessel volume above the bottom of the heated length. The reference DVI flow is

E-8

Qdn.O

(E-34)

i

[L

where Ydjo is the distance from the initial IRWST water level to the DVI nozzle.
Initial pressure, Pko, is assumed to be containment pressure (-1 atmosphere) plus initial IRWST
head.
Using these reference conditions he folloWg dimeisiness vaiables werdefied.
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Substituting these variables into the dimensional equations gives the following set of
.dimensionless equations. Forthe vessel mass
dvt= d=,v =

7-V-.WST(

..-
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... ... ... .
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dvi -mh) iE-38)

where
-39)

-

mhdvi = ][12Q,,i
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-

-
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-

-

.. (E-)-40)

Noting that in Equation (E-30) the dQ,/dte term is much less than the other terms, and

QdL = [('&Y* - TII 9f) + ]q2OQ

(E21

-PO)]

The pressure difference between the vessel and pressurizer becomes
(E42)

PPR -PV =- n21(fL=:PR +PSLYSL)-

E-9

..

Writing the hot leg flow in terms of the ADS-4 and surge line flow allows the vessel mass balance
to be written as
dt

I7-V-IRW,(ri23[&Y- - riiLDC +n2 (I2( PA) -MADS-4

d;=d.

dt*

+

hm~z)

(E43)

The dimensionless groups are described below.
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APPENDIX F
DERIVATIONS OF ANALYTICAL EXPRESSIONS
FOR VESSEL INVENTORY
(ADS-4 AND IRWST INJECTION PHASES)
This Appendix details the development of analytical expressions for vessel inventory for the
ADS4 and early IRWST injection phases. The ADSA development is presented first for the
two cases of the vessel level above or below the DVI nozzle elevation. The IRWST development
is presented for the two cases of short time (as the vessel starts to refill) and long time (as the
vessel level approaches the hot leg elevation).

ADS-4 Discharge Phase
The derivation for the analytical expression for the vessel inventory during ADS-A discharge for
the case of the vessel level above the elevation of the DVI nozzle is given below. The expression
is

V1'(t) -V *(0) = [r16Q (0)- ]t+2Q(O) L

(0) +

,t 2

where
19 =

(nlaIn

-lnflil
1 6 ) for Lv >LYI.

Case 1 - I, v> I Dvl
In the subsequent derivation we drop the superscript asterisk and understand that all quantities
are nondimensional.
The nondimensionalized governing equations are

dV1 d
-

dt

dt

= r, 7-Vn[16

(F-2)

QC~-th.ADS4]

7-V2

dLT= -]l5-04
dt

(F-3)

QCIST

I7
-113CM2Q2
dfT = -][1 21LVl-rIILCuT-AY]
We assume (though it is not necessary) that:
*

nADS4= 1 (i.e. it is constant at in.)

F-2

for LVaDVI

(F4)

*

n2cC

*

7-V=

),r- large (follows trom dletmnions ot n2.za and rl _cr)

-

1 (by definition of to as the vessel residence time)

* dQcrrT/dt _ 0
Furthermore, multiplying Equation (F-2) by nll 7 and Equation (F-3) by flu8 we can write (after
makling the assumptions)
(F-5)

7
d[r&Lc.%rrI17v-AY= (IrS15. -,,716JQC~

dt

where AY can be included in the derivative since it is a constant.
Taking the derivative of Equation (F4) after making the assumptions (which are justified for the
AP600 and the various facility geometries and resistances) and substituting in Equation (F-5), we
have
dQcz

(F-6)

= Il19QCtrr- 117

where
119 = nl5n'S

nl 7rl,6 *

-

Eliminating QCMr between Equation (F-2) and Equation (F-6) and integrating gives

-vI
16

- 1In7
_
t

Q2 =

_

19

_"16

X

. .......
. .....

+ C

r19 }_

(F-7)

When t = 0, V1 = V1(0) and Q2 T QCM(O) and Equation (F-7) along with the above condition
results in
VI- VI(0)

CM

CM2
(0)

8

n7

(-8

+l n,

Ill9

RI6

[

2
Qc (O)]in terms of t This can be done in
To proceed, we need an approximation for [Qc
many ways, but we proceed in the simplest way at present.

At first sight it appears straightforward to integrate Equation (F-6) and substitute the exact
solution in Equation (F-8). However, one obtains a complex transcendental equation for Qafr
that cannot be solved explicitly for QCMr and then substituted in Equation (F-8). Therefore we
follow the alternate path of expanding Qcrr in a power series in t. To a first approximation
-1

r ui

d

dtt

(F-9)

=Qar (O)+ R

or using at t =0,

QMT Q
-

(0) we have
F-3

n Q

Q2,),r(O)]=[

CT(O)+n'71(F-

foi)

To a second approximation
1 dQ2
19
dit

Q

O)+

rII9(
Q

-

'

2Qc(O) L

[(O)+t+

17

riA9

(F- 1)
.

.

From the above expressions,
0]=
[Q _1

0t

-[Q"rQ~,(O)]=QC.r(O)t +

Rl9

QL~:9J+

(F-12)
(F-1-)

.

(F-13)

Qu(°+17]2n'
111

Substituting in Equation (F-8) gives
V 1-V 1(O)=[QcMr(O)-1 16 -l]t + 2Q(O) [Qc(O)+n1'7At.

which is the fnal result for Lv Ž LDvI. Note that it is entircly straightforward to put iADi S 1
in the derivation as long as it is constant. Note that once Lv < LDvI, then this derivation does not
apply. The derivation is most useful for ROSA. It does not apply in most cases to SPES and
OSU (only for a short time). While Equation (F-13) is an approximation it converges rapidly for
ROSA, i.e., the t3 term is negligible.
Case2-L*V<L DVI.-

The derivation for the analytical expression for the vessel inventory during ADS-4 discharge for
the case of the vessel level below the elevation of the DVInozzle is given below. The expression
is

v;

V()=[VlI6 Q

(O)I

]t+1 "7 4 1't-

for IL;<<LD

(F-14)

In the subsequent derivation we again drop the superscript asterisk and understand that all
quantities are nondimensional.
Equations (F-2) and (F-3) are the same as given above but we don't assume iii,. = 1. This is
done to accommodate the SPES experiment in which m 5is constant, but the constant changes
at some point in time.
Equation (F-4) becomes
Qcr=flllsLc.rr-l17 LDvn-AY]'

for Lv < LDA.

This leads to the following modified version of Equation (F-6)
F-4

(F-1 5)

I

dis'c2rr(F-16)

Integrating Equation (F-16) yields
QCMT-

Qc-,rr()~

(F- 17)

t2

~..Substituting this result into Equation (F-2) and integrating gives.
VI

nl=

t2

,,

4

+ nl 1 6Q0,r(O)t-

(Fi)

rhAM 4t+C.

For VI = V/I(O) at t = 0, the following results

4

where

rhAM4

is a known constant.

Equation (F-1 9) is the final result for Ly < LDVI and is an exact solution.

IRWST Injection Phase
The derivations for the analytical expression for the vessel inventory during IRWST injection for
the c-ase~s-(ofishort times and long time~s are given below.
-.

Case 1- Short Times
The solution for short times is

hI the subsequent derivation we drop the superscript asterisk and understand all quantities axe
nondimensional.
The governing equations are
dVt
dpnZ

dt

dLt
=

(F-:22)

hsr7n
5?

F-5

I

Q,,i=(AY- T11 9L)÷ [I20(1-.p

)]112

(F-.23)

(assuming inertial term negligible)

where L =Lv for LvŽLnvi
L =L1,vr for Lv < Lv
(F-24)

[12Lm+psLYsL1

PFZR-Pv= -

m~

m~.(F-25)

~~A50

1

1

and th~w4 are constants and dPpzR/dt= constant.
We assume fa.
Equation (F-23) is unrelated to f1 1 in the previous section.
and

.7Squaring

cit

.

.--...

gives

(P.23)

Equation

differentiating

Note that fl19 ini

.

...

0 CItV = 112I~"Z-1.(F-26)

where Equations (P.22) and (F-24) have been used to expand dPvldt and L = DvI. Integrating
this expression gives

r

.=nI1radPPZR

L

11127

~dtj

'Fromi Equtioifi (F-21) after substituting Eqfiations (F-;25) and (F-27) we have
22
di dVII2'(.17.
h

t-

2

dP=t
dt

h(F.28)

)(nADSA-rnPR).

Integrating and setting VI1 V1(O)at t = 0 gives

2nrm-

113

VI"H
()

which is the required expression for short times.

-

----

Case 2 - Long Times
For long times, e.g. t

-

we make the following assumptions

* Lv -~ Lv(oo) hot leg level
*hflL--

* Pv

-4

mhADS4=

(F-29)

(
ihADS-xhPMt

nI.2D

mThDVr--> -l 2 3 QDVI(-)

Constant

F-6

...

-

.

---

From Equation (F-23) we have
(F-30)

dt

dt

Define QDVI(t) and Lv as
QDVI (0)=QDVI ('°) + AQDW (t)

(F-31)

Lv--Lv (-)- Lv (t)-

(F-32)

Substituting These definitions into Equation (F-30) and linearizing gives
d,6QDvl =

D1(

dV
T

(F-33)

2QD,,,(-) dt

dt
or

-

.

.-

.

.

.

2QDVI (CO)

-Q

(F3)

Substituting for QDvI in Equation (F-21) we have

dALV

r

dV,..
dt

3 [QDYI( ) + QD9VI(O°)|

-Noting that-xiis Hn23QDvw()

and simplifying Equation (F-35) gives ..

where (ALv)oexprooti23nl toV
~~-

(F-3S)

HL-

(o)-

)

where ALv is proportional to AV, = VI(-) - VI(t).

(F-36)
-

Thus
AVI = (AV1 )Oexp[-f-123,9 t /(2QDl (-))].

-- -

To obtain (AV)o we can only use the condition at t = 0 (not a -very good initial condition
case). Nonetheless this gives the following result for long times
VI (°°) -V1 (t) = [V1 (wi)

-V,(O)]exp[-fl 3jIit/(2QDV, (-))]*

(F-37)

forthis
(F-38)

-_-

-

APPENDIX G
EQUATION DEVELOPMENT FOR IRWST DRAIN PHASE

APPENDIX Li
EQUATION DEVELOPMENT
FOR IRWST DRAIN PHASE
This Appendix deals with the development of simplified equations useful for the analysis of the
-IRWST drain phase. The equations are cast in nondimensional form afer development
Equation Development
Based on the phase definition, the identified processes, components, and the schematic shown in
Figure G-1, the system of governing equations can be formulated. Mass conservation and fluid
energy conservation will be written for the tanks and connecting pipes will require a momentum
equation.
A mass balance on the IRWST gives
pdAh

st =

curdc=4 -

(G-1)

1hdi:d7

where m,,, is the condensed steam that flows back from the containment walls into the
IRWST, ARwsT is the ERWST cross sectional area, pf is fluid density, LmwsT is the tank liquid
level, and thd4 is the flow rate out of the IRWST into the DVI lines. Note that there could be a
delay period between the time at which the steam is released at the ADSA valves and the time it

Figure G-1.

System configuration during IRWST drain phase (prior to sump injection).

G-2

-

returns to the IRWST as condensate. Based on a film thickness otfU.UUI m, it is estimated that if
every metal structure in the AP600 containment were to collect a film of condensate, the total
amount of water held up in such a film would be about 24 I 3. This volume is only 1.3% of the
IRWST inventory (1,880 dn3). Furthermore, such a film would form during the early stages of the
transient, and would not be building up during this stage. Therefore, no significant delay
associated with the return of condensate to the IRWST is expected and the condensate flow rate
is assumed equal to ihe rate of steam released into the containment through the ADS valves or
Xads4ra&4 + ik223
5in

rnads4

+

(G-2)

1
ads13

where x,&4 is the ADS-4 quality, Th,.4 is the ADS4 flow rate, and fihd23 is the flow rate
through the ADS-1,-2,-3 valves (assumed to be steam).
The temperature of the IRWST water depends on the IRWST mass inflows and outflows and the
fluid interaction with the tank walls., Te schematic in FigureG-2 illustrates the concrete
structure of the IRWST, the steel lining, and the water level. To model the concrete as 'a'luimped

I
..

Figure G-2.
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Schematic of concrete penetration depth (thickness) to be determined according to
duration of heating process.
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Figure G-3.

Portion of concrete wall showing penetration depth (thickness) and variable
definitions.

G-3

structure, a penetration depth in the concrete (w() inat-u~tuia 1wi HaSS of concrete involved in
the process will be defined. To do this, consider a portion of the concrete wall, as shown in
Figure G-3, with thermal conductivity 2, and thickness w, which depends on how long the wall
is exposed to a temperature difference. An energy balance, mi lumped parameter form, for this
system is
dTj
pCcp.W
,
w=P
/(To
-T,).
(G-3)
If To p is approximated at time -zto be the average of the maximum and minimum temperatures in
the problem, the Equation (G-3) can be rewritten as:
w2

cc

(G4)

Pcclp eC

Equation (G-4) can be used to evaluate w,, for the time duration of the phase. With this
information, the overall heat transfer coefficient between the IRWST wall and the fluid is defined
as

(G-5)

U.;,,
=

where wit, is the penetration depth for the IRWST concrete, w.,d is the steel liner thickness,
and ho is the heat transfer coefficient between the IRWST liquid and the tank inside wall, and
c and kt,,, are the thermal conductivity of the concrete and steel liner, respectively. In the
same fashion, the overall beat transfer coefficient for the Sump is
U1
Up=P

Ws--r +(G-6)

Rhe IRWST fluid energy balance is gin by*.

dITdTa

,r(

Tf,, +-U,,A
m C ac
lb,
PT pT>-mhdvic
L-iicT

dt

TUlr)(X

(G-7)

pICA;

and the energy balance for the concrete structure around the IRWST tank assuming only energy
transfer to the fluid is
(Mi

XcP

T

d)dt
dt

1"Akw-w(T -Tt-¢

e)

(G-)

Note that while the Sump is not an active participant during this phase, equations equivalent to
(G-7) and (G-8) could be written for the sump fluid and walls. During the IRWST drain, the
Sump acts only as a reservoir where the break and ADSA liquid flows accumulate.

G-4

A force balance written from the surface of the IRWST, through the DVI injection line, and
through the ADS-4 valves to the containment provides a momentum equation in which pressure
is eliminated and yields the following

(L)

pfg(Lit + Zdi + Zd,-.dli)

~

.1dt

(A-d

(...L)G-9)

In Equation (G-9), Zd-& and AZ 4 are the elevation of the DVI nozzle and the ADS-4 valves,
respectively with respect to the bottom ofthe healed length.-Inreality, and for. the evaluation of
reference parameters, these two elevations need a small correction to account for the fact that the
fluid density in the core side is not p,& from the bottom of the heated length.
As stated in the phase description, assumptions arc made with respect to the system -behavior
during this period of time. It is assumed that the sum of the ADS-1,-2,~-3 and ADS-4 mass flows
is equal to the DVI mass flow or
rI,,, = l,
-

owvr

4 4

+ IflS17

ij

(G-10)

so that Equation-(G-lIO) become~s

rn, 454
fi.

(G-1l1)

The mass in the vessel is given as
MYCS

fJp

(G-12)

An energy balance across the core yields
-

m1 ,jcT(P

where Tsat is assumed to be based oni vessel pressure or

and Tip is the lower plenum (core inlet) fluid temperature.
The density of the flow through the ADS-4 valves depends on parameters including the core
vapor generation rate, the phase separation in the hot leg and associated tee connections to the

G-5

ADS4 and PRER off-takes, the flow rate through the ADS-4 system, and so forth. A bottomup or local relationship or correlation is required to define this density, e.g.,

f(entrainment, Q6,4, q01c,

PNdA4

Xad4.)

_(G-15)

In lieu of an appropriate correlation, we assume that the density is that needed to match the flow
into the system Through the DVI line. This is not precisely true since there is likely some flow
through the ADS-1;2,3 valves.
Lower Plenum Temperature
dt11r

=

p-

I

I
(G-lip

-G

(T-T,p)

We have now a closed system of equations that we can normalize and nondimensionalize to
.

obtain the participating nondimensional groups...

Normalization and Nondimensionalization
We now re-write the governing equations, normalizing all variables. For clarity, we redefine the
subscripts so that concrete is now cc, containment is ct, irwst is it, and sump is s.
poAOL°
T.L r;
*Ai dL.:=m~g,
= mD(r2'

T to
dMi,

'hcp-cdt-

dl

l

dT =o-,A

toA)dto

(L-A)-(-A) .

-di
-.

uiA-¢To

G1
(G-17)

_T

-T,
A

)

j

(G-1T9)-

,,LApc:,A.
+UOA.0

d*= (psgY0 )pc(c4+ Z

-2p (KA-2)
m0

(K

(G^18

(G-20)

pT

rhz(KG

2p.&54_0 rA2 )ad4-0

Pd4

tA 2 Jas414

The reference pressure Po is defined by the hydrostatic pressure due to the head of liquid in the
IRWST plus containment pressure as
Po = pog(Lo + Zdj) + I atm

(G-21)

G-6

to

d

_m

r)

(T=-

(G-22)

The equations above can -now be written in nondimcnsional form, thus identifying the
nondimensional coefficients that dominate this phase. Table G-1 lists the groups and their
physical description.
0 A0 L0

p;A'

(ad4,P -mdi)=

rhot0

1

1 -L(; ,ad4
5

UOAft- 0 AT~t0 U*A

.

dit= pote
0 (p
0

-L,4CAT

(0-23)

m& )

p°c,0 L0 A0T-U,

-T

-

,(T>-TAA

(G-24)

-rIJ5- (m" 4 cYT .-mric;T) + nisZf-iUkA:W(T-T)

M*)dTk~
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(Xji

9--
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=(UoAi,,.O°Tto)A

)

j3-.-wtUaAi,-w(T-;i
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= (/)1
jhoc
((L/A
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-
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=

hO
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4. 0giZZt
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Table G-1.
Group

Graim phase.
Nondimensional groups and description for LKWSI
Description
Definitioni

2

(pogYot 0)/((L/A)omk

Ratio of hydrostatic force to
inertial force

13

2)o)/(2p (IA)o)
(ito(IA
0

Ratio of line frictional force to
inertial force

117

(4,ot(M

10)

Nondimensional residence
time

I1

(rhnoo)/(poVo)

Nondimensional residence
time

I5

(mto)f/(p0AoLo)

Nondimensional residence
time

lS-f

(UoA,0Toto)/(pocpoLoAoTo)

Ratio of heat transferred from
fluid to the heat capacity of
the fluid

nl,-w

(UoA"sToto)/(cccpoMGcoTo)

Ratio of heat transferred from

fluid to the heat capacity of
the wall

Overall Heat Transfer Coefficient Evaluation
To establish a reference condition, the overall heat transfer coefficient for the IRWST wall is
evaluated assuming natural circulation heat transfer between the fluid and a vertical concrete wall
along with Equations (GA4) and (G-5). For this evaluation, a correlation for free convection on a
cold vertical wall given in Ref. G-1 is used. This correlation gives expressions for the Nusselt
number as a function of the Grahsof and Prandtl numbers for the laminar and turbulent regimes as
follows:
Lamrinregime
Nu = 0.508
4 14 p1312
(0.952 + pr)114

Transition
1.E8

Turbulent regime
NU%= 0.149(Pr 0 '75- 0.55)Gr36
_

_

_

_

_

4

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

Cr114 prI12

NU =-±(0.508) G.
(0.952+Pr)"4
3
NUL

4/3NU ILL

I8[(

x (0.149XPr

G-8

LJ

0.92]

5-0.55rtm

_

_

where
Cp - specific heat
L - wall height
3/ 2 )
Gr. - Grashof number (Ap/pgx3/v2 = J3AT gxN
Gr, - Grashof number (Ap/pgL 3/v2 ==AT gL3 )
Nu,, - Nusselt number (hx/k)
Pr - Prandtl number (Cp/k)
h - heat transfer coefficient
k - thermal conductivity
x - axial distance along the wall
f - volume thermal expansion coefficient (-l/p DpI aTj)
- dynamic viscosity
v - kinematic viscosity (pip)
p - fluid density
Fluid properties in this correlation are evaluated at a reference temperature that is the average of
the highest and lowest temperatures in the problem. For the present case, the highest
temperature is saturation temperature at containment pressure (assumed to be 1 atm) and the
coldest temperature is that of the IRWST water at initial conditions (assumed to be -290 K).
The pressure is assumed to be the average of the pressure at the bottom of the IRWST tank and
the pressure at the IRWST liquid surface where the IRWST tank is assumed to be a a level of
-9m. With these assumptions, the conditions and values shown in Table G-2 result.
Table G2.

Fluid properties for evaluation of overall heat transfer coefficient
Property or condition
Value
Ta (K)
T. (K) (at 1 atm)

I

Tcod (K)

Ttf (K) [= Tcold + 0.5 (Tsat - Tcold)]
L (m)
p (kg/rn3)
Pu (ka)[= 0.5(1 atmn + (pgL + 1 atm)]
i (IJK)
p (a-s)
VWs)
(m2

Cq (J/kg-K)

k (W/m-K)
Pr
GTL

G-9

The value of the Grashof number given in Table G-2 indicates that th, turbulepitflw form of the
forNUL. Soling
correlation should be used. Evaluating the correlation gives avalue ot
for the heat transfer coefficient yields

NuhLk

1

47

-,,

(G-28)

As mentioned above, the IRWST wall consists of concrete with a carbon steel liner. Dimensions
and thermal properties for this geometry are given in Table G-3.
Table G-3. IRWST wall thermal properties.
Concrete
Carbon Steel
Material
8
__
thickness (m)

k (w/m-K)b
p kg/m3 )b
cp (kJfkg-K)p

C

I

pep (kJ/m3-K)b

a. Values from Reference G-.
b. Values from Refermee G-3.
c. Values from Referece G4.

Using the property values in Table G-3 along with Equation (G-4) allows the approximate
conduction depth of the concrete wall to be calculated as
W -] ------2;1

4(G-29)

where of 15E3 s is the approximate drain time of the IRWST from the initial level to a level
where sump injection commences. This is a conservative calculation since as the liquid level
drains, the surface area of the tank wall interacting with the IRWST liquid is decreasing. Using
the results of Equations (G-28) and (G-29) in Equation (G-5) then allows estimation of U0 for
the IRWST wall as
'

(imize
W.

+Weh_

.

1

0~(-3O)
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